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The Buying and Wholesale Team at Cambridge Wine Merchants is delighted to present this new list of our Core Lines, effective 12th October. 
2020 has been a hugely demanding year for us all. We have been hugely impressed with the resilience everyone has demonstrated, through hard work, 
careful planning and teamwork. We wish everyone the very best in the coming months and will be working as hard as we can to provide you with great 

customer service, advice, product range and pricing. 

Hal Wilson, MD

As hard as 2020 has been we can all think of achievements that bring us a huge amount of pride. At Cambridge Wine Merchants we have successfully 
adapted to be able to continue selling the excellent drinks from family-owned wineries, breweries and distilleries that we love to work with. Along the way 
we have been recognised by international wine bodies for our contribution, once again being named Best National Wine Shop by Decanter, as well as 

Independent Buyer of the Year  by the London Wine Fair.

We continue to expand our range of products and service to be able to offer you a one-stop shop for all your drinks needs. To that end this list includes 
some additional categories to previous lists. We have new sections for 'Low and No Alcohol'  and Small Format  bottles of wine. We also have hugely 

increased our selection of beers in bottle, can and keg  format.
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Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

106300 White Autreau-Roualet Brut NV 75cl £16.10 Vegan 12.5%

106727 White Autreau de Champillon Premier Cru NV (Single Serve) 20cl £6.95 Vegan 12.5%

110286 White Autreau de Champillon Premier Cru NV (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £10.55 Vegan 12.5%

151569 White Pierre Bertrand Brut 1er Cru NV 75cl £19.10 Vegan 12.5%

137996 White Pierre Bertrand Brut 1er Cru NV (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £11.50 Vegan 12.5%

100353 White Joseph Perrier Brut NV Cuvée Royale 75cl £23.30 Vegan 12.0%

100347 White Joseph Perrier Brut NV Cuvée Royale (Single Serve) 20cl £7.45 Vegan 12.0%

100355 White Joseph Perrier Brut NV Cuvée Royale (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £12.55 Vegan 12.0%

100349 White Joseph Perrier Brut NV Cuvée Royale (Magnum) 150cl £47.95 Vegan 12.0%

100356 White Joseph Perrier Demi-Sec NV Cuvée Royale 75cl £23.30 Vegan 12.0%

108011 White Joseph Perrier Vintage Cuvée Royale Brut 2008 75cl £32.00 Vegan 12.0%

100322 White Louis Roederer Brut Premier NV 75cl £31.35
Vegan, 
Organic 12.0%

105278 Rosé Pierre Bertrand Brut Rosé 1er Cru NV 75cl £20.80 Vegan 12.5%

168299 Rosé Joseph Perrier Brut Rosé NV Cuvée Royale 75cl £29.95 Vegan 12.0%

183921 Rosé Joseph Perrier Brut Rosé NV Cuvée Royale (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £15.90 Vegan 12.0%

Champagne

Champagne continues to dominate the special occasion drink choice. Of the 20 producers that we list in our retail division, we have 
selected a few quality growers who have been our favourites for many years, including the very fine grower Pierre Bertrand, whose Brut 
NV was the only wine awarded ‘Exceptional’ at a Decanter Champagne panel tasting, and the hidden jewel of the Grandes Marques, 
Champagne Joseph Perrier. Something for every list, as well as excellent support from the likes of Martin Gamman MW, UK ambassador 
for Joseph Perrier.

90 points Robert Parker. An incredibly pretty pale rose colour. This is a delicate, fresh and delicious rosé which is made by adding Cumières Rouge to the 
traditional blend, with the refermentation taking place after blending.

The NV is the true expression of the House style. Elegant, fresh, light, well-balanced with good length, this is the perfect celebration Champagne. Blend of 
35% Chardonnay, 35% Pinot Noir and 30% Pinot Menuier, with around 20% reserve wine. Twenty different villages are used, based on JP's own vinyards 
in Cumières, Damery, Hautvillers and Verneuil. 'Four Stars, 16.5 / 20. Ripe Pinot fruit, a hint of spice, incisive, Chardonnay-led freshness. More precise 
thanks to a lowered dosage of 8g/l. Exemplary.' Michael Edwards, Decanter.

Just very slightly off-dry. A style much loved in France as aperitif but sadly underrated in Britain. Delicious with afternoon tea.

Family firm since 1670 in Premier Cru village of Champillon, just north of Épernay. Blanc de Noirs (100% black grapes). Delicate and fresh, nutty, with 
lively mousse. Perfect House Champagne. Also available as an own label. Contact your account manager for more details.

Classically made Champagne with grapes sourced from Premier Cru vineyards in the Marne Valley. This wine spends 3 years ageing prior to 
disgorgement. Top quality Premier Cru Champagne with full flavoured intense developed citrus and floral aromas.

Tiny house in the famous village of Cumières in the Marne Valley. Pinot-dominated like most wines from this village, it's deep copper/gold and wonderfully 
peachy and lush, explosively juicy, and cracking value.  "Green gold in colour, this has more power and definition than other wines. It simply has real 
length and potential." 98 points Michael Edwards, Decanter

Expressive notes of white peach, honeysuckle and quince on the nose, followed by some brioche and exotic fruits. The palate is full and quite open, 
beautifully balanced, with real richness and touches of ginger and apricot jam. Listed within Tom Stevenson's 'Top Ten Greatest Quality Wines' and 'Top 
Ten Best Bargains'.

"I have yet to experience a bottle of Louis Roederer Brut Premier that did not taste deliciously superior and ready to drink." Jancis Robinson MW

The vineyards of Cumières are famous for their Pinot Noir, which is what makes this rosé so tasty. Equal parts Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, from old vines 
and aged in bottle for a massive six years, leaving a creamy feel in the mouth. Deliciously fruity.
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Stock 
Code

Country Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

107792 White Prosecco Spumante Brut NV Il Caggio, Italy (Single Serve) 20cl £2.75 Vegan 11.0%

123341 White Solealto Bianco Spumante Extra Dry Contarini, Italy 75cl £5.95 Vegan 11.0%

107149 White Valse Blanc de Blancs Spumante Extra Dry NV Contarini, Italy 75cl £6.10 11.0%

145732 White Le Calle Prosecco Spumante DOC Extra Dry, Italy 75cl £7.50 Vegan 11.0%

191169 White Contarini Prosecco Spumante Brut NV Treviso, Italy 75cl £7.60 Vegan 11.0%

131534 White Cava Brut NV Francesc Ricart, Spain 75cl £8.50 Vegan 11.5%

177944 White Prosecco Extra Dry NV Beato Bartolomeo Breganze, Italy 75cl £8.75 11.5%

107937 White Antech Blanquette de Limoux Tradition Brut NV, France 75cl £9.40 Vegetarian 12.0%

961265 White Proverbio Organic Prosecco Spumante Brut NV, Italy 75cl £9.50
Vegan, 
Organic 11.0%

105788 White Cremant de Bourgogne Pinot Noir Brut NV Bailly Lapierre, France 75cl £11.50 Vegan 12.0%

112029 White Ch. Rives-Blanques Blanquette de Limoux Brut 2017, France 75cl £11.85 Vegan 12.5%

106285 White Cremant de Loire Brut Preference 2011 Raymond Morin, France 75cl £12.15 Vegan 12.5%

Sparkling Wine

The rise in Prosecco sales has not been at Champagne’s expense in our business, suggesting people are choosing to drink sparkling 
rather than still wines. Our own Le Calle Prosecco brand has won Gold in international competition and is highly recommended. More 
complex than Prosecco, however, and less expensive than Champagne are Crémants , the sparkling wines of different French regions, 
each with their own unique regional combination of grapes. These can be the perfect choice for an alternative by-the-glass offering, and 
we offer a selection from Burgundy, Loire Valley, and Limoux. The Cava renaissance gathers pace and we have some brilliant and 
affordable examples.

Pale yellow colour, with floral and honey hints. Fresh, balanced and fruity, with fine bubbles from fourteen-months bottle ageing. Ideal as an aperitif and for 
acompanying seafood.

Subtle cooked apple flavours, excellent texture and a great example of how good premium Prosecco can be.

PRO for Prosecco, VER for Vero (Truly in Italian) BIO for Biologico (Organic). The palate is soft and fresh, offering zippy acidity and a complex array of 
primary fruit flavours, including peach, pear and apricot. This is enjoyable on its own as an aperitif but also pairs wonderfully with oriental cuisine.

A slightly off dry sparkling wine made from white grapes including Glera the grape variety of Prosecco. Made by our main prosecco producer you'd be hard 
pressed to notice the difference in a blind tasting,but you will notice the price difference! Great value.

A brightly fruity Prosecco giving tropical pineapple, pear and vibrant apple notes. Far from an austere wine, this is a delightful sparkling for any party!

Lovely easy-to-drink, refreshing fizz with a little apple and pear on the nose, cleansing acidity and plenty of froth.

Small and lively bubbles burst onto the tongue. A smooth mousse and subtle wild apples and pear fruits exude from the palate with a refreshing lift on the 
finish. Fit for a celebration, though ideal for a toast on any occasion.

Fully sparkling, lightly fruity and properly dry. Clean and fresh on the palate. Huge seller. Made by award-winning Prosecco house Contarini.

Bailly Lapierre regards this award-winning rich, full-bodied Pinot Noir sparkling as its signature wine. It has a cool, northern feel to it, as well as powerful 
red berry fruits, a firm structure and a fine layer of acidity.

Cabernet Franc, Chenin Blanc and Chardonnay make up the balance of this exceptional sparkling white wine. Aged on lees for three years minimum, the 
vintage 'Preference' has a fruity red berry nose and subtle, fresh palate.

Limoux is the world's original birthplace of sparkling wine, with the first bubbles produced in 1544, some 150 years before Dom Perignon began making 
sparkling wine in Champagne. Winemaker Francoise Antech is part of the third generation of women to run the family estate. Green apple and white flower 
on the nose, with a rounded and balanced palate. 90% Mauzac, 5% Chenin, 5% Chardonnay.

Super-tangy, bracing nose chock-full of character. This producer's unusually good still Mauzac helps to interpret the fizz, and the wine really benefits from 
not being sweetened up the way so many Blanquettes de Limoux are.
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100381 White Jansz Premium Cuvée NV Brut Tasmania, Australia 75cl £13.30 12.0%

108204 White Chapel Down Classic Brut NV, England 75cl £18.25 12.0%

127068 White Exton Park Brut Reserve NV, England 75cl £21.00 Vegan 11.5%

960590 White Rathfinny Estate Classic Cuvée 2016, England 75cl £23.20 12.5%

107147 White Nyetimber Classic Cuvée MV, England 75cl £23.50 Vegan 12.0%

109420 White Nyetimber Classic Cuvée MV (Half Bottle), England 37.5cl £13.90 Vegan 12.0%

107978 Rosé Il Caggio Spumante Rosato Extra Dry NV, Italy 75cl £7.35 Vegan 11.0%

961160 Rosé Antech Emotion Cremant de Limoux Vintage Rosé 2018, France 75cl £11.45 Vegetarian 12.0%

161928 Rosé Jansz Premium Rosé NV Tasmania, Australia 75cl £13.30 12.0%

170570 Rosé Exton Park Rosé Brut NV, England 75cl £22.50 Vegan 11.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960935 White Zuccardi Valles Torrontes 2019 Salta, Argentina 75cl £10.10
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

173055 Red Echenor Malbec 2018, Mendoza 75cl £6.35
Screw

cap 13.5%

959943 Red Man Meets Mountain Malbec 2019 Mendoza 75cl £7.00
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

Seriously up there with the best of Champagne: yeasty and buttery, cracking value. Made from the classic trinity of Champagne grapes: Chardonnay, Pinot 
Noir and Pinot Meunier.

Chapel Down's flagship wine, a blend of the three Champagne grape varieties (with a dash of Pinot Blanc) from vineyards in the South East. Elegant with 
aromas of red apple, lemongrass and freshly baked bread together with hints of quince on the palate and fine persistent bubbles.

The most famous English sparkler. Toasty, spicy and complex, with honey, almond, pastry and baked apple flavours. Very fine and elegant with a great 
combination of intensity, delicacy and length.

Extremely pale and delicate. Spicy, evolved, lovely mousse. Wild strawberries and clotted cream, with a clean line of acidity for a dry finish. From 
Tasmania's specialist in sparkling.

A sparkling pale pink, delicate yet with a surprising depth of fruit, this wine is made by pressing 70% Pinot Noir and 30% Pinot Meunier grapes, and leaving 
the juice in contact with the red skins for just the right amount of time to achieve the subtle colour.

Citrusy and tropical fruit on the nose with abundant floralness. Dry and medium-bodied on the palate with quite refreshing acidity. Well-balanced fruit with 
some spiciness and lavender.

A deeply coloured, dark and dried fruit scented hearty red with a touch of coffee and vanilla. Lots of fruit, soft and ripe tannins and a lick of acidity lead to a 
chocolatey finish. Great value and good to drink on its own or with a bbq.

A harmonious Malbec, packed full of blueberry, blackcurrant and plum and a complex and delicious finish.

The first Classic Cuvée release from this exciting Sussex estate that we are proud to be working with. Pinot Noir dominant. Radiant lemon in hue, with an 
expressive nose of fresh red orchard apples, a creamy tangerine mousse punctuated by toasty notes of almond brittle, and a honeydew melon finish. Well 
priced and hugely enjoyable.

Persistent, creamy foam and a crisp and fruity bouquet, with aromas and flavours of raspberry, strawberry and floral notes. Dry, soft and well-balanced with 
a lingering finish.

Pretty flavours of red fruits and spring flowers on the nose lead to an elegantly fresh and fruity palate with persistence. Grapes are entirely handpicked in 
the morning, cooled and directly pressed and fermented separately in stainless steel. The Pinot Noir is macerated briefly to give light salmon colour. 
Second fermentation in bottle for eighteen months in temperature controlled cellars. 66% Chardonnay, 20% Chenin Blanc, 10% Mauzac, 4% Pinot Noir.

A 'grower English fizz', coming from a single 50-acre vineyard in Hampshire's Meon Valley. 'Smells full and rounded, of tarte-Tatin apples and poached 
pears. But huge contrast on the palate: tense, iced chalk washed through with fine lemon acidity. Precisely sketched minerality, a trembling top note of 
early spring blossom. Very exciting. Lifted and linear and beautifully structured.' 17.5 Jancis Robinson MW

Argentina

The popularity of Argentine wine in the UK has been growing year on year. Sites in the foothills of the Andes are producing excellent cool-
climate wines at cracking value, and overall quality and value is impressive. Our selection offers assured drinkability at all prices.
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111908 Red Chakana 'Atorrante' Malbec 2018 Mendoza 75cl £7.30
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

960689 Red Otello Malbec 2019 Bodega Sottano, Mendoza 75cl £8.40
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

959723 Red Zuccardi Valles Malbec 2018 Uco Valley, Mendoza, Argentina 75cl £10.10 Vegan 14.0%

112287 Red Zuccardi Serie A Malbec 2018 Uco Valley, Mendoza, Argentina 75cl £10.10 Vegan 14.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

103474 White Dry River Australian Chardonnay (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.35
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

106290 White Dry River Australian Pinot Grigio (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.35
Screw

cap Vegetarian 12.5%

112235 White The Landings Chardonnay Colombard 2018 75cl £5.40
Screw

cap Vegetarian 12.5%

110512 White Woolloomooloo Chardonnay 2018 South Eastern Australia 75cl £5.60
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

960455 White De Bortoli The Accomplice Chardonnay 2019 SE Australia 75cl £5.70
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960341 White Murphy Vineyards Chardonnay 2019 75cl £5.90
Screw

cap Vegetarian 13.5%

111833 White De Bortoli Willowglen Gewurztraminer-Riesling 2018 SE Australia 75cl £6.35
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960741 White Robert Oatley Signature Chardonnay 2018 Margaret River 75cl £9.80
Screw

cap Vegetarian 13.0%

Australia

Shiraz from the Barossa Valley may be Australia’s most famous wine export, but as the country aims to display the diversity of grape 
varieties, styles and terriors to be found in the country, some of the stunning but internationally less well- known wine regions are finally 
being given an opportunity to shine on the world stage. From delicate and aromatic Pinot Noirs from Mornington Peninsula on the coast of 
Victoria, to hearty reds from McLaren Vale in neighbouring South Australia, to the bright whites and cool Cabs from all the way across the 
country in Margaret River, Western Australia, there’s an incredible selection of wines to be had. We’ve picked some of our favourites 
below—but don’t worry, we’ve also included Barossa Shiraz!

Off-dry and delicious. A generous and balanced palate of sweet rosewater and Turkish delight from the Gewurztraminer complemented by the crisp acid 
Riesling component adding a zesty finish.

This is a zippy, ripe Chardonnay from cool, premium Margaret River, shot through by elegant minerality.

A great entry level wine from the de Bortoli family, with whom we have been working since 1994. Clean, lean and unoaked. A very modern style.

Aromas of ripe red fruits such as plums and raspberries, enhanced by delicate chocolate and vanilla provided by the oak. Sweet fruit, ample body, juicy 
acidity. Good structure and velvety tannins give it an elegant long end.

A nose full of black and red fruit combined with spicy aromas. Very fresh but rounded as well with elegant fruit and acidity. An excellent example of Malbec 
from the Uco Valley.

Intense dark violet colour, with prune and dried fig aromas. On the palate, notes of black cherry, chocolate, peppery spice and dark berries, excellent body. 
Very fresh but rounded as well with elegant fruit and acidity and a nice lick of oak. A brilliant example of Malbec from the Uco Valley.

Sourced from selected premium vineyards this classic Australian Chardonnay combines sumptuous aromas of peach and pineapple with complementing 
ripe tropical fruit flavours on the palate, all perfectly balanced with a subtle citrus zing.

The Colombard and Chardonnay grapes are just made for each other. Together they create this very refreshing white wine with lively citrus fruit 
characteristics and crisp, fresh acidity.

Deliciously rounded wine with a crisp and clean finish balanced nicely by gentle acidity.

A soft and fruit-driven Chardonnay, with good balance and length, packed with stone fruit and melon flavours.

Pale lemon in colour, Dry River Pinot Grigio displays a powerful bouquet of citrus blossom, lime and grapefruit aromas. On the palate there are classic 
Pinot Grigio flavours of green apple, pear and tropical fruits.

Pungent aromas of plum, wild strawberries, cherry and toasted spice. An elegant palate, with soft, velvety tannins and a refreshingly fruity finish. Subtle 
touches of spice come from 10% of wine being aged for three months in oak.
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960150 White Robert Oatley Signature Riesling 2019 Great Southern 75cl £9.80
Screw

cap 12.5%

103475 Red Dry River Australian Shiraz (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.35
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

960208 Red The Landings Shiraz Cabernet Sauvignon 2019 75cl £5.60
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

110207 Red Woolloomooloo Shiraz 2019 South Eastern Australia 75cl £5.65
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

960456 Red De Bortoli The Accomplice Shiraz 2019 75cl £5.70
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

959859 Red Murphy Vineyards Shiraz 2018 75cl £5.90
Screw

cap Vegan 14.5%

959667 Red Magpie Estate The Scoundrel Shiraz-Grenache 2018 Barossa 75cl £8.40
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

961282 Red Hancock & Hancock Shiraz Grenache 2018 McLaren Vale 75cl £9.50
Screw

cap Vegetarian 14.0%

960546 Red Hancock & Hancock Cabernet Touriga 2017 McLaren Vale 75cl £9.50
Screw

cap Vegetarian 14.0%

961283 Red Robert Oatley Signature Pinot Noir 2018 Yarra Valley 75cl £9.80
Screw

cap Vegetarian 13.0%

961258 Red Dandelion Lionheart of the Barossa Shiraz 2018 75cl £10.65
Screw

cap Vegan 14.5%

959935 Red Bremerton 'No Added Preservative' Shiraz 2019 Langhorne Creek 75cl £12.65
Screw

cap

Vegan, 
Sulphite 

Free 15.0%

134806 Red Moorooduc Pinot Noir 2016 Mornington Peninsula 75cl £18.25
Screw

cap 14.0%

A lovely, balanced, fruity wine from McLaren Vale, the 'other' great red wine region of South Australia. Beautiful blackcurrant and leafy flavours from the 
Cabernet, with a hints of violets and savoury notes from the rustic Touriga. A perfect, punchy red at a great price.

Winemaker Larry Cherubino has crafted a delectable cool-climate Pinot from specially selected vineyards across the Yarra Valley. Lovely varietal intensity 
in the wild strawberry and cherry, lightly savoury spectrum. Vibrant and juicy, with gentle French oak influence.

Famed multi-award winner from vines up to 100-years-old. Eucalyptus and mocha, raspberry and plum, cassis lifted by an almost Christmas-pudding-like 
spice. Lengthy palate with fine but firm tannins and a youthful finish.

Bremerton's long-term sustainable vision has seen them experimenting with making wine without preservatives for a number of years. This has resulted in 
this special release Shiraz; a wine that is rich and ripe with a concentrated plum-fruit core and a silky texture.

Kate McIntyre is the queen of Mornington, consistently turning out the most critically acclaimed wines from this famous area near Melbourne. "A real treat 
of a wine, with rhubarb, beetroot, strawberry and spice flavours. A showboater, and while the stemmy character is a strong influence, I think it works 
brilliantly." 17.5 jancisrobinson.com

Opaque and ruby red in colour. The nose displays smoky, ripe berry fruits with a touch of mint. Smooth and rich on the palate with spicy flavours of 
luscious dark berry fruits.

This wine is full of vibrant red fruits balanced with spice and sweet oak. The mid-weight palate has lots of red cherries and blackberries and finishes with 
gentle spicy oak and mocha characters.

Attractive, fruit-driven Shiraz. The wine is seamlessly balanced with sweet lifted fruit, subtle oak and soft tannins.

The 'Scoundrel' is a new range of delicious ready-to-drink wines by Magpie Estate, made especially for a group of the UK's leading independent wine 
merchants, known as Vindependents. Plenty of bright, sweet red and black fruits underpinned by spice and seasoned oak on the nose. Jammy blackberry, 
black cherry and red berry notes on the palate, with spice, pepper, chocolate and a touch of liquorice adding depth.

Restrained and supple, this delicious red has a lightness and brightness to the back palate that makes this blend of plummy, peppery Shiraz and cherry, 
rose-scented Grenache such a star. A partnership between Australian wine legend Chris Hancock and his brother John, based at their McLaren Vale 
vineyard La Colline.

Western Australia's Great Southern region is currently the hottest Australian region for Riesling. Wines of utmost purity, precision and freshness are 
emanating from vineyards just like those at the disposal of Robert Oatley's winemaker Larry Cherubino. Vibrant notes of citrus zest, slate and lively 
minerals all come together to produce a wine of pure distinction.

Intense dark red with a hint of violet. The bouquet gives an impression of sweet earthiness and lifted florals, blueberries, fresh tobacco, white pepper and 
spice. Pure florals, red berries and a silky texture.

The combination of the Shiraz grape blended with the Cabernet Sauvignon varietal gives this wine blackcurrant and plum fruit flavours together with a 
tantalising hint of spice and soft yet integrated tannins.
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Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960484 White Gruner Veltliner Terrassen Federspiel 2019 Dom. Wachau Austria 75cl £10.85
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960464 White El Chivo Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.15
Screw

cap 12.5%

961435 White El Campo Chardonnay Riserva Privada 2020 Central Valley 75cl £5.30
Screw

cap 13.5%

961223 White Las Condes Chardonnay 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.35
Screw

cap 13.0%

960212 White Tierra del Rey Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.40
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

102326 White Tierra del Rey Sauvignon Blanc Central Valley (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.50
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

157836 White Los Espinos Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.55
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

959924 White Nostros Chardonnay Gran Reserva 2019 Casablanca 75cl £8.25 Vegan 14.0%

960342 White Kalfu Molu Chardonnay 2018 Colchagua 75cl £8.10
Screw

cap 12.5%

112474 Rosé Las Condes Cabernet Sauvignon Rosé 2018 Central Valley 75cl £5.50
Screw

cap 12.5%

961191 Red El Chivo Merlot 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.15
Screw

cap 13.5%

960663 Red Las Condes Carmenere 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.30
Screw

cap 12.5%

Chile

Austria

Austrian wines offer the perfect accompaniment to an array of dishes and food styles, from Central European to Mediterranean cuisine, 
right through to Asian and Oriental dishes, Ethnic and Fusion food types. This is due to their compact and elegant body and fresh style; 
the result of climatic conditions. Gruner Veltliner is undoubtedly the star of the Austrian wine scene.

This Chilean Merlot combines aromas of rich black cherry and plum with hints of dark chocolate, well-balanced tannins and a lingering finish. From 
selected vineyards in the perfect grape growing climate of Chile's Central Valley.

Chile's signature grape bursts with cherry and plum fruit aromas and herbaceous nuances. Wonderfully smooth with ripe tannins and a velvety finish.

Vibrant pink, in colour with amazing floral aromas. Very refreshing with ripe strawberry fruit flavours.

Expressive pear, peach, and white pepper characters. An exemplary Gruner.

Pale lemon in colour, this Sauvignon Blanc combines aromas of fresh grapefruit and lime, followed by green gooseberry and melon on the palate. 
Herbaceous flavours marry exquisitely with fresh, tingling acidity, creating a crisp, lively finish.

A fruity nose of fresh pineapple and banana with touches of a little smokiness. On the palate the tropical fruit is met by a smooth, creamy mouth-feel and 
balancing acidity.

Bright and fruity Sauvignon from a switched-on producer, making flavourful wines for instant enjoyment at a great price. Really great vlaue.

Chilean wine offers consistent quality and value as it enjoys a benign climate and has remained phylloxera-free. Recognisable grape 
varieties also help make Chile’s wines accessible to a large audience.

Tropical fruit, with refreshing acidity and lovely rich mouthfeel. Excellent value.

Refreshing, crisp and slightly fragrant Sauvignon. Endlessly quaffable and ideal with spicy or strongly flavoured dishes.

Beautiful, bright golden colour. Aromas of Mediterranean fruit (tangerine, melon, apple and sweet pear) to butter and freshly baked bread. A young, vibrant, 
tasty, balanced and daring wine, one of the best value barrel-aged Chilean Chardonnays you will find.

Cool climate coastal wines. This is a delightful Chardonnay packed with tropical fruit, but with a pleasing weight to it thanks to 4 months on lees.
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960207 Red Tierra del Rey Merlot 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.40
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

102327 Red Tierra del Rey Merlot Central Valley (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.45
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

959942 Red Los Espinos Merlot 2019 Central Valley 75cl £5.55
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

959984 Red Nostros Pinot Noir Reserva 2019 Casablanca 75cl £7.25
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

961252 Red Santa Macarena Pinot Noir Espinos y Cardos 2019 Aconcagua 75cl £7.70
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

960836 Red Kalfu Molu Merlot 2019 Maipo 75cl £8.10
Screw

cap 13.5%

959860 Red Kalfu Kuda Pinot Noir 2018 Leyda Valley 75cl £10.25
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

112328 White New Hall Vineyards Bacchus 2018 75cl £9.80
Screw

cap 10.5%

197939 White Chapel Down Bacchus 2018, England 75cl £9.90
Screw

cap 12.0%

112329 Rosé New Hall Vineyards Pinot Rosé 2018 75cl £9.10
Screw

cap 10.5%

112330 Red New Hall Vineyards Barons Red 2018 75cl £9.10
Screw

cap 11.5%

The UK's oldest and largest planting of Bacchus. This corner of Essex is one of the warmest paces in the UK, and is also blessed with London Clay and 
areas of gravel left over from the retreating ice shelf some years back – both of which make for happy grapes. Lush and aromatic.

The warm microclimate in this corner of Essex gives real ripeness and punch to this juicy, intense strawberry-scented pink. A quaffable drop all year.

Pinot Noir dominated, surprisingly full and silky for an English red, there's even decent tannin. This part of Essex is one of the warmest in the UK. A totally 
viable, drinkable, smart and refreshing red. Bravo.

Molu means 'where the sun sets' - historically it was believed that during the day stars would hide in the sea and become starfish. This wine has aromas of 
black cherry and raspberry, complimented by notes of vanilla, spices and dark chocolate from oak ageing. In the mouth it has a balanced acidity, round 
tannins and a soft finish.

Cool climate coastal wines. Quite a serious Pinot Noir for the price point with charming wild strawberry and dark cherry fruit leading on to a savoury finish.

Bacchus: England's answer to Sauvignon Blanc. A clean, crisp white wine with flavours of gooseberry and nettle leading to a long refreshing finish.

Deep ruby in colour, this Merlot incorporates scents of rich black cherry and plum, displaying further complexity on the palate. Flavourful and medium-
bodied, with hints of cedar and dark chocolate leading to a pleasing finish.

This easy-drinking wine comes from Chile's renowned Valle Central Region, where long hot days are followed by cool nights. This is simply outstanding 
wine for the money, soft super-juicy ripe plummy fruit and a long full-flavoured finish.

England

England may have been building it's wine producing reputation on high quality sparkling wines in recent years, but 30% of overall 
production is still wine and warmer summers are leading to ripe, enjoyable wines worthy of any table.

A smooth, fruity Pinot Noir from the Casablanca Valley. Red cherry flavours with a sweet, ripe fruit finish. A portion of the wine is matured in French oak 
barrels which adds a roundness and a hint of spice to the finished wine.

Bright, aromatic and fresh, with subtle oak playing a supporting role. Emphasis is on the delicious red fruit flavours, drinkability and enjoyment. A seriously 
cool Pinot, very versatile and pairs with anything from salmon to duck.
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Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

158365 White Pinot Blanc Reserve 2018 Cave de Hunawihr 75cl £8.40
Screw

cap Vegetarian 12.5%

111980 White Riesling Reserve 2018 Cave de Hunawihr 75cl £9.20
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

959714 White Pinot Gris Reserve 2018 Cave de Hunawihr 75cl £9.65
Screw

cap Vegetarian 12.5%

959804 White Gewurztraminer Reserve 2018 Cave de Hunawihr 75cl £9.75
Screw

cap 12.5%

959803 White Riesling Grand Cru Rosacker 2018 Cave de Hunawihr 75cl £13.85 Vegetarian 13.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

175578 White Ch. Argadens 2018 Bordeaux Blanc 75cl £8.75 12.5%

960856 Red Ch. Saint Paulin 2018 Bordeaux Rouge 75cl £6.40 Vegan 12.0%

133255 Red Ch. La Friere 2014 Blaye - Cotes de Bordeaux 75cl £6.80 Vegan 12.5%

960857 Red Ch. Curton La Perriere 2016 Bordeaux Rouge 75cl £6.90 Vegan 14.0%

169991 Red Ch. Le Lion d'Or 2016 Blaye - Cotes de Bordeaux 75cl £7.30 Vegan 13.0%

Drink like a local! Cotes de Blaye offers all the Bordeaux experience at a sensible everyman price. Beautiful dark and limpid colour with raspberry pink 
highlights. The bouquet reveals intense aromas of ripe red fruits, Morello cherry and black cherry.

Bright ruby, sweet ripe fruit, vanilla, lot sof sweet fruit, good density and nice acidity, long and very moreish.

A charming, juicy, well structured claret that over delivers on flavour and yet is agreeably modest in price. It is made from 100% Merlot from older vines in 
the commune of Marcillac.

A lightly smoky nose, open and complex with hints of pear and fresh apricot. This medium-dry Pinot Gris offers pleasing complexity on the palate, full of the 
delicate flavours of the nose. The finish is long and elegant with nice aromas of smoke, apricot and a touch of caramel.

Lovely complex nose, with notes of exotic fruits (lychee, mango) and white pepper. The mouth is full and very long. This is a wine with good freshness from 
lingering acidity balanced with a touch of residual sugar on the finish.

Remarkable value for a Grand Cru. Straw yellow with elegant green-silver tints. The nose is very delicate, dominated by lime and grapefruit. The attack 
shows the same flavours, along with great body and balance.

Excellent white Bordeaux made without oak and with plenty of Sauvignon Blanc zing. Produced in very small quantities from 30-year-old vines.

Made predominatly from Merlot, this has an abundance of ripe plum fruits and a soft, velvety texture. A touch of Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc 
adds an aromatic finesse and rich complexity.

The nose is fresh with a little crisp apple and hints of apricot and yellow plum. The typically high acidity pairs well with the residual sugars and the flavours 
following from the nose. The finish is dry and dominated by elegant hints of apricot.

Citrus, pear and white flower perfumes develop on the nose. The rich aromas continue through the mid-palate. A long lasting wine with a refreshing finish. 
Very versatile wine for a range of fish, chicken and salad dishes.

Alsace

A brilliant source for food-friendly (particularly Asian-inspired cuisine) dry white wines. We import from a number of growers but here we 
recommend wines from the excellent Cave de Hunawihr, recently rated France’s third-best co-operative wine company.

Bordeaux

No other region on earth produces such quantities of iconic and fine wines, and the quality of winemaking extends to the broader base of 
the production pyramid. The wines we offer are both affordable and excellent examples of the appellations and regions, with enough age 
to enjoy immediately.

France

French wines make up over 40% of our sales and we carry some 600 different wines, more than from any other country. Classic regions 
are well-represented, but it is in the Languedoc, Bordeaux and Loire Valley where we have our particular strengths. We have won 
numerous awards for our French wine selection, including Best Independent for French Wines twice, the Sud de France Merchant of the 
Year twice and International Wine Challenge’s Specialist Merchant of the Year for Languedoc-Roussillon.
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960657 Red Ch. Peychaud 2016 Cotes de Bourg 75cl £8.75 15.0%

166741 Red Ch. Franc Baudron 2014 Montagne St Emilion 75cl £9.80
Vegan, 
Organic 13.5%

961562 Red Ch. Pey La Tour Reserve 2016 Bordeaux Superieur 75cl £10.50 14.5%

110491 Red Ch. Pey La Tour Reserve 2016 Bordeaux Superieur (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £5.45 14.5%

136795 Red Ch. Bessan Segur 2015 Medoc Cru Bourgeois 75cl £11.00 Vegan 12.5%

141132 Red Ch. Pierbone 2010 Haut Medoc Cru Bourgeois 75cl £12.10 13.0%

960311 Red Ch. La Chapelle Despagnet 2016 St. Emilion Grand Cru 75cl £13.30 Vegan 13.5%

172699 Red Moulin de Citran 2010 Haut Medoc 75cl £13.50 13.0%

959978 Red Ch. du Courneau 2016 Margaux 75cl £17.80 13.0%

959649 Red Ch. Plantey 2016 Pauillac 75cl £18.95 14.0%

142580 Red Ch. La Croix Ferrand 2012 Pomerol 75cl £20.50 Vegan 13.5%

128324 Red Ch. du Glana 2011 St Julien 75cl £20.50 13.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

959914 White Macon Villages 'Buissonier' 2018 Vignerons de Buxy 75cl £8.40 Vegan 13.0%
100% Chardonnay grown on limestone slopes in the best areas of the Macon. Made by the excellent Buxy cooperative, in stainless steel tanks then bottled 
after several months on lees. Floral and citrus notes, mouthwatering acidity and lovely long flavour.

Chateau Citran is one of the best performing Crus Bourgeois wines and this second wine is suave and sophisticated. Mint, blackcurrant and cigar box 
aromas lead to a velvety pallet.

Alternative label to Ch. Haute Breton Larigaudiere, and much easier to say. This is classic Margaux at an affordable price.

Mid ruby, garnet rim, ripe and juicy, sweet fruit, lovely and a bargain for real Pauillac. Drinking well already from a great vintage.

Pleasant nose revealing red and black fruits, liquorice sweet tones and elegant, toasted oak. Real fruit quality on the palate, texture and racy expression 
confirming the successful marriage of fruit and oak. The 9ha estate sits on the Mazeyres plateau to the north of the Pomerol appellation. The vineyards are 
mainly Merlot, with some Cabernet Franc and Pressac (Malbec).

Deep ruby, savoury, sweet spiced nose nice acid, complex, slightly stewed, quite soft tannin, mellow, good length.

Burgundy

Burgundy is an enigma, a tiny region in terms of overall French wine production, but with of a huge number of appellations. The wines are 
made by growers, negociants and cooperatives, and producers from all those categories can have excellent reputations. Our list here 
includes wines we are fairly confident about offering all year round. We stock lots of great Burgundy from smaller growers, too, just ask 
your account manager for an up-to-date list.

A marvellous wine from the great team at Dourthe, who own Ch. Belgrave and other up-and-coming properties in Bordeaux. Voluptuous, decadent and 
hugely drinkable.

50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 48% Merlot, 2% Cabernet Franc. Sweet new oak amid bright red fruits. Smooth and sweet berry fruit, with a high kick of spice.

A Cabernet Sauvignon dominated claret from vineyards near Pauillac from the great 2010 vintage. Drinking beautifully, with ripe balckcurrant fruit and 
smooth tannins.

Bright deep ruby, with appealing aromas of plum, blackberry and vanilla. Charming body, very drinkable young, but well balanced between acidity and 
tannins, with lots of pretty fruit.

Ripe Merlot fruit and fresh acid blending with silky tannins make a full bodied and very civilised wine at an exceptional price for really good claret.

A family-owned chateau in Montagne Saint-Emilion that practices organic farming. Mainly made from Merlot this wine has perfect ripeness, with aromas of 
blackberry, a little pepper and cocoa. The wine is smooth yet richly flavoured and satisfying on the palate. A really good find, available exclusively from 
Cambridge Wine Merchants.
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125798 White Bourgogne Cote Chalonnaise Blanc 'Buissonnier' 2018 Vignerons de Buxy75cl £8.40 Vegan 13.0%

110403 White Petit Chablis 2018 Dom. Alain Geoffroy 75cl £10.35 Vegan 12.5%

961130 White Montagny 1er Cru Buissonnier 2018 Vignerons de Buxy 75cl £10.95 Vegan 13.0%

134612 White Chablis 2017 Dom. Fournillon 75cl £11.10 12.5%

155285 White Chablis 2018 Dom. Alain Geoffroy 75cl £12.10
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

961158 White Hautes Cotes de Beaune Blanc 'La Justice' 2019, Dom. Billard Pere et Fils75cl £12.70 13.0%

960349 White Rully Blanc 2018 Dom. Gaelle et Jerome Meunier 75cl £14.80 12.5%

960076 White Chablis 1er Cru Beauroy 2018 Dom. Alain Geoffroy 75cl £15.50 Vegan 13.0%

960217 White Puligny Montrachet 2018 Gaelle & Jerome Meunier 75cl £25.50 12.5%

112111 White Meursault 2017 Bouchard Pere & Fils 75cl £28.90 13.5%

961096 Red Beaujolais Villages 2019 Cave de Fleurie 75cl £7.20 Vegan 13.0%

961094 Red Morgon 2019 Dom. du Puits Beni 75cl £8.55 Vegan 13.0%

961095 Red Fleurie 2019 Cave de Fleurie 75cl £8.95 Vegan 13.0%

199615 Red Bourgogne Cote Chalonnaise Pinot Noir 'Buissonnier' 2018 Vignerons de Buxy75cl £9.00 Vegan 13.0%

112208 Red Bourgogne Pinot Noir 2018 Moillard Grivot 75cl £11.00 12.5%
A great introduction to serious Burgundy. The palate is ample and delicious with spicy aromas of licorice and vanilla. The tannins are in harmony and the 
finish has a nice sweetness.

Roasted nuts (almond, hazelnut) on the nose, in the mouth it is soft, full, round and fleshy, powerful. Expresses richness and fullness without the slightest 
heaviness. Serve with fish, white meat, goat's cheese.

Utterly charming and gluggable Beaujolais, brimming with raspberry flavour, with smooth tannins and bright acidity. You can chill this a little or just knock it 
back with some charcuterie, cheese or olives.

Morgon offers a fuller expression of Beaujolais and takes on Pinot Noir-like maturity with a few years bottle age. The nose is intense on fruit (cherry, plum), 
with floral notes of rose and peony and a slightly peppery spice. The attack is ample, fleshy, with juicy red fruit and velvety tannins.

Bursting with ripe red berry fruit flavours. Soft and fresh, pure and bright, with the delicate, light tannins for which Fleurie is known.

Intense colour with hints of ruby. A wide palette of aromas dominated by morello cherry and red fruits. Hints of smoke and leather, finely balanced with 
harmonious tannin. This wine may be enjoyed young and it is also ideal for laying down.

Classic Chablis from a family making the style since 1850. Pebble dry, floral and vibrant. Great seafood wine, particularly oysters.

Perfumed and floral with nice peach notes. Citrus, peach, and oaky and vanilla flavours with some white pepper. Nice acidity and length.

Alain Geoffroy's estate produces this old vine premier cru from the Beauroy vineyard, accepted as one of the region's best. This is a very classic style, with 
aromas of white flowers, tinged with honey and lemon and a rich, rounded palate.

9 months in oak. Mellow, ripe fruit, cream. Fresh, juicy mineral with some salinity. Citrussy length.

Gaelle & Jerome Meunier are doing things the hard way in the modern Bugundy world and starting a domain from scratch. In the last 10 years they have 
managed to acquire some impressive holdings in Puligny Montrachet as well as their home turf of Mercurey. Their wines started clean and precise, but 
with successive vintages are becoming more racy and exciting. Expect good things from this new estate.

Crunchy, pure Chardonnay with a hint of creamy oak, this is a super example of modern Burgundian winemaking from the impressive Buxy cooperative. 
Highly recommended.

Green and flinty white wine in style. On the palate, crisp and dry, fresh and smooth, notes of flower and citrus, hint of baked bread. Nice long finish.

Very complex aromas on the nose, successive fruity, floral and mineral hints, with particular menthol and lemon overtones. A full-bodied and rich wine with 
amazing finesse and delicate aromas.

Lovely small family-owned estate, mineral, citrusy Chablis, just as it should be. Crying out for seafood or just good company.
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135158 Red Hautes Cotes de Beaune Rouge 2018, Dom. Billard Pere et Fils 75cl £12.70 12.5%

959708 Red Beaune 'Les Bons Feuvres' 2018, Dom. Billard Pere et Fils 75cl £15.95 13.0%

960243 Red Morey Saint Denis Rouge 2018 Dom. Remi Jeanniard 75cl £21.90 13.0%

178159 Red Nuits Saint Georges Rouge 2017 Dom. Gilles Remoriquet 75cl £27.00 12.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960853 White Cette Nuit Vermentino Sauvignon Blanc 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £5.30
Screw

cap 12.5%

960227 White Dom. Gayda Flying Solo Grenache Blanc Viognier 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc75cl £5.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

959995 White Dom. les Yeuses Vermentino 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.30
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

959855 White Dom. Gayda T'air d'Oc Sauvignon Blanc 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.35
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

960736 White Les Grands Bouillons Viognier 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.35
Screw

cap 13.5%

959850 White Les Grands Bouillons Picpoul de Pinet 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.80
Screw

cap 13.0%

961001 White Dom. Gayda Chardonnay 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

960830 White Dom. Gayda Viognier 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £7.00
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

961127 White l'Extrait de Romarion Viognier 2019  IGP d'Oc 75cl £7.10
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

Classic Picpoul de Pinet with a pretty floral nose, very refreshing on the palate and an attractive grapefruit and lemon peel finish.

Fresh, clean, cool-climate style Chardonnay. A mélange of citrus and tropical fruit with a creamy texture from some expert oak handling. Chablis with 
attitude.' Matthew Stubbs MW

Pale lemon gold with an explosive nose. Lovely flavours of apricot, peach and acacia blossom give way to an elegance and freshness balancing perfectly 
the richness of the grape.

An attractive nose of white peach, spice and orange blossom. The palate has a creamy texture, but is neither heavy nor overblown. Fine acidity runs 
through this very elegant Viognier.

Pretty aromas of yellow fruits such as peaches, citrus and pineapple, with hints of linden and chamomile. The palate is lively, fruity and well-balanced, with 
good length. 10% oak gives a lightly toasted finish.

Grenache Blanc, a charming but overlooked variety, offers really lovely green apple fruit with a clean acid snap. Viognier brings scent and lushness.

Another cracking vintage of this fresh and aromatic, easy-drinking white from the Languedoc-Roussillon. Concentrated and characterful with delicate fruit 
and a bright finish.

The Languedoc is a region where old world meets new world, with ancient vineyards, warm climate and innovative approach to grape selection and 
winemaking technology. Tropical fruits and citrus on the nose, with a crisp lively palate. Good acidity with a clean finish.

Pretty aromas of yellow fruits such as peaches, citrus & pineapple with hints of linden and chamomile. The palate is lively, fruity and well-balanced, with 
good length. 10% oak gives a lightly toasted bread finish.

Attractive blue fruit and strawberries alongside green leafy, herbal, and smoky, savoury, balsamic characters. Fresh acidity, bright fruit on the palate, 
herbal tannin, good length.

Aromatic, cassis, raspberry, flowerbeds, wild strawberries, and delicate sweet spices of oak. Fresh acidity, persistent fruit, fragrant and spicy. Well built, 
with a solid backbone.

Remi Jeanniard is a new find and makes delicate and scintillating wines from 8ha of prime 'dirt' in the Côte de Nuits. His Morey-Saint-Denis Villages red is 
just great, and you can enjoy it straight away.

Black fruits on the nose. Blackberry and blueberry are followed by liquorice and cocoa. On the palate, one find sices on an elegant an refined toast. The 
supple and dense tannins go along with the fruits.

Languedoc-Roussillon

Our senior wine buyer, Stewart Travers, has an encyclopedic knowledge of the wines of the South of France and is recognised within the 
trade as an expert on the subject. Indeed some call Stew 'The Duke of the Languedoc'. The Languedoc-Rousillon is the world’s largest 
vineyard area and the wines are wonderfully diverse and affordable, offering well-known grape varietals and appellations, and all colours 
and styles of wine (see our Sparkling Wine and Fortified sections for more wines from the Languedoc-Roussillon).
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960983 White La Croix Gratiot Picpoul de Pinet RC 2019 75cl £7.50
Screw

cap 13.0%

960224 White Dom. Gayda En Passant Blanc 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £8.75 Vegan 12.5%

961195 White Dom. Des Trinités L'imaginaire Roussanne 2019 Igp D'oc 75cl £9.50 Vegan 13.0%

112027 White Ch. Rives-Blanques Cuvée Odyssee Chardonnay 2018 Limoux AOC 75cl £10.90 Vegan 13.0%

960854 Rosé Cette Nuit Grenache Rosé 2019 Igp Pays D'oc 75cl £5.30
Screw

cap 13.0%

959856 Rosé Dom. Gayda Flying Solo Rosé 2019 Igp Pays D'oc 75cl £5.95
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

961316 Rosé Les Grands Bouillons Rosé 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.45
Screw

cap 12.5%

960933 Rosé Ch. Viranel Trilogie Rosé 2019 Vin De Pays D'oc 75cl £7.75 Vegan 12.0%

960829 Rosé Dom. Gayda La Minuette Organic Rosé 2019 Igp Pays D'oc 75cl £8.70
Vegan, 
Organic 12.5%

960852 Red La Bastille Carignan Merlot 2018 Vin de France 75cl £5.30
Screw

cap 14.0%

960161 Red Les Roucas Merlot 2018 IGP Pays d'Oc, Foncalieu 75cl £5.45
Screw

cap 13.5%

960175 Red Montaignan Carignan Vieilles Vignes 2019 IGP Herault 75cl £5.65
Screw

cap 12.5%

961006 Red Dom. Gayda Flying Solo Assemblage Rouge 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £5.85
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

960936 Red Dom. les Yeuses Le Petit Merlot 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.30
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

112017 Red Fitou Prestige 2018 AOP Fitou, Foncalieu 75cl £6.35 13.5%

Typically juicy, with lots of delicious red fruits, a lick of oak adding some vanilla, and soft tannins at the finish. Every mouthful is so enjoyable.

Explosion of red fruits on the nose, including raspberry, cherry and ripe strawberry. The palate is smooth and rich with very soft tannins and clean acidity. 
This is medium-bodied, with a pleasing finish.

Victoria Moore writes (of the 2013 vintage) 'a favourite all-rounder red. It’s Merlot made precisely à point; there’s a juicy generosity, but also a refreshing 
leafiness: redcurrant leaves and lightly stewed damsons.'

This wine boasts a lovely deep ruby-red colour and a concentrated bouquet revealing notes of ripe fruit and mild spices. It is a well-structured wine, fleshy 
on the palate and with hints of liquorice to finish.

A delightul, classy blend of Syrah and Cinsault. Charming and attractive fruit. Punches well above its weight. 

One of our best selling rosés and it's easy to tell why when you open a bottle! The 'Trilogy' in question is Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cinsault, each of 
which brings its character to the whole. Light, fruity, well-balanced and so easy to drink—what are you waiting for?

Soft pink tones and a floral bouquet belie the nuance and subtley of this delicious rosé. Harvested from La Liviniere plantings of Mourvedre, Cinsault and 
Grenache. Certified Organic and aged on lees for three months.

Soft and juicy red with a touch of spice. Velvety tannins and lots of berry fruit flavour.

A deliciously soft and fruity wine with lots of juicy, plummy flavours. This is nursery slope vino with no hard edges and a very moreish quality that gets you 
back for another bottle!

The latest addition to the estate's collection is a limited edition range designed as an ode to Domaine Gayda’s spirit of creativity and inventiveness. 75% 
Macabeu, from Roussillon and 25% Muscat d'Alexandrie also from the Roussillon. Fresh and vibrant, a quality white for all occasions.

Full, multi-layered Roussanne having undergone a 5 day cold soak, this wine delivers bags of orchard fruits, wild flower and soft minerality.

The domaine's showpiece wine, made using the best Chardonnay grapes fermented and matured in French oak. Burgundian and silky in style, Odyssée 
has featured on the dream wine list of three 'Best Sommelier in the World' winners.

A fruity Grenache Rosé from sunny Southern French vineyards, this wine reveals notes of red fruits combined with spicy hints. Ideal to drink on its own or 
with salads of Asian food.

Pale colour with aromas of strawberries and cream. Summer fruits, fresh lively style with crisp acidity, creaminess and a well balanced finish.

Bright yellow in colour with vibrant citrus, pear and spice notes on the nose. The palate is full but extremely well balanced, with fresh Picpoul acidity and 
pure fruit flavours.
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961004 Red Dom. Gayda Syrah 2018 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £6.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

959991 Red Dom. Combe Blanche Calamiac Terroir Rouge 2017 Minervois 75cl £7.20 13.5%

961046 Red Terres Falmet Cuvée Reserve 2019 Saint-Chinian 75cl £7.35 13.5%

960225 Red Dom. Gayda En Passant Rouge 2019 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £8.25 Vegan 13.5%

961047 Red Terres Falmet Cuvée Cinsault 2019 75cl £8.35 13.0%

961199 Red Dom. Combe Blanche Calamiac Terroir Tempranillo 2017 75cl £8.95 15.0%

111657 Red Dom. Treloar Three Peaks 2016 Cotes du Roussillon 75cl £9.15 14.0%

112179 Red Dom. Des Trinités Pech Mege 2017 Pezenas Rouge 75cl £9.25 Vegan 14.5%

112180 Red Dom. Des Trinités Le Portail 2017 Faugeres 75cl £9.40 Vegan 14.0%

961045 Red Terres Falmet Cuvée Mourvedre 2017 75cl £10.00 13.5%

959854 Red Dom. Gayda Figure Libre Cabernet Franc 2018 IGP Pays d'Oc 75cl £12.10
Vegan, 
Organic 13.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

961192 White Chenin Blanc 2019 Marcel Martin VdF 75cl £5.60 11.5%

960265 White Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Maison Lispaul, Val de Loire 75cl £7.05 Vegan 13.0%

Loire Valley

The Loire Valley is big. Really big. A 1000km long wine route with huge diversity of climates, soils, geographical influences, and 24 
different grape varieties to choose from. 45% of the production is White (in fact the Loire is the number one producer of French AOP white 
wines), 23% Rosé, 19% Red, 13% Sparkling. We import all of our Loire wines directly, mainly from family producers. 

A joyous, tangy, juicy, well-balanced and wonderfully-textured Chenin Blanc, with its lower alcohol preserving natural acidity and allowing the classic off-
dry, medium-dry nature of good Loire Chenin to shine. Brilliant value and great fun.

Classic Loire Valley Sauvignon Blanc from a declassified 3ha plot in Pouilly-Fumé. Fragrant, with pure juicy fruit and a slight grassy edge.

A blend of Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre with a light touch of oak from ageing in older barriques. The Mourvedre is noticeable in the aroma of 
leather.Full mouth, velvety soft, aromatic purity of fruit, flowers and wood.

Pech Megé is a silky, focussed wine showing deep red fruits and the fresh minerality which is a characteristic of the schist soil of their vineyards.

This Syrah blend with soft black fruits and spice has been shaped by the sunbaked rocky soils of the Languedoc hinterland. A herbal, spicy bouquet is 
followed by youthful red cherries and supple mineral character derived from the schist rich soils.

Glorious old vine Mourvedre from a top Saint Chinian producer. Mourvedre cannot be used 100% and be called Saint Chinian, so thi s is a Vin de 
France.Luxurious and long, vibrant fruit, great balance and ripeness. Amazing value.

Opaque, perfumed with fragrant black cherry, cassis and spice. Full-bodied and intense, with countless layers of flavour, including dark forest and summer 
fruits, cedar and graphite. Dense fruit on the palate is bound by a structure of fine grained tannins and a lovely acidity. Great depth and character, yet 
refined, with a long, elegant finish.

A fine fusion of blackcurrant, cedar and dark chocolate. In the soft and smooth finish there is even a hint of coconut and roasted peppers. Give this 
Carignan, Cinsault, Grenache and Syrah blend half an hour in a decanter to see it really come alive. A cracking drink.

A blend of mourvèdre, grenache noir, syrah and carignan. From the south of the Saint Chinian appellation. There's a slightly confected feel to the nose, but 
also some stony minerality. Very silky, fresh flavours and textures in the mouth. Lovely peppery spice on the finish.

Cinsault is one of Languedoc’s ancient grape varieties which, wrongly, has been much maligned. When grown in a quality vineyard site and deftly crafted 
in the winery, it produces very compelling, refined red wines. This is a crisp, fresh, silky wine, underscored by very fine tannins.

The latest addition to the estate's collection is a limited edition range designed as an ode to Domaine Gayda’s spirit of creativity and inventiveness. 80% 
Syrah, 20% Cinsault. Dark fruit aromas and flavours define this smooth red wine.

One of very few Tempranillo wines to be found in France, this has the oak ageing that Tempranillo requires to give it its wonderful drinkability. Love Rioja? 
Give this a try!

Beautiful, lifted, classic Syrah nose. Savoury notes to the fruit. Delightful.
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960493 White
Muscadet Sevre & Maine Sur Lie 2018 Ch. de L'Oiseliniere de la 
Ramee, Bernard Chereau 75cl £7.45 Vegan 12.0%

960494 White
Muscadet Sevre & Maine Sur Lie 2018 Ch. de L'Oiseliniere de la 
Ramee (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £4.35 Vegan 12.0%

960266 White Pouilly Fumé 2019 Maison Lispaul 75cl £11.80 Vegan 13.5%

111948 White Vouvray Sec Tendre Clos le Vigneau 2018 Ch. Gaudrelle 75cl £12.50
Vegan, 
Organic 13.0%

960770 White Sancerre Blanc 2019 Dom. Noel et Jean-Luc Raimbault 75cl £12.70 14.0%

111860 Rosé Sancerre Rosé 2018 Dom. Noel et Jean-Luc Raimbault 75cl £12.70 14.0%

179678 Red Anjou Rouge 'La Chapelle' Cabernet Franc 2016, Ch. de Fesles 75cl £9.20 12.5%

960097 Red Saumur Champigny 2018 Dom. du Landreau, Raymond Morin 75cl £9.40 Vegan 14.0%

960812 Red Sancerre Rouge 2018 Dom. Noel et Jean-Luc Raimbault 75cl £12.70 14.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960679 White Luberon Blanc 2019 Famille Perrin 75cl £6.30
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 13.0%

960677 White Luberon Blanc 2019 Famille Perrin (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £3.85
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 13.0%

960678 Rosé Luberon Rosé 2019 Famille Perrin 75cl £6.30
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

960333 Rosé Jules Cotes De Provence Rosé 2019 75cl £8.75
Screw

cap 13.0%

960695 Rosé Ch. St Pierre Tradition Provence Rosé 2019 75cl £8.90 12.5%

Provence

Today, Rosé is king in this fashionable region in the far south east of France. The history of viticulture in the area, though, dates back to 
the Roman occupation of Gaul.

Immediately identifiable as Provençal from its pale, subtly orange-tinted pink colour to its classic flûte à corset bottle shape (a bit like a bowling pin and 
unique to the region). But what of the wine itself? This blend of Cinsault and Grenache hits all the right notes. Powerful nose of white peach with spicy 
hints, evolving towards candied apricots, guava, exotic fruit. The palate is rich yet fresh, with lovely depth and a refreshing finish.

Great Pinot Noir from Sancerre. Lovely cherry aroma, along with light oak, a vibrant fruity palate and a soft finish. We are very excited to import the wines 
of Noel and Jean-Luc Raimbault, all of which are affordable and of high quality.

White wines from this area are a bit of a hidden treasure, little-known outside France but well-loved by wine buffs around the world. This example is typical, 
and very good value. Nice, mouth-filling texture, the style reserved rather like Chablis.

From the beautiful national park that straddles Provence between Avignon and Aix-en-Provence. Light, airy, graceful and very drinkable. Salut!

An elegant and much loved rosé that transports you to a relaxed summer's afternoon in Provence. The nose is refined and aromatic, with aromas of white 
peach, citrus fruits and a touch of minerality. On the palate the wine is fruity and crunchy, and wonderfully balanced between roundness and freshness, 
with great length.

Grown and made by David and Shirley Maudry at their dynamic young estate, Maison Lispaul. New to CWM, this is a modern, pure fruited expression of 
Pouilly-Fumé.

Our own exclusive Sancerre won Best Value in a Decanter panel tasting, at 92 points (2016 vintage). Clean and pure Sauvignon Blanc, with teasing 
acidity, a squeeze of lemon and a mineral streak.

Delightful Pinot Noir Rosé from our exclusive Sancerre producer, brothers Noel and Jean-Luc Raimbault.

Silky-smooth Cabernet Franc with elegant aromas of red fruits and classic herbaceous, capsicum notes. Refreshing, direct, nicely scented on the mid 
palate, lots of fruit and a persistent finish.

Classic Cabernet Franc. the well-balanced nose contains aromas of ripe red fruit. Very good attack on the palate with plenty of substance, this full-bodied, 
elegant wine has a good persistence.

This was the absolute standout at our last large Muscadet tasting. The nose is fresh and mineral, with delicate notes of pear and white flowers. The palate 
is rich with green apple flavours and a beautiful texture.

Succulent, off-dry Chenin Blanc with ripe peach and red apple fruit, good weight in the mouth, and an elegant dry finish.
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960458 Rosé Miraval Rosé De Provence 2019 Pitt, Jolie Et Perrin 75cl £14.50 13.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960460 White Cotes du Rhone Reserve Blanc 2019 Famille Perrin 75cl £9.30 13.0%

960682 Red Ventoux Rouge 2019 Famille Perrin 75cl £6.30
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 13.5%

960680 Red Ventoux Rouge 2019 Famille Perrin (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £3.85
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 13.5%

109858 Red Le Sabounet Rouge NV, Roger Sabon 75cl £6.80 Organic 13.0%

961374 Red Cotes du Rhone Rouge 'Regulus' 2018 Dom. Clavel 75cl £7.40 14.0%

145818 Red Cotes du Rhone Rouge Les Sablieres 2017 Dom. des Escaravailles 75cl £8.90 Vegan 14.5%

112356 Red
Collines Rhodaniennes Terres de Mandrin Syrah 2019 Jeanne 
Gaillard 75cl £9.20 13.5%

111972 Red
Crozes Hermitage 'Esquisse' Rouge 2018 Dom. Des Hauts 
Chassis 75cl £12.70

Vegan, 
Biodynamic 14.0%

111682 Red Lirac Rouge 2019 Roger Sabon 75cl £13.00 15.0%

960789 Red Vacqueyras Les Christins 2018 Famille Perrin 75cl £13.75 Organic 14.5%

960274 Red Chateauneuf du Pape Rouge 2018 Vieux Chemin Ch. Fargueirol 75cl £15.55 Vegan 14.0%

960461 Red Gigondas La Gille 2018 Famille Perrin 75cl £17.10 Organic 14.5%

Rhone Valley

The Rhône Valley has two main wine regions, helpfully called the Northern Rhône and the Southern Rhône. We import all of our Rhône 
wines from family growers and feel that they offer wonderful drinkability and value.

Super-juicy, deeply purple. Inviting, enticing, nocturnal plumskin and clove. Fine balance between hefty Grenache grunt (15%) and cool Lirac lift. Star 
Chateauneuf grower showing their class.

This beautiful Vacqueyras made of 75% Grenache and 25% Syrah is a stylish wine that has beautiful yet wild aromas to go with ample sweet black 
raspberry fruit. Forward, full-bodied and textured.

This gentle Grenache-dominated giant has a seductive richness that keeps delivering flavour as it unfolds on the palate. Easy to drink, big and satisfying.

Ruby-coloured, the nose is spicy and full of sweet dried fruits. The palate is medium- to full-bodied with spicy, gamey flavours allied to prune, raspberry 
and leathery notes. The finish is warm and ripe.

Authentic baby wine from Chateauneuf's 1st Parker-100 grower. Unfiltered/unfined, supple, herbal, warming, a cracking value quaffer.

Jonathan Livingstone Learmonth "this is solid Value: has a shiny, bright dark red, jolie robe. The nose is sweet-noted, a good pile of cherries in the frame, 
with salt clarity, licorice, good life overall. This is direct, off we go: solo drinking right on the agenda here, thanks to a burst of live black fruits, some good, 
fresh lift. It is quite flashy, suited to a crowded bar and noise. The fruit is exuberant"

Claire Clavel is the owner and winemaker at this estate in Saint Gervais. Plump black plum and cherry are fresh and primary here, nuanced by darker, 
savoury notes of black pepper and garrigue. It's a full-bodied, silky wine balanced with fresh acidity and ripe tannins.

Full-bodied, fruity Grenache and Syrah blend made using fruit grown in Rasteau. This is ample and spicy, a bold wine with rich fruits and structure, but it's 
the light tannins and acidity that really makes this the perfect wine for a big meal.

Franck Faugier's 12 hectares of old vine Syrah are planted on the stony, red-clay and sandy soils of Les Châssis, one of the most prized plots of land in all 
of Crozes-Hermitage. He works his vines as naturally as possible, utilizing Biodynamic farming methods to ensure the health of his soil and plants. From 
these stony soils, Franck is able to craft expressive, juicy Syrah that drinks with fabulous freshness, complexity and fruit intensity.

The world super-star of Provence pink. Delicate, complex and pale. Rare and sought-after. Summer in a glass.

Classic southern Rhone white, made from Marsanne, Grenache Blanc, Roussanne and Viognier. Fresh and floral with full, round stone fruit flavours and a 
lithe lick of minerals. Delicious.

Often cited by wine writers as one of the best-value wines in the world, this Grenache-based red has plenty of juicy raspberry fruit. Mont Ventoux's 
relatively cool climate brings nice acidity and some lively green pepper.
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112354 Red St Joseph Rouge 2018 Pierre Gaillard 75cl £16.45 13.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960491 White Dom. de Pellehaut Blanc 2019 Cotes de Gascogne 75cl £6.25
Screw

cap Vegan 11.5%

961407 White Le Veritable Jurancon Sec 2019, Cave de Gan 75cl £7.70 13.5%

960490 Rosé Dom. De Pellehaut Rosé 2019 Igp Cotes De Gascogne 75cl £6.25
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960081 Red Ch. Vincens Malbec du Cahors 2018 75cl £6.60 13.5%

111765 Red Ch. Vincens Cahors Prestige 2016 75cl £8.40 13.5%

112178 Red Ch. Vincens Cahors P.U.R.E Malbec Sans Sulfites 2018 75cl £9.25

Vegan, 
Sulphite 

Free 13.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

961077 White Dr. Pauly Bergweiler Riesling Trocken Estate 2019 75cl £7.70
Screw

cap 12.0%

110454 White Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling Kabinett 2016 Leimbrock 75cl £10.20 8.5%

961078 Red Dr. Pauly Bergweiler Pinot Noir-Spatburgunder 2019 75cl £9.50 13.0%

South West France

Beyond Bordeaux in South West France there are a myriad of lesser known regions, the best known of which are Jurancon, Cahors and 
Gascogne, from which we source our range.

Germany

Jurançon’s vineyards enjoy a truly unique terroir: mild maritime climate, protection from the Pyrenees mountains, south-facing vines grown at 350 meters 
above sea level. All of these influences encourage the indigenous grapes to develop their full potential and character. Lively, fruity and dry in style with 
tangerine and lemon aromas. Elegant notes of ripe apple are followed by a long finish. Enjoy as an aperitif. Excellent with seafoods, oysters, Asian and 
spicy foods, tapas and cheese.

Aromatic and fresh, this lovely wine with a dash of the dashing Gros Manseng (think Jurancon) is so perky at the price.

From Gascony's leading privately-owned wine estate, this great rosé is a blend of Merlot, Tannat and Cabernet, has a lovely clove spiciness and makes for 
an excellent dinner wine. Try it with spicy dishes.

Wonderfully ripe and juicy Malbec from the original home of this grape variety now better known for coming from Argentina.

Charming and moreish, with a lovely appetising style and impressive persistence. Has all the St-Joseph hallmarks in place, with lovely purity of fruit and 
finely woven tannins.

Beautifully sweet cherry pie nose, with oak, flowers, spices, minerals and savoury beetroot notes. Wonderfully fine tannins, great concentration of ripe 
plums and dried fruits, and a very long finish. Displays real elegance and power.

Made without sulphites, this is a unique and bewitching malbec from the Vincens family.

8g/l residual sugar makes a delicate, balanced wine with soft acidty and lovely texture.

Lovely ripe lime and slate nose, classic balance of sweetness and steely acidity, lifting, intense and astonishing value.

Round and silky, well concentrated (yield: 25 hectoliters per hectare) and juicy in its ripe fruit aromas, this stainless steel-fermented and barrel aged Pinot 
Noir is a great match for duck.

Germany makes the purest, most scintillating aromatic white wine, many of them with lower alcohol, residual sugar and refreshing acidity. 
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Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960693 White Vidiano 2019 Diamantakis, Crete 75cl £9.05 13.5%

960488 White Assyrtiko Voila 2019 Lyrarakis, Crete 75cl £9.70 Vegan 13.5%

960706 White Diamantopetra Assyrtiko / Vidiano 2019 Diamantakis, Crete 75cl £11.65 13.5%

111779 Red Kotsifali 2018 Lyrarakis, Crete 75cl £8.60 Vegan 13.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960655 White Little Cricket Gruner Veltliner 2019 Hungary 75cl £5.60
Screw

cap 12.0%

960512 White Disznoko Tokaji Dry Furmint 2019 75cl £11.65
Vinolo

k 13.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

112198 Red Clos de Gat Har'el Syrah 2014, Judean Hills Israel 75cl £15.15 14.0%

Made from the unique Furmint grape variety that expresses perfectly the freshness of the Disznóko terroir. A fruity and very mineral white wine which is 
versatile and wonderfully fresh.

100% Syrah, aged for sixteen months in 70% new French oak. An intense and complex, discreetly oaked nose, with classic peppery and red fruit aromas. 
Elegant in the mid-palate, but tasty and fragrant, with good acidity and well-integrated tannins. 90 points RobertParker.com

Israel

The wine regions of Israel have a mediterranean climate by and large with long, hot, dry summers and mild winters. Mainly focused on red 
wine production, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and Shiraz have all shown their worth here, as has Carignan. Today alongside the handful 
of large commercial wineries, numerous small wineries and 'gargage wine' producers are popping up.

Zacharias Diamantakis runs his 26 acre vineyard in North East Crete and is a specialist in the emerging Vidiano grape. This food-friendly, intensely 
flavoured wine has become an ideal calling card by which to discover wines of Crete.

The 'Chablis of Crete'. Amazing grower, impossibly ancient vineyards (like 3000 years), eccentric honest fascinating wine. 
Jancisrobinson.com 17/20 “Herbal, lemony… chalky… concentration. Spice…sour-salty freshness, impressive persistence… best vintage of this wine I’ve 
tasted”

Trophy and Best White in Show at the 2019 Wine Merchant Top 100. This is bright and elegant, reminiscent of fresh and dried yellow fruit, flecks of citrus, 
vanilla and hazelnuts. Three months barrel ageing in oak contributes to its full body and rich finish.

The red grape variety Kotsifali is indisputably a classic of the vineyard of Crete. Spices and red fruits with an elegant mouthfeel and a piquant aftertaste are 
the characteristics of the wine which is produced from vineyards situated at 500m. altitude. Enjoy it together with dishes of the mediterranean cuisine, 
baked meat and spicy cheeses.

Dry, clean, and crisp with citrus notes, yellow plum, light green apple, & a hint of white pepper. Excellent as a starter/aperitif or pair with savoury starters, 
pasta & seafood dishes including tapas, antipasti, shrimp salad & sushi! The clever little Hungarian cricket discerns which vine tendrils it will eat and 
always avoids the Gruner Veltliner vine.

Greece

A prolific wine producing country in ancient times, the modern Greek wine industry is only just finding its way on the export market. 
Greece has an amazing arsenal of indigenous varieties, each with distinct unconventional character.

Hungary

Never tried dry Tokaji? Now is the time to do it. The Furmint grape makes searingly fresh white wines that are wonderful with fish.
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Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

959922 White Trebbiano Pinot Grigio 2019 Bella Modella, IGT Puglia 75cl £5.20
Screw

cap Vegetarian 12.0%

960327 White Pinot Grigio 2019 Bella Modella, Colline Teatine IGT, Abruzzo 75cl £5.40
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960982 White Il Caggio Pinot Grigio 2019 75cl £5.65
Screw

cap 12.0%

961251 White Baccolo Sauvignon Bianco 2019 IGT Veneto, Cielo e Terra 75cl £6.15
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

960254 White Roero Arneis DOCG 2018 Ricossa 75cl £6.60 Vegan 13.0%

960253 White Gavi DOCG 2019 Ricossa 75cl £8.60 Vegan 12.0%

960427 White Greco-Fiano 'Pipoli' 2019 Basilicata 75cl £8.70 Vegan 12.5%

960576 White Falanghina 'Beneventano' 2019 Vesevo 75cl £8.75 Vegan 13.0%

960326 Rosé Pinot Grigio Rosé 2019, IGT Delle Venezie, Bella Modella 75cl £5.40
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

961491 Rosé Il Caggio Pinot Grigio Rosé 2019 75cl £5.65
Screw

cap 12.0%

112453 Red Montepulciano d'Abruzzo 2018 Il Caggio 75cl £5.65 12.5%

159002 Red Negroamaro 'Terramare' 2018 IGT Salento, Feudi di Guagnano 75cl £5.80 12.5%

960383 Red Nero d'Avola Miopasso 2018 Feudo di Santa Tresa Sicily 75cl £6.95 Vegan 14.0%

This delicate rosé has delicious strawberry-laced aromas followed by a seductive palate of crisp, juicy, creamy fruit. Ideal sipped chilled on a summer’s day 
or coupled with lightly spicy foods.

All the fun of Pinot Grigio plus a lovely rose-petal scent. Smells sweet but actually totally dry! Great aperitif.

This modestly priced red from the Negroamaro grape tastes anything but modest in the glass. Warm, sunny, brambly fruit, with slightly bitter chocolate 
tones and a velvety texture. Great on its own and excellent with Italian dishes.

Deeply coloured rich red wine, full-bodied and juicy, Italian rusticity in a glossy package. Combinations of blackcurrant and red fruit flavours are 
complemented by a twist of spice on the palate.

Spicy cherry and damson aromas, ripe plum and sweet black cherry flavours, with a hint of bitter chocolate, and soft tannins. Made using the passito 
method, with around a quarter of the grapes dried in the sun before pressing to add an additional layer of complexity and depth.

Garganega and Sauvignon predominantly, with partial maceration and cold fermentation to enhance fruitness and elegant aromatic notes. Perfect as 
aperitif, with delicate first courses or white meats and fish.

Arneis has been grown in Piedmont for maybe 500 years. Crisp, taut, dry, citrus, un-oaked , notes of pine and lime - a classy dinner wine.

A wonderfully summery blend of two star white Italian varieties, and the specialty of the country's Basilicata region, next to Puglia in the south. The Greco 
supplies zesty lime and fresh herbacous notes, while the Fiano brings aromatic white peach, yellow plum and white flowers. Modern, bright, pure and 
intense.

Cortese shines here: lime, almond, crisp green apple, light herbal and grassy notes. Low alcohol, no oak, bone dry. Elegant, zesty, smart choice.

One of Italy's most exciting wine sub-regions high above the Bay of Naples. Aromatic jasmine & ripe melon lushness, mint/basil coolness, and a tufa 
mineral hint. Very special.

A beautiful pale straw yellow wine which is light and vibrant and should be appreciated for its zesty, citrus character, notes of green apple and pineapple 
and refreshing acidity.

If you are looking for a light, crisp and refreshing wine then stop: you have found it! This delicious, mouthwatering blend is delicate, citrusy and dry, with a 
tangy finish.

A beautifully light, vibrant white to be appreciated for its zesty citrus and green apple character and refreshing quality.

Italy

Italy is on a roll in the UK with our favourite fizz Prosecco and favourite dry white Pinot Grigio coming from the northern Veneto region. 
Spare a place for wines from other regions, too. Puglia in the south is a great place to find value and Tuscany keeps on delivering world-
class wines.
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960796 Red Primitivo Miopasso 2019 Puglia IGP, Feudo di Santa Tresa 75cl £7.20
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

960249 Red Barbera d'Asti DOCG 2018 Ricossa 75cl £7.50 13.5%

961131 Red Montalto Collezione di Famiglia Syrah 2019 Terre Siciliane 75cl £7.50 14.0%

961541 Red Rosso Veneto Appassimento 2016 Soprasasso 75cl £7.50 14.0%

111864 Red Primitivo I Muri 2018 Vigneti del Salento 75cl £7.95 Vegan 14.0%

109332 Red
Salice Salentino 'DieciAnni' Rosso DOC 2016 Feudi di Guagnano, 
Puglia 75cl £8.00 14.0%

960429 Red Nero di Troia Lama di Pietra 2019 Diomede 75cl £8.20 Vegetarian 13.0%

112193 Red Chianti DOCG 2017 Ormanni 75cl £8.20 Organic 13.5%

960818 Red Barbera Appassimento 2019 Ricossa, Piedmont 75cl £8.50 13.5%

960681 Red U Passimiento IGP Terre Siciliane 2019 Baglio Gibellina 75cl £8.70 Vegan 13.5%

961132 Red Valpolicella Ripasso DOC 2016 Soprasasso 75cl £8.80 Vegetarian 13.5%

111715 Red Salice Salentino Riserva 'Cupone' 2016 Feudi di Guagnano, Puglia 75cl £9.25 13.5%

959999 Red Rosso del Palazzone Lotto 2019/01 Il Palazzone 75cl £11.50 13.0%

961480 Red Barbera Nizza DOCG Ca' dei Mandorli 2016 Ricossa 75cl £12.40 14.0%

961481 Red Amarone della Valpolicella DOCG 2016 Soprasasso 75cl £15.90 15.0%

Asti is the next place along from Alba. This cheeky red is all Barbera should be: vital, cherry-red, bright, lifted, cool and crunchy. Shouts Piedmont loud and 
clear. Lovely chilled, with salads, with tomato sauces, and tomatoes, herbs, pepper steak. Truly epic value from this super grower.

Rich and chocolately. Smooth and quaffable. plenty of jammy black fruit and a touch of sweet spice. Organically farmed.

The thirteenth-century Ormanni estate is located in the heart of Chianti, between the towns of Poggibonsi and Castellina. Flavours of sour cherry, 
raspberry and dried herbs are lifted by crisp acdity and supported by fine-grained tannins. Delicate, light and fruity, with that delicious savoury edge found 
in Chiantis, this is a classic of the style.

A real pleaser and so authentically southern Italian, this 100% Negroamaro has an inviting brambly, spicy nose and really velvety fruit and tannins.

A blend of Nero d’Avola and Frappato, famous in combination as the components behind Siciliy’s only DOCG wine. For this wine, a portion of the Nero 
d’Avola grapes are dried before pressing, providing rich, concentrated red fruits, while the Frappato adds lifting freshness and softness. Warm and full-
bodied with harmonious acidity and smooth and elegant tannins.

Piedmont's first ever Barbera Appassimento. Deeply dark with lashings of luxurious sweet fruit, plum-skin, dark chocolate, liquorice - a real smoothie.

Vivid black-purple, all the tarry plum-skin beauty of Syrah with cinnamon and a bit of vanilla oak, best of all a proudly generous portion of ripe tannin to hold 
it all together Genius. You'd never find a Barossa Shiraz this good at the price!

Classic Valpolicella grapes of Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella made using the ancient part-dried grape technique to achieve fuller body and smoother 
tannins. Lush like Amarone but bright, vital and snappy like Valpolicella, indeed it has that classic capsicum brightness. 

Primitivo has been grown in Puglia, the heel of Italy's boot, for centuries. This version has warm, spicy, rich red fruits (cherries, redcurrants) and prunes 
that mingle with herby and savoury, almost peppery black olive notes on the long finish.

Impossible not to like. Chocolate, plum, lavender and Morello cherries, leading to a very southern Italian finish of herbal nuances and spice. Slinky and 
rich, full-bodied with firm tannins.

Full-bodied Salice Salentino made from 50-year-old vines. Opaque dark ruby in colour. Cherries and damson on the nose. Rich palate of plum, damson, 
spice, liquorice and black pepper. Well-integrated and soft tannins. Twelve months in French oak barrels.

Classic Valpol Ripasso - think dark chocolate laced with cherry brandy! Deft, silky, not over-extracted. Lovely Corvina edge of petals and almond. Earthy 
leathery notes, somewhat like Otago Pinot in flavour.

One of Tuscany's great bargains, this declassified Brunello is a blend of different vintages, all of which could have been made into Brunello. Delicate 
youthful tannins, juicy acidity and a well-balanced, joyful mouth-feel. Impressive length. Real Brunello character at a fraction of the price.

Super-low yield Barbera from the best sunny spots, some serious winemaking and a lick of posh new oak. What a beauty. What a bargain. Dark, silky. 
Nizza is a new top-end DOCG created to separate the best plots of Barbera - great success.

Amarone is made by allowing the grapes to dry partially and shrivel for up to 120 days, usually on straw mats (this process is called appassimento or 
rasinate ('to dry and shrivel') in Italian). This concentrates the remaining sugars and flavours, giving amazing depth and roundness.
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Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

961330 Red Hochar Pere et Fils Red 2017 Ch. Musar 75cl £14.40 Vegan 14.0%

960813 Red Ch. Musar Red 2013 75cl £24.55 Vegan 14.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

112197 White V Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Marlborough 75cl £6.55
Screw

cap 12.5%

959896 White Taringi Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Marlborough 75cl £6.75
Screw

cap 12.5%

111930 White The Springs Riesling 2018 Waipara 75cl £8.45
Screw

cap Vegetarian 13.0%

959689 White Vidal Estate Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Marlborough 75cl £8.50
Screw

cap Organic 13.0%

960148 White Esk Valley Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Marlborough 75cl £8.75
Screw

cap 13.5%

960151 White Te Awa Left Field Albarino 2019 Gisborne 75cl £9.65
Screw

cap 13.0%

960350 White Tinpot Hut Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Marlborough 75cl £10.45
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

959939 Red The Springs Pinot Noir 2018 Waipara 75cl £9.90
Screw

cap Vegetarian 12.5%

Passion fruit and pea shoots mingle easily on the nose of this medium-bodied wine. This is a fully dry and somewhat austere Marlborough Sauvignon 
Blanc, ending on notes of white grapefruit and hints of underripe stone fruit.

Refreshing off-dry Riesling with 21g/l residual sugar, but plenty of acidity to balance it. Peach and citrus fruitiness with a crunchy green apple finish.

There's not much Albarino in New Zealand, but this is a peach! Melon, citrus flowers and peach on the nose lead to a palate showing richness and weight, 
backed by stone fruit and lime on the finish.

Epic Kiwi Sauvignon. Veritable laser-beam of all things green aimed at your palate. Tangy, zesty, invigorating, bursting with citrus energy classy, long, 
sophisticated, explosive.

Light in colour, but big in flavour. An exemplary entry level NZPN.

"Marvellously warm Mediterranean fruits on the nose, would be autumnal but for their vigorous presence, as rich and robust as expected on the palate, 
almost the essence of Lebanon in the glass with rich spice and cooling breezes, the dry herby fruit flows with energy over the palate before giving way to a 
finish that confirms the structure, fruit and tannins blending in exuberantly with intriguing hints of much more to come in the next decade."
 Steven Spurrier January 2020

The Hochar of this year is bright ruby red in colour with red fruits, plums, sloes and cherries on the nose and palate. This balanced and elegant wine 
combines vibrant fruit on a medium body with soft tannins, good acidity and cellared well, it will keep for several years.

Mouth watering Sauvignon Blanc, with ripe tropical fruit flavours and a twist of crisp citrus.

No other region in the world can match Marlborough in New Zealand for Sauvignon Blanc popularity, alive with aromatic fruit and refreshing acidity. Pure 
elderflower, cut grass and tropical fruit. Very rewarding!

Classic Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc, combining intense passionfruit aromas with tropical fruit flavours. Fresh, pure and long on the palate, this wine 
reflects its premium vineyard sites within the Wairau and Awatere valleys.

Lebanon has one of the oldest wine-making cultures in the world. Vines have been cultivated in the Bekaa Valley (where both these wines 
are from) for over 6000 years. Established in 1930, Ch. Musar has become a legend not just in the Lebanese wine industry, but in the 
wine world as a whole.

New Zealand

Home to the UK’s favourite Sauvignon Blancs, New Zealand has watched its wine exports grow for the 23rd consecutive year.
But now the country is keen to show off their expertise in other cool climate varietals, from bright Pinot Noirs to fresh Albarinos. We have 
selected some of our favourites from our range below.

Lebanon
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172220 Red Vidal Reserve Series Syrah 2017 Hawke's Bay 75cl £11.10
Screw

cap 13.0%

960147 Red Esk Valley Pinot Noir 2018 Marlborough 75cl £11.10
Screw

cap 13.5%

160945 Red Ballasalla Pinot Noir 2017 Folding Hill, Central Otago 75cl £13.30
Screw

cap Vegetarian 14.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

961466 White Alandra Branco Esporao 2019 Alentejo 75cl £5.45
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

961515 White Alandra Branco Esporao 2018 Alentejo (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £2.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

111927 White Ai Galera Mistico Branco 2018 Tejo, Portugal 75cl £5.70
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960645 White Vilacetinho Vinho Verde 2019 (Cork Closure) 75cl £6.35 Vegan 10.0%

960646 White Vilacetinho Vinho Verde 2019 (Screwcap) 75cl £6.35
Screw

cap Vegan 10.0%

960155 White Esporao Monte Velho Branco 2019 Alentejo 75cl £7.05 Vegan 14.0%

961264 White Vilacetinho Avesso / Alvarinho 2019 Vinho Verde 75cl £9.00 Vegan 13.0%

109970 White Kopke Douro White 2018 75cl £9.15 13.0%

147609 White Esporao Reserva Branco 2018 Alentejo 75cl £10.80
Vegan, 
Organic 13.5%

141188 Red Alandra Tinto Esporao 2018 Alentejo 75cl £5.45
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

961514 Red Alandra Tinto Esporao 2018 Alentejo (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £2.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

Fine dry white from Portugal., loved by Mark Squires from Wine Advocate and Fiona Beckett from The Guardian. A wine with complexity and structure, 
excellently blending Avesso from 25+ year old vines, with bright, juicy Alvarinho from new vines, bringing minerality and freshness.

Pale in colour with an appealing citrus nose, this light, fresh and crisp white from Kopke, better known for their fabulous ports, has a medium body and 
balanced acidity, making this an equally excellent casual sipper or glass to pour with food.

Enticing and gently aromatic, this fresh but gorgeous dry white has enlivening acidity counterbalanced by gorgeous peachy and guava fruit. An exciting 
expression of new-wave Alentejo.

Bright ruby, showing youthful fruit aromatics and light floral notes. Esporão winemakers David Baverstock and Luis Patrão have created a charmingly 
rustic, tasty, top value red.

Shockingly good value from Portugal, this creamy and lush number made from local varieties offers plenty of rich honeyed fruit for the price. It is floral and 
fragrant, with lime and citrus aromas enhancing a fresh and fruity palate.

Golden yellow in colour, with plenty of ripe fruits on the aromas. This is a fresh and gentle wine with a pleasant finish.

Light, refreshing, lower alcohol (10%) and with a slight spritz that makes this wine oh-so-perfect for a summer afternoon, this is an excellent example of the 
specialty of Portugal's Minho provence, Vinho Verde. There's a bit of residual sugar, which perks up the spritz, but at only 5 grams per litre, it's barely over 
the legal 'dry' limit and rather low for the style. A blend of 40% Arinto, 20% Azal, 20% Avesso and 20% Loureiro.

A great partner to a wide variety of dishes, whether full or mild in flavour. Unbeatable for its reliability and consistently high quality. Herdade do Esporão is 
Portugal's largest privately-owned wine company, and proof that big can be beautiful.

Excellent Syrah from one of the top producers in Hawke's Bay, this is another showstopper from the award winning team at Vidal Wines. This is a study in 
premium Hawkes Bay Syrah produced from the Omahu vineyard in the famed Gimblett Gravels. More Crozes Hermitage style than Shiraz.

Cool, reserved, crunchy. Lovely with rare lamb, light dishes, summer afternoons.

Deep coloured, the wine exhibits dark ripe fruit characters as well as truffle, spice and subtle toasted oak on the palate. A fulsome, structured and well 
rounded Pinot Noir with a soft acidity and generous mouthfeel.

Portugal

Often cited as the wine world’s best value and least appreciated country, Portugal offers consistently delicious wines in all styles and 
prices. Make this the year that you investigate the potential Portugal has to offer!
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112177 Red Ai Galera Poetico Tinto 2018 Tejo, Portugal 75cl £5.70
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

960153 Red Esporao Monte Velho Tinto 2019 Alentejo 75cl £7.05 Vegan 13.5%

114401 Red Quinta dos Murcas, Assobio Tinto 2017, Douro 75cl £8.55 Vegan 13.5%

961222 Red Kopke Douro Red 2018 75cl £9.15 13.0%

960742 Red Esporao Reserva Tinto 2017 Alentejo 75cl £13.95
Vegan, 
Organic 14.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960346 White Calusari Pinot Grigio 2019 Romania 75cl £6.30
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

959735 Red Calusari Pinot Noir 2019 Romania 75cl £5.95
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

112283 Red Umbrele Merlot 2018 Vilie Timisului, Romania 75cl £5.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

196010 White Leaping Hound Chenin Blanc/Viognier 2018 Western Cape 75cl £5.60
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960205 White Diamond Bay Chenin Blanc 2019 75cl £5.65
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

Lovely, opulent aromas of grapefruit and peach follow through to a lithe body, with loads of fruit (abundant melon and apple character) and citrusy acidity.

A lovely Pinot Noir from just this side of the Carpathians. Light with a welcoming nose of autumnal fruits. Soft, smooth and spicy flavours throughout, with 
generous plum and red cherry and a pleasing, velvety finish. Fiona Beckett, contributing editor to Decanter and the Guardian's in-house wine expert, has 
long been a fan.

Dark violet colour, well complimented by rich aromas of plum and blackberry, with notes of spice and a hint of vanilla. Medium-bodied and full of dark fruit 
flavours, even a hint of dark chocolate. Warm tannins and a fine finish.

Intense tropical flavours of guava, ripe apple and pear on the palate. It has a fresh cleancrisp acidity that washes over you and is well balanced with the 
vibrant fruit flavours.

75% Chenin Blanc and 25% Viognier. Grapes are grown on 30+ year old trellised Chenin and 15 year old Viognier from hidden corners of the Cape. 
Vibrant and aromatic with delicious subtle perfumed aromas with white peach and hints of jasmine on the nose.

An intense ruby red colour. Vinous and clean aromas with hints of red berry fruits. Round in the mouth and medium bodied. A well-rounded finish with 
mellow tannin.

Red fruits and wild berries, wrapped in subtle notes of fresh spices. A wine for all occasions. With a balanced and gastronomic profile, it portrays the best 
bouquets and flavors of Alentejo grapes.

A deliciously ripe and generous Douro red made from Tinta Roriz and Touriga Nacional. Dried herbs, liquorice, dark berry fruit and a spicy hint of 
cinnamon combine to create a rich and dense character. Around 20% of the blend is aged in oak for six months.

Rounded, fruity and smooth, this Douro Valley table wine from Kopke, the oldest of port houses, is wonderfully fresh and prettily balanced.

Rich, dark damson and berry fruit that veers towards the overripe but just stops in time, leaving bold flavours infused with a herby wildness, and with ripe 
tannin and vanilla-scented oak adding support.' Simon Woods, wine writer and Decanter judge.

Romania

Romania is the largest wine producing country in Eastern Europe, with new producers emerging all the time and a new wave in quality 
clearly visible over the last decade.

South Africa

The South African wine industry has been hard hit this year with government imposed sanctions on all alcohol sales, including exports, 
during national lockdown. There was one point when producers worried they might not even be able to continue harvesting and making 
the 2020 vintage. The wine industry rallied around, though, and exports are up and running once more. For us, the overall South African 
wine style is at a perfect crossroads between the Old World and the New World. Effortless fruit, but still with a certain amount of restraint.
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959653 White Stellar Organics 'Running Duck' Chenin Sauvignon 2019 Fairtrade 75cl £6.45
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 12.0%

960387 White Vondeling Petit Blanc 2020 Voor-Paardeberg 75cl £7.35
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

960388 White Vondeling Barrel Selection Chardonnay 2019 Voor-Paardeberg 75cl £10.50
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

960307 White Iona Sauvignon Blanc 2019 Elgin Highlands 75cl £10.95
Screw

cap 13.5%

960306 White Vondeling Babiana 2018 Voor-Paardeberg 75cl £11.55
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

961311 Rosé Vondeling Rosé 2020 Voor-Paardeberg 75cl £7.35
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

960204 Red Diamond Bay Cabernet Sauvignon Merlot 2019 75cl £5.65
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

960728 Red Leaping Hound Old Vine Cinsault 2018 Western Cape 75cl £5.60
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

959654 Red Stellar Organics 'Running Duck' Shiraz 2019 Fairtrade 75cl £6.45
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 13.0%

961455 Red Vondeling Baldrick Shiraz 2018 Voor-Paardeberg 75cl £8.30
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

960475 Red Rustenberg Grenache 2018 Stellenbosch 75cl £9.75
Screw

cap Vegetarian 14.0%

961372 Red Lanzerac Cabernet Sauvignon 2017 Jonkershoek Valley 75cl £9.70 Cork 14.0%

960414 Red Meerlust Red 2017 Stellenbosch 75cl £10.00 Vegetarian 14.0%

960476 Red Rustenberg John X Merriman 2018 Stellenbosch 75cl £11.35
Screw

cap Vegetarian 14.0%

960343 Red Rustenberg Buzzard Kloof Syrah 2018 Stellenbosch 75cl £13.55 Vegetarian 14.0%

A variety becoming more and more popular in the Cape thanks to it's drought resistant nature. This is a light, strawberry scented style. Hugely quaffable.

Young Bordeaux-blend of a very grand estate. Deep but astonishingly lifted. Cassis, vanilla, dark chocolate, capsicum and mint.

Elegant garden-fresh cherry and red berry nose with undergrowth melange. Fresh and intense with real vibrancy, the palate is pure with lovely texture. 
Sweet cherry fruit dominates with spicy undertones.

A classic Bordeaux blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot, Cabernet Franc, Malbec and Merlot. Intensely complex and rich, a wonderful 
representation of the estate and the characteristics of this vintage. 2018 is the vintage our buyer Alice Archer worked as a cellar rat.

Buzzards really do ride the thermal currents above the ravine (kloof) where the Syrah vineyard lies. It is higher and cooler than other Stellenbosch sites. 
Another drought effected vintage led to great fruit concentration producing rich, robust, and forward reds. This wine exhibits an enticing nose of pepper, 
violets and ripe berry fruits which follow through to a well-structured and lengthy palate with fine grained tannins.

Refreshing dry rosé from South Africa. Merlot-based, it displays a bright bouquet of Turkish delight, raspberry coulis, passion fruit and litchi. The palate is 
well rounded but refreshingly vibrant, packed with red berry flavours, seductive floral undertones and a pleasant citrus twist. Hugely quaffable.

A combination of black berries, eucylyptus and mocha flavours. A medium to full bodied wine with soft tannins.

This vibrant pale ruby red comes from South Africa's most fashionable varietal Cinsault. The vines are mostly 65 year old bush vines from hidden corners 
of the Cape. No irrigation is used on the vineyards meaning lovely concentration without extraction and the wine is very approachable young. Particularly 
lovely with duck.

Organic, vegan and fairtrade. Righteous! Rich dark colour with a smoky, vanilla nose. Dark fruit on the palate gives the wine an all-round juiciness. Oaky 
tannins impart a spicy finish with good structure.

The ripe plum and mulberry aromas are uplifted with cherry blossom and violets, the palate is gentle and the tannins fresh but rounded. Excellent with 
turnips.

Organic, vegan and fairtrade. Righteous! The Chenin provides guava and grapefruit character, while the Sauvignon Blanc brings body, length and a 
slightly lime-like grassiness to the palate.

Mostly Chenin, old vine low yield, unoaked. Limpid, whistle-clean, green apple, elderflower. Fine-textured fish wine. Super value.

"This very lightly wooded estate Sauvignon Blanc deserves its many plaudits, consistently delivering plenty of flavour at a fair price. Combined with 3% 
Semillon, it has flavours of passion fruit and white pepper, good texture and a racy, crunchy finish." 91 pts, Tim Atkin MW (September 2020)

A bold, naturally-fermented, old-school Chard of impressive charm. 'Wild yeast ferment in French oak. Fresh peaches, orange blossom, honey nose... 
creamy mouth-feel, refreshing zestiness.' 90 Points Decanter

"Babiana is a seamless white blend from Matthew Copeland, produced from old-vine Chenin Blanc with the remaining 42% made up of Viognier, Grenache 
Blanc and Roussanne. Pastry, peach and cooked apple flavours are framed by scented oak and supporting acidity. Nicely judged." 91pts, Tim Atkin MW 
(September 2020)
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112223 Red Meerlust Rubicon 2016 Stellenbosch 75cl £20.35 Vegetarian 14.0%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960977 White Cal y Canto Verdejo 2019 Tierra de Castilla 75cl £4.65
Screw

cap 12.0%

112100 White Morenito Macabeo 2018 Campo de Borja, Bodegas Borsao 75cl £4.90
Screw

cap 12.5%

961309 White Castillo del Moro 2019 Airen Sauvignon, VdT Castilla 75cl £5.05
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960228 White Navajas Rioja Blanco Joven 2019 75cl £6.40
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

961256 White Lopez de Haro Rioja Blanco Joven 2019 75cl £7.00
Screw

cap Vegan 12.5%

960914 White Torres Vina Esmeralda 2019 DO Catalunya 75cl £7.40
Screw

cap 11.5%

960444 White Bardos Verdejo 2019 Rueda, Vintae 75cl £7.50 13.0%

960483 White Beronia Rueda Verdejo 2019 75cl £8.20
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

112292 White Luzada Albarino 2018 Rias Baixas, Bodegas Arousana 75cl £7.95
Screw

cap 13.0%

961129 White Follas Novas Albarino 2019 Rias Baixas, Bodegas Arousana 75cl £9.60
Screw

cap Vegetarian 13.0%

110576 White Alemany I Corrio Principia Mathematica 2019, Penedes 75cl £13.95 Vegan 12.5%

This stylish Albarino is a stand-out great value white. Poised, with bracing acidity and a touch of Atlantic salinity, it also has serious weight of fruit and 
concentration, with a rich citrusy palate and long finish. Try it with prawns, bass, hake, anything!

100%  Xarel-lo, a grape familiar in cava but not often seen by itself. Crisp white fruit and apricot nose with a light nutty element and a Meursault-esque 
butteriness. Dry, soft but fresh acidity. A lovely depth of mineral laced, grassy white fruit with hints of apricot and nuts.

Fermented in steel and aged for 2 months in French oak It has lovely floral and citrus fruit notes on the nose and a lovely thirst quenching acidity. Really 
pleasing to drink on its own or with creamy dishes.

Very pale golden yellow. Highly perfumed nose exhibiting tropical and white flower notes. A sweeter wine, unfurling a pronounced fruit sensation on the 
palate and delicate acidity on the finish. Incredibly popular in Spain as an aperitif, drink this well-chilled.

Spain is really upping its game with its delicious white wines and this high altitude cool refreshing Rueda is an excellent example. Vibrant aromas of white 
peach, citrus and grass. Fruity, fresh palate, really elegant.

A refreshing wine with intense aromas of ripe stone fruits, aromatic herbs and freshly cut grass.

A very good example of Rias Baixas Albarino from a small cooperative that's got it just right, producing wines with verve, bright acidity and thirst-quenching 
drinkability. Green apple, pear, pineapple, lemon and lime, bright acidity and light body. Strong floral character.

“The 2016 Rubicon shows great charm and drinkability even at this early stage, no doubt a result of the high Merlot and Cabernet Franc 
composition...Wonderful exotic aromas of plum, sandalwood and perfume, still with a touch of creamy vanilla. The palate is medium bodied with a forward 
dark fruit flavour of cassis and mulberry followed by a lithe tannic structure fleshed out with juicy fruit. The impression is one of litheness and grace rather 
than over-arching power.” Chris Williams, Winemaker

A classic Spanish white of 100% Verdejo. Temperature controlled fermentation preserves the bright lemon and melon fruit; fruity but fresh, great value. 
Great with seafood, and a lovely summer drinker.

A fresh and dry white with lemon citrus notes and crisp acidity.

This modern, crisp white demonstrates bright citrus characteristics on the nose, while offering deliciously vibrant apple fruit flavours and a zesty twang 
courtesy of the Sauvignon Blanc on the palate. A long clean finish with hints of grapefruit.

A crisp unoaked white Rioja made from the traditional Viura variety. Slightly lemony and beautiful with any seafood tapas.

Spain

We feel we are quite well known for our Spanish wine range having been named both Independent Spanish Wine Merchant of the Year 
and Rioja Merchant of the Year in the past. These awards prove our love for one of the great wine nations. Sales of Spanish wine 
continue to soar reflecting the undoubted value for money you can find here, and new additions have arrived in our list from all over the 
country.
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961126 Rosé Cal y Canto Shiraz Rosé 2019 Tierra de Castilla 75cl £4.65
Screw

cap Vegan 12.0%

960686 Rosé Lopez de Haro Rioja Rosado 2019 Bodega Classica 75cl £7.50 Vegan 12.5%

168508 Red Cal y Canto Tempranillo Merlot Syrah 2018 Tierra de Castilla 75cl £4.65
Screw

cap 13.5%

112099 Red Morenito Garnacha 2018 Campo de Borja, Bodegas Borsao 75cl £4.95
Screw

cap 13.5%

111763 Red Castillo del Moro 2018 Tempranillo Syrah, VdT Castilla 75cl £5.05
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

961120 Red Lopez de Haro Rioja Tempranillo 2019 Bodega Classica 75cl £6.80 Vegan 13.5%

961220 Red Navajas Rioja Tinto 2019 75cl £6.40
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

960418 Red Finca Besaya Rioja Crianza 2016 Bodegas Isidro Milagro 75cl £6.65 14.0%

959965 Red Lopez de Haro Rioja Crianza 2017 Bodega Classica 75cl £7.50 Vegan 13.5%

109923 Red Navajas Rioja Crianza Tinto 2015 75cl £7.75 Vegan 13.5%

961517 Red Eguren Ugarte Rioja Cosecha 2018 75cl £8.00 13.5%

112062 Red La Garnacha Olvidada de Aragon 2017 Calatayud, Vintae 75cl £8.50 Vegan 15.0%

959648 Red Lopez de Haro Rioja Reserva 2015 Bodega Classica 75cl £9.25 Vegan 14.0%

960156 Red Navajas Rioja Reserva 2013 75cl £9.50 Vegan 14.0%

960445 Red Bardos Romantica Crianza 2017 Ribera del Duero, Vintae 75cl £9.95 Vegan 14.0%
Full-bodied on the palate, silky and pleasant with perfectly polished tannin and an agreeable finish, leaving an aftertaste reminiscent of black fruit and 
undergrowth.

A fine bouquet in which ripe fruit, spicy and herbal aromas can be appreciated. Fleshy and broad on the palate, with a very expressive and elegant finish 
and a long, serene aftertaste. This is a big favourite of many of our customers.

Intense colour and pleasant bouquet, in which the nuances of mature fruit stand out. In the mouth it is soft, expressive and elegant, combining a fruity 
character with the notes lent by the cask in perfect balance.

Navajas is a family-run estate situated outside the small town of Navarrete in La Rioja Alta. Antonio Navajas makes quintessential Rioja: soft, round and 
oaky. This is a superb example of a Crianza, combining ripe, sweet fruit with vanillia-scented oak.

Fruity red aromas with hints of vanilla and toast. Smooth and round, it fills the mouth without aggressiveness. Ready-to-drink, although it can be saved 
some years.

Very old bush vines grown at high altitude, this is a wild and wonderful Grenache. Intense, oaky, profound, yet moreish. 90 Points (2015 vintage) from 
Sarah-Jane Evans in Decanter March 2017.

Inviting aromas of ripe black cherry, nice vanilla notes and a touch of balsamic. The wine spends twenty months in a combination of French and American 
oak barrels. 90% Tempranillo, 5% Graciano and 5% Garnacha (Grenache).

Fresh and smooth, with raspberry fruit and a hint of olives and pepper. Supple tannins create an appealing finish.

Ruby red colour with violet tints showing its youth. On the nose it is fresh and elegant with characteristic aromas of cherry and red fruits typical of these 
varieties. Light, harmonic and round on the palate with soft tannins.

Pure young Tempranillo: strawberries, raspberries, flowers and red licorice notes. A pleasure to drink slightly chilled with charcuterie. Refreshing and a real 
bargain.

This is Rioja at its precocious, youthful best, with intense raspberry and black cherry fruit overlayed with a flourish of vanilla and coconut from four months 
in American oak. It is beautifully balanced with medium-weight cushioned by fine grain tannins.

Very good Rioja that offers superb value. One year in a mixture of French and American oak barrels adds texture and flavour to this Tempranillo-dominant 
blend from one of Rioja's most consistent producers.

Crammed full of juicy wild strawberry, raspberry and cranberry fruit. Rich in colour, the wine is crisp and well balanced with a long finish of strawberries and 
cream.

Very harmonious and enveloping. The sweetness of the Garnacha is combined with the freshness of the Viura in a perfect balance. Of subtle character, 
but with great length and persistence.

Rich, sweet and intense, loaded with raspberry and black cherry aromas, cedar chips, pretty violet notes and a hint of vanilla. The vanilla pops back up 
again on the palate alongside supple summer fruits.
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960669 Red Torres Celeste Crianza 2017 Ribera del Duero 75cl £11.65 Vegan 14.5%

959843 Red Beronia Coleccion Graciano 2015 Rioja 75cl £12.55 Vegan 14.0%

961439 Red Finca Moncloa Cabernet Syrah 2016 Cadiz 75cl £12.65 14.5%

961286 Red Loidana 2018 Priorat, Marco Abella 75cl £13.20 Vegan 15.0%

112213 Red Lopez de Haro Rioja Gran Reserva 2011 Bodega Classica 75cl £14.45 Vegan 14.0%

959633 Red Beronia Rioja Gran Reserva 2011 75cl £18.00 14.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

961489 White Hoopla Chardonnay 2018 Napa Valley, California 75cl £13.75
Screw

cap Vegan 14.0%

960210 Rosé Wildwood White Zinfandel Rosé NV California 75cl £5.35
Screw

cap 10.5%

102328 Rosé Wildwood White Zinfandel Rosé California (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.45
Screw

cap 10.5%

959877 Red The Smoking Loon Zinfandel 2017 California 75cl £10.30
Screw

cap 14.0%

960662 Red
The Crusher Cabernet Sauvignon 2017 Wilson Vineyard 
Clarksburg 75cl £11.00 13.5%

142987 Red Hoopla Cabernet Sauvignon 2016 California 75cl £17.35 14.0%

Fuller bodied and off-dry with a juicy, fruity finish.

Opens with bold aromas of blackberry, black cherry, raspberry and a bevy of vanilla nuances. The palate is fruit-driven (pomegranate, black cherry, fresh 
cranberry), with a warming pinch of nutmeg.

Vibrant bouquet of black cherry, toasted oak and captivating pepperiness. Graceful in the mouth, with a silky texture and lively dark berry fruit, flavours of 
plum and dark chocolate expanding on the palate.

Fruit from Napa and Paso Robles, all aged 18 months in used French oak. Aromas of juicy black raspberry and currant fruit plus cedar and spice lead to a 
round mouthful of cherry, blackberry, spice and more. The flavours linger for a long finish and over the fine-grained tannins. Easy to drink, easy to love.

Highly Recommended 92 Points in Decanter Magazine Nov 2019. On the nose, intense notes of flowers, fruits and minerals. On the palate this wine is 
fresh, very fruity, round, balanced and very long.

Elegant and round, it is well-balanced with a velvety attack followed by a pleasant acidity and a silky and full-bodied aftertaste resulting from its noble and 
ripe tannin.

A blend of modern and traditional touches creates a fine Gran Reserva with spice, vanilla, coconut, tobacco and dried berries.

Bright and crisp with refreshing notes of citrus, apple, ripe pineapple and tropical fruits, and a creamy mouthfeel. 91 points Decanter.

100% Tempranillo aged for twelve months in French and American oak. Really lovely and expressive nose of dark fruit (blackberry, black cherry, 
blackcurrant), with touches of vanilla, cedar and exotic spices. Medium- to full-bodied, simply succulent with lots of juicy fruit and a lick of spice from the 
oak.

Graciano is one of the key components of Rioja wines, but rarely is it seen bottled as a single variety. Rich and intense, with floral, violet, and red cherry 
aromas, and a deep chocolatey finish.

This wine is from an area generally associated with sherry production, but in fact Cadiz has a long forgotten tradition of making red wines, with records 
dating back to the 14th century. Owned by the renowned Gonzalez Byass family, Finca Moncloa is a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Tintilla de Rota 
and Petit Verdot aged for 12 months in French and American oak barrels. A cherry red wine with intense aromas of red and black fruits and a balanced 
palate with notes of fruit, spice and oak.

USA

Californian wine isn't all about fruity White Zinfandel or astronomically expensive Napa Cabernet. We've worked hard to find a these value 
for money gems from the region. Fruit driven and forward wines, good with food or with good company instead.
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Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

107792 Sparkling Prosecco Spumante Brut NV Il Caggio (Single Serve) 20cl £2.75 Vegan 11.0%

106727 Sparkling Autreau de Champillon Premier Cru NV (Single Serve) 20cl £6.95 Vegan 12.5%

100347 Sparkling Joseph Perrier Brut NV Cuvée Royale (Single Serve) 20cl £7.45 Vegan 12.0%

103474 White Dry River Australian Chardonnay (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.35
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

106290 White Dry River Australian Pinot Grigio (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.35
Screw

cap Vegetarian 12.5%

102326 White Tierra del Rey Sauvignon Blanc Central Valley (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.50
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

102328 Rosé Wildwood White Zinfandel Rosé California (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.45
Screw

cap 10.5%

103475 Red Dry River Australian Shiraz (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.35
Screw

cap Vegan 13.5%

102327 Red Tierra del Rey Merlot Central Valley (Single Serve) 18.7cl £1.45
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

110286 Sparkling Autreau de Champillon Premier Cru NV (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £10.55 Vegan 12.5%

137996 Sparkling Pierre Bertrand Brut 1er Cru NV (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £11.50 Vegan 12.5%

100355 Sparkling Joseph Perrier Brut NV Cuvée Royale (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £12.55 Vegan 12.0%

109420 Sparkling Nyetimber Classic Cuvée MV (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £13.90 Vegan 12.0%

The NV is the true expression of the House style. Elegant, fresh, light, well-balanced with good length, this is the perfect celebration Champagne.

The most famous English sparkler. Toasty, spicy and complex, with honey, almond, pastry and baked apple flavours. Very fine and elegant with a great 
combination of intensity, delicacy and length.

Fuller bodied and off-dry with a juicy, fruity finish.

Intense dark red with a hint of violet. The bouquet gives an impression of sweet earthiness and lifted florals, blueberries, fresh tobacco, white pepper and 
spice. Pure florals, red berries and a silky texture.

Deep ruby in colour, this Merlot incorporates scents of rich black cherry and plum, displaying further complexity on the palate. Flavourful and medium-
bodied, with hints of cedar and dark chocolate leading to a pleasing finish.

Classically made Champagne with grapes sourced from Premier Cru vineyards in the Marne Valley. This wine spends 3 years ageing prior to 
disgorgement. Top quality Premier Cru Champagne with full flavoured intense developed citrus and floral aromas.

Tiny house in the famous village of Cumières in the Marne Valley. Pinot-dominated like most wines from this village, it's deep copper/gold and wonderfully 
peachy and lush, explosively juicy, and cracking value.

Classically made Champagne with grapes sourced from Premier Cru vineyards in the Marne Valley. This wine spends 3 years ageing prior to 
disgorgement. Top quality Premier Cru Champagne with full flavoured intense developed citrus and floral aromas.

The NV is the true expression of the House style. Elegant, fresh, light, well-balanced with good length, this is the perfect celebration Champagne.

Sourced from selected premium vineyards this classic Australian Chardonnay combines sumptuous aromas of peach and pineapple with complementing 
ripe tropical fruit flavours on the palate, all perfectly balanced with a subtle citrus zing.

Pale lemon in colour, Dry River Pinot Grigio displays a powerful bouquet of citrus blossom, lime and grapefruit aromas. On the palate there are classic 
Pinot Grigio flavours of green apple, pear and tropical fruits.

This Sauvignon Blanc combines aromas of fresh grapefruit and lime, followed by green gooseberry and melon on the palate. Herbaceous flavours marry 
exquisitely with fresh, tingling acidity, creating a crisp, lively finish.

Small and lively bubbles burst onto the tongue. A smooth mousse and subtle wild apples and pear fruits exude from the palate with a refreshing lift on the 
finish. Fit for a celebration, though ideal for a toast on any occasion.

Small Formats

Half bottles and single serves provide the perfect opportunity for venues to broaden their range by the glass without the worry of wastage. 
They also work well for small tables wishing to experiment more with food and wine matching, and try a different wine with each course. 
Finally, small formats are ideal for picnics or takeaway hampers. These are all listed in their relevant categories above, but we have 
bought them together here for ease.
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183921 Sparkling Joseph Perrier Brut Rosé NV Cuvée Royale (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £15.90 Vegan 12.0%

961515 White Alandra Branco Esporao 2018 Alentejo (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £2.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

960677 White Luberon Blanc 2019 Famille Perrin (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £3.85
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 13.0%

960494 White
Muscadet Sevre & Maine Sur Lie 2018 Ch. de L'Oiseliniere de la 
Ramee (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £4.35 Vegan 12.0%

961514 Red Alandra Tinto Esporao 2018 Alentejo (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £2.95
Screw

cap Vegan 13.0%

960680 Red Ventoux Rouge 2019 Famille Perrin (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £3.85
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic 13.5%

110491 Red Ch. Pey La Tour Reserve 2016 Bordeaux Superieur (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £5.45 14.5%

Stock 
Code

Colour Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960101 White De Bortoli Vat 5 Botrytis Semillon 2017, Australia 37.5cl £6.95
Screw

cap Vegetarian 11.5%

100676 White Moscato Frizzante Piemonte Volpi NV, Italy 75cl £7.95 Vegan 5.0%

959635 White Dom. Treloar Muscat de Rivesaltes 2018 Roussillon AOP, France 50cl £8.35 Vegan 16.0%

960260 White Muscat de Beaumes de Venise 2018 Perrin, France 37.5cl £9.95 Biodynamic 15.0%

112387 White Disznoko Tokaji Late Harvest 2017, Hungary 50cl £12.40 13.0%

110484 White Disznoko Tokaji Aszu 5 Puttonyos 2011, Hungary 50cl £29.95 13.0%

The nectar from Beaumes de Venise is a joy with many desserts. Fragrantly laced with white flowers and violets, this is fully sweet and delicious.

Late-picked, naturally sweet Moscato (Muscat) grapes produce this irresistible fizz. A smell like a bag of sultanas leads on to sweet baked apple fruit. Try it 
ice cold as a refreshing aperitif (5.5% ABV), with fruity puddings or even cheese.

The first step on the journey of sweet wines from Disznókő, the late harvest is a clean and elegant expression of the Disznókő style. Floral nose with 
candied fruits, lychee, tangerine. The palate is rich with good and round acidity; mouthfilling, quite broad structure, very pleasant and harmonious.

Honeyed, cedar, orange peel with notes of spiced fruit, lemon marmalade and a lingering sweet finish. Heavenly!

100% Muscat, naturally fermented then mutage employed with spirit, leaving 102gr sugar/ltr. Rich, opulent, thick and beautifully scented. Really clean and 
fresh – none of the harshness and fire that you can get with this style. Sophisticated, even.

This was the absolute standout at our last large Muscadet tasting. The nose is fresh and mineral, with delicate notes of pear and white flowers. The palate 
is rich with green apple flavours and a beautiful texture.

Bright ruby, showing youthful fruit aromatics and light floral notes. Esporão winemakers David Baverstock and Luis Patrão have created a charmingly 
rustic, tasty, top value red.

Often cited by wine writers as one of the best-value wines in the world, this Grenache-based red has plenty of juicy raspberry fruit. Mont Ventoux's 
relatively cool climate brings nice acidity and some lively green pepper.

A marvellous wine from the great team at Dourthe, who own Ch. Belgrave and other up-and-coming properties in Bordeaux. Voluptuous, decadent and 
hugely drinkable.

This winery makes Noble One - the top Oz sweetie for many years - so it’s no surprise that this cheeky half massively over-delivers. Loads of juicy tropical 
fruit.

Dessert Wine

Sweet wines, pudding wines, ‘stickies’, dessert wines come in a myriad of hues and styles, from light and frothy Moscato to unctuous 
Tokaji. Our list offers some classic styles, many of which are drunk as aperitifs as well as with desserts.

90 points Robert Parker. An incredibly pretty pale rose colour. This is a delicate, fresh and delicious rosé which is made by adding Cumières Rouge to the 
traditional blend, with the refermentation taking place after blending.

Shockingly good value from Portugal, this creamy and lush number made from local varieties offers plenty of rich honeyed fruit for the price. It is floral and 
fragrant, with lime and citrus aromas enhancing a fresh and fruity palate.

White Rhone wines are a bit of a hidden treasure, little-known outside France but well-loved by wine buffs around the world. This example is typical, and 
very good value. Nice, mouth-filling texture, the style reserved rather like Chablis.
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960080 White Monbazillac 2014 Château de Géraud, France 75cl £9.65 12.5%

118031 White Ch. Valentin 2013 Ste Croix du Mont, France 75cl £9.95 12.5%

137889 White Ch. Gravas 2016 Sauternes, France 75cl £16.55 13.5%

157022 White Ch. Gravas 2016 Sauternes (Half Bottle), France 37.5cl £9.00 13.5%

111859 White
Coteaux du Layon Tri de Vendange 2015 Dom. du Landreau, 
France 75cl £16.85 Vegan 12.0%

960918 Amber Bacalhoa Moscatel de Setubal 2016, Portugal 75cl £9.45
Screw

cap Vegan 17.0%

105149 Amber Dom. Comelade Le Barral Rivesaltes Ambre 1988 VDN, France 50cl £14.15 16.0%

101570 Red Zuccardi Malamado Fortified Malbec Mendoza, Argentina 75cl £14.40 Vegan 19.5%

111742 Red Dom. Comelade Grenat L'Oursoulette 2017 Maury Rouge, France 75cl £13.40 16.5%

110090 Red Banyuls Rouge Robert Pages, Dom. Madeloc, France 75cl £16.00 17.0%

Stock 
Code

Style Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

116431 Port Smith Woodhouse Ruby Port 75cl £8.50 19.0%

111628 Port Warre's LBV 2014 Port 75cl £10.25 Vegan 20.0%

This Loire Valley sweet wine has a lovely golden colour with rich aromas of peach and pear giving a "chewing the fruit" sensation. A very complex, 
persistent and well balanced wine.

Classic SWH style - dark chocolate and violets. Surely the best value ruby port on the market.

This port has aromas of ripe dark fruits and fragrant floral scents of violets. Flavours of pure fresh raspberry and red cherry combine with a touch of mint. It 
has a core of silky tannins and a long finish.

A port-style wine, red-purple of medium intensity in colour, with light brown hues due to its ageing. Immensely concentrated, ripe plums, black fruits, 
marmalade, dried figs and nuts, with spicy notes (cinnamon), toasted almonds and leather.

100% Grenache Noir, harvested from various vineyards in the Roussillon. Partially fermented before spirit is added to create a port-like red wine, but with 
softer tannins and lower alcohol at 16%. Sweet, fruity and a joy with chocolate.

90% Grenche Noir 10% Grenache Gris. A Traditional Banyuls, sweet, complex and marvellous.

This blend of Maccabeu and Grenache Gris is partially fermented before spirit is added and the wine aged in barrels, like an oloroso sherry. Evaporation 
over thirty years concentrates the wine, which still retains its acidity and sweetness. A joy!

Owned by the Gerardin family since the beginning of the 20th Century this dessert wine comes fromt he monbazillac region of South West France. Similar 
grapes varieties and conditions to Sauternes are experienced in Monbazillac, with the development of noble rot in late autumn. Old vines of 50+ years are 
used to make this golden aromatic dessert wine which shows botrytis aromas of smoke, marmalade, honey. A good but not very high level of residual 
sugar and bright acidity make for a delicious nad easy to drink wine to match with fruit desserts, pastries and blue cheeses.

From vineyards across the Garonne river from Sauternes. Similar style, less expensive. Full burnished gold, not particulalry aromatic, syrupy, nice apricoty 
baked apple flavours , decent oak grip and acid.

Great vintage and a really good small Barsac property that is next door neighbours with Château Doisy-Daëne, the excellent Grand Cru. Lovely colour, 
aromas of pineapple, honey and butter, good weight and sweetness, good acidity, great value.

Fortified Wine

Port, Sherry, Madeira. Some may snub these wines as out of fashion, but we've always thought the world of them. These are arguably 
some of the best value wines available, and it seems we're now not the only ones to think so. Gonzalez Byass' reported sales of the iconic 
Fino brand Tio Pepe were up 33% year on year in the 12 weeks to 27th June 2020. Sherry seems to have been the drink of lockdown! 
Remember, Port will keep for a week or so once opened, dark sherry for a month, and Madeira will frankly keep for decades. Serve Fino 
sherry chilled, and drink it quickly!

Super-concentrated, rich, raisiny and fruity, braced with orange zest. Winner of loads of medals. Cracking value.
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131867 Port Graham's Six Grapes Superior Ruby Port NV 75cl £11.45 20.0%

959848 Port Quinta do Noval Unfiltered LBV 2013 75cl £17.40 Vegan 19.5%

110477 Port Smith Woodhouse 2005 Madalena Vintage Port 75cl £21.35 Vegan 20.0%

132848 Port Graham's 1991 Vintage Port 75cl £58.70 20.0%

102045 Port Graham's Fine White Port NV 75cl £10.15 19.0%

107317 Port Kopke Dry White Port 75cl £11.00 19.0%

107915 Port Kopke 10yo White Port 75cl £27.00 20.0%

107220 Port Kopke 10yo White Port (Half Bottle) 37.5cl £15.00 20.0%

164195 Port Graham's Fine Tawny Port NV 75cl £10.15 19.0%

102044 Port Graham's 10yo Tawny Port 75cl £16.80 20.0%

107218 Port Kopke 10yo Tawny Port 75cl £17.90 20.0%

101785 Port Graham's 20yo Tawny Port 75cl £30.40 20.0%

100502 Sherry Barbadillo Fino Pale Dry Sherry NV 75cl £6.55
Screw

cap 15.0%

100505 Sherry Barbadillo Manzanilla Sanlucar de Barrameda, Extra Dry NV 75cl £6.55
Screw

cap 15.0%

100498 Sherry Barbadillo Amontillado Medium Dry Sherry NV 75cl £7.50
Screw

cap 17.5%

Bone dry with an elegant, nutty finish, this sherry comes from the largest bodega in Sanlúcar, noted for its fine Manzanillas.

More golden and nuttier than the Manzanilla, with a little sweetness that matches many soups very well - jerusalem artichoke with truffle oil, for example.

Pale straw in colour, with a fresh almond nose and wonderfully dry finish. An excellent aperitif or accompaniment to rice and fish dishes.

Produced by the oldest of the port houses (established 1638) from white grapes grown in the Douro, this beautiful 'white tawny' undergoes the same 
process as traditional tawnies made from red grapes and averages fifteen years of age (though the bottle states '10yo' because 15-year-old tawnies are 
not a recognised as a category!). Elegant and complex, there is sweet spice alongside woody, nutty and earthy notes. Brown sugar and caramel are 
perfectly rounded with a clean and moreish finish. An absolute stunner of a wine.

Aged in wooden barrels, the juice is deliberately exposed to gradual oxidation and evaporation, resulting in a mellow golden-brown colour. This oxidation 
evokes nutty flavours to the wine, which is then blended by the winemaker to match the house style. The rich, fruity style of a young port remains, but the 
wine begins to gain the lingering nut and caramel falvours of an aged tawny.

Simply wonderful. Aromas of coffee, caramel and mulberry dominate the nose, and there is a lovely ruby colour in the centre of the tawny, showing that it is 
young and fruity.

Honey coloured, with deep ambrosial flavours and mouth-filling richness. Fine nose of toasted almonds with butterscotch and honey. Smooth, unctuous 
and very tasty.' Wine Spectator 91 points.

A brilliant tawny, combining complexity and harmony, made up of wines from all five of the Graham quintas (Malvedos, Lages, Malhadas, Vila Velha and 
Tua). Rich, balanced, smooth and softly sweet, with nutty character and mature fruits.

The small A-rated Madalena vineyard provides the principal component in 'declared' Smith Woodhouse vintage ports. Pale and pretty.

This is a wine with a very attractive nose, reminiscent of blackberries and violets. It is still very firm in the mouth with masses of tannins, and intensely rich, 
succulent fruit. Graham's 1991 Vintage is of superb quality, showing great promise for long-term ageing.

This white port is a revelation: fresh, quite dry and moreish. Flavours of tangy lime, salt, cream, almond and grapefruit make this a great aperitif. You can 
even mix this with tonic, ice, lemon and mint for a 'P&T', a super-quaffable alternative to a G&T!

Crystalline citrine colour with straw tones. Presents an exuberant nose of tropical fruits well combined with attractive floral notes. Smooth in the taste, dry, 
with a great structure and a stupendous balance.

Undoubtedly one of the best port shippers, producing some of the fullest and richest of all ports. Their LBV, a modern style, recently overtook Taylor's as 
the largest seller in the UK. Powerful and well-balanced.

This wine is a remarkable example of the Noval style. Treated exactly like a Vintage Port with only noble grape varieties from the Quinta, trodden by foot 
and unfiltered. Its main difference is that it is aged for five years in casks instead of the two years typical of Vintage Ports. Definitely an LBV with a 
difference, with fine structured tannins, great freshness and purity of fruit.
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142393 Sherry Barbadillo Oloroso Seco Full Flavoured Dry Sherry NV 75cl £7.50
Screw

cap 18.0%

112072 Sherry Barbadillo Full Rich Cream Sherry NV 75cl £7.50
Screw

cap 17.5%

100509 Sherry Barbadillo Pedro Ximénez Extra Rich Sherry NV 75cl £10.45
Screw

cap 19.0%

107697 Sherry Gonzalez Byass Fino Una Palmas NV 50cl £12.05 Vegan 15.5%

100918 Sherry Gonzalez Byass Alfonso Oloroso Seco NV 75cl £11.65 18.0%

100112 Sherry Gonzalez Byass Leonor Palo Cortado NV 75cl £13.35 20.0%

100972 Sherry Gonzalez Byass Nectar PX NV 75cl £13.75 Vegan 15.0%

106935 Madeira Henriques & Henriques Special Dry Madeira 75cl £11.00 Vegan 19.0%

175615 Madeira Henriques & Henriques Full Rich Madeira 75cl £11.00 Vegan 19.0%

100391 Madeira Blandy's 10yo Sercial 50cl £15.30 19.0%

100496 Madeira Blandy's 10yo Verdelho 50cl £15.30 19.0%

139115 Madeira Blandy's 10yo Bual 50cl £15.30 19.0%

959615 Madeira Blandy's 10yo Malmsey 50cl £15.30 19.0%

Rich, sweet and velvety smooth on the palate, Nectar shows complex flavours of caramel, dried fruits, figs, mocha, nuts and spices, and is a perfect match 
for all sweet desserts.

A Sercial look-a-like, pale, soft, medium dry wine with its delicate aroma and flavour making it the ideal aperitif. Store it upright and serve chilled.

A beautiful golden brown colour with a toffee and caramel nose that belies the dry finish.

Dark golden colour with a caramel and almond aroma, very full-bodied and luscious with a long, sweet finish. Serve over ice as an aperitif or after dinner 
as a dessert wine.

Dark brown, like old polished mahogany. Wonderfully cloying with an extremely rich raisin flavour, it is complex, persistent, velvety and long.

A dark, full-bodied, fruity, luscious, fragrant sipping wine. Characteristic grapefruit and orange notes with walnuts keeps it from becoming sickly or 
overblown. This ‘malmsey-style’ of wine is best served as a dessert wine, especially chocolate.

Pale, bright topaz colour with a golden tinge, fresh with dry fruit, wood and citrus flavours with a fresh and nutty persistent finish. Excellent as an aperitif but 
is also exceedingly good with flambees, dried fruits and spicy cheeses

Verdelho ripens more easily than Sercial and therefore lends itself to producing a medium dry wine. With age the wines develop an extraordinary smoky 
complexity.

Raisins, toffee and roast nuts on the nose. A complex, medium-weight wine with a superb tangy finish. A real tastebud teaser, this makes an excellent 
aperitif.

A gloriously rich and full bodied fortified wine from the island of Madeira, aged for 10 years in oak.

Winner of the IWC Fino Trophy 2017 - Complex aromas of roasted fruits and nuts are given a yeasty, lemon edge on the palate. Vibrant with a long finish.

Alfonso is a delicious, dry Oloroso with a deep mahogany colour, warm spicy aromas and pronounced nutty flavours. A rich, smooth wine with a long, 
lingering finish. The perfect partner for game, light cheese and pâté.

Very concentrated on the palate, this Palo Cortado spends a minimum of twelve years maturing in the Leonor solera before bottling.
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Code

Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

107956 Absinthe Grande Absente Absinthe Originale 70cl £37.15 69.0%

101148 Bitters Angostura Bitters 20cl £8.50 Vegan 44.7%

103327 Bitters Fee Brothers Orange Bitters 15cl £10.45 Vegan 9.0%

192643 Ch. de Pellehaut VS Age de Glace Armagnac 70cl £20.00 40.0%

100755 Ch. de Pellehaut Le Bel Age Armagnac 70cl £25.40 40.0%

174868 Ch. de Montifaud Fine Petit Champagne VS Cognac 70cl £22.30 Vegan 40.0%

199086 Ch. de Montifaud Fine Petit Champagne VSOP Cognac 70cl £26.55 Vegan 40.0%

187262 Maxime Trijol Cognac Classic VS 70cl £26.30 40.0%

109941 Spirit of Cambridge Artisan London Dry Gin 70cl £17.50 Vegan 40.0%

104352 Cambridge Distillery Cambridge Dry Gin 70cl £30.85 Vegan 42.0%

105756 Cambridge Distillery Japanese Gin 70cl £41.45 Vegan 42.0%

Spirits

Our spirits and whisky range is epic. This list catalogues some of our favourites, selected by our spirits buyer James Sillifant.

Contains Shiso leaf, Sansho Pepper, White sesame, Yuzu Peel. Gin of the Year Trophy for 2015, as well as bringing home the Double Gold medal for Best 
Value Gin

Hand-crafted at the Distilleries et Domaines in Provence like it was in 1860, Grande Absente is made exclusively with the highest quality spirits and select 
botanicals from the region, including a full measure of the legendary botanical wormwood, also known as 'artemesia absinthium'.

Essential kit for bartenders and amateur mixing enthusiasts alike, and a vital ingredient in a string of classic cocktails including Mai Tai, Singapore Sling, 
Old Fashioned, etc.

Smells of vanilla. So smooth, so slinky. Surely one of the very best buys in Cognac?

Tremendously smooth and mellow with hints of pears, apricots and nuts on the palate. Satisfying and intensely long. No giant marketing budgets to pay for 
here, just quality.

The entry point into the Maxime Trijol, their VS cognac is rich and full of fruit and floral notes, making it perfect for sipping, cocktails or long drinks.

Single-batch artisan gin made specially for us to our own recipe including the following botanicals: juniper, coriander, angelica, cassia bark, liquorice, bitter 
orange peel. The distiller is multi-award winning Charles Maxwell.

Distilled in Cambridge by Will Lowe and his wife Lucy, who now have a great set up in Grantchester. Extraordinary and delicious.

Bitter and Orange. Tastes quite like bitter oranges. Adds an interesting dimension to cocktails.

The fruit of the Armagnac takes center stage here, melding wonderfully with the small hint of vanilla from the wood. It's all distilled from Folle Blanche fruit. 
Soft, round and aromatic.

On a beautifully situated property overlooking the town of Montréal-du-Gers lies Château de Pellehaut. Their Bel Age replaces the popular 'ten year old' 
and now includes a range of aged Armagnacs, including some 30 year old.

Our Gin list encompasses hundreds of fantastic Juniper driven libations sourced from around the world. From Cambridge Distillery on our 
doorstep to Four Pillars in Australia and everywhere in between. We can even help you craft your own label gin if you fancy getting 
creative. Below are just some of the excellent gins that we stock.

Gin and Genever

Brandy
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110037 Roundwood Cambridgeshire Dry Gin 70cl £24.75 40.0%

103398 Larios 12 Botanicals Premium Gin 70cl £14.45 Vegan 40.0%

105594 Brokers London Dry Gin 70cl £16.90 Vegan 40.0%

109086 ELLC London Dry Gin 70cl £17.45 40.0%

142382 Tanqueray Export Strength London Dry Gin 70cl £16.90 Vegan 43.1%

104295 Xoriguer Mahon Gin 70cl £20.00 38.0%

102584 Portobello Road Gin 70cl £20.05 Vegan 42.0%

103405 Chase GB Extra Dry Gin 70cl £24.25 Vegan 40.0%

106669 Cotswolds Distillery Dry Gin 70cl £24.10 Vegan 46.0%

101146 Sipsmith London Dry Gin 70cl £23.90 Vegan 41.6%

110530 Lind and Lime Gin 70cl £25.65 44.0%

104038 Elephant London Dry Gin 50cl £24.35 Vegan 45.0%

103054 Warner's Harrington Dry Gin 70cl £24.80 Vegan 44.0%

164416 Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin 70cl £27.55 Vegan 41.8%

718786 Botanist Islay Gin 70cl £27.85 Vegan 46.0%

Floral summer meadow, mellow juniper and zesty citrus freshness. Bold and dry without being over the top. Orange marmalade, lemon tart, beautifully 
harmonised.

Juniper provides the backbone, complemented by crisp and citrusy lime, and underpinned by earthy flavours of pink peppercorns. The result is deliciously 
complex, dry and thoroughly refreshing. 

Made by elephants, for elephants, from elephants. The taste is complex but strikingly smooth, encompassing floral, fruity and spicy flavours. A portion of 
sales goes to elephant conservation.

Produced by Tom Warner in a barn in the Northamptonshire village of Harrington. The main three botanicals are juniper, coriander and cardamom, which 
have helped to produce a gin that's so well balanced it can be drunk neat.

Gin from Bruichladdich, containing 31 botanicals, of which 22 are native to Islay, including Mugwort, Meadow Sweet, and the enigmatic Lady's Bedstraw 
flowers.

Crafted to deliver the best of all worlds: a perfect, classic gin and also something that would fascinate and delight even the most hardened gin fanatic. It’s 
spicy but with great citrus, a truly modern Australian gin.

Charles Tanqueray wasn't afraid to mix his bold ideas. His ingenious pursuit for perfection paid off, creating Tanqueray London Dry, a perfectly balanced 
gin and one of the most awarded gins in the world. 

Xoriguer is one of the only gins in the world (alongside Plymouth) to have a geographical indication, Gin de Menorca. Xoriguer is made in wood-fired 
potstills from distilled wine (eau-de-vie).

On the front of the palate a generous slug of juniper, the mid palate has a fresh citrus character from the lemon, bitter orange and coriander, which then 
develops into a sweet peppery finish, achieved by the use of liquorice and nutmeg.

Wild botanical infusions of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, almond, coriander, cardamom, cloves, liquorice and lemon give this one-of-a-kind gin its distinctive 
flavour. Voted ‘double gold’ and best in class at the San Francisco spirits competition 2016.

A delectable blend of nine carefully considered botanicals, including lavender from the Cotswolds. An IWSC Gold Award winner that is clean and balanced 
with juniper and citrus notes.

The delicate candied notes of elderberry perfectly pair with the juniper to gently lift its fruity pepperiness. This one-shot gin is macerated slowly in grain 
spirit before being carefully distilled by Emily and her team, a process that takes several hours.

Larios' premium gin, made with a mix of 12 botanicals. Quintuple distilled, with orange blossom added during the final distillation.

To taste there’s a juniper center stage for sure, but the citrus (lemon and orange peel) is vibrant and the peppery finish (from cassia, cinnamon and 
angelica) adds a distinct bite to proceedings.-Gin Foundry

East London Liquor Company. 100% British Wheat Spirit. Vapour and direct infused with fresh lemon and grapefruit peel, corriander, angelica, juniper, 
cubeb and cardamom.
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106195 The Wrecking Coast Clotted Cream Gin 70cl £28.35 Vegan 44.0%

175717 Hendrick's Gin 70cl £27.20 Vegan 41.4%

109950 St Giles Gin 70cl £28.75 42.0%

112030 Bullards Norwich Dry Gin 70cl £31.25 42.5%

111705 Tinkture Rose Gin 50cl £31.25 Vegan 44.0%

105068 Monkey 47 Dry Gin 50cl £31.90 Vegan 47.0%

108150 JJ Whitley Elderflower Gin 70cl £15.35 Vegan 38.6%

108739 Whitley Neil Rhubarb and Ginger Gin 70cl £20.00 43.0%

108740 Whitley Neil Quince Gin 70cl £20.00 Vegan 43.0%

111735 Whitley Neil Raspberry Gin 70cl £20.00 Vegan 43.0%

106574 Malfy Con Limone Italian Gin 75cl £23.55 Vegan 41.0%

109769 Malfy Con Arancia Italian Gin 70cl £23.55 Vegan 41.0%

109955 Malfy Con Rosa Italian Gin 70cl £23.55 Vegan 41.0%

105706 Pinkster Gin 70cl £23.50
Vegetarian, 

Organic 37.5%

105127 Brockmans Intensely Smooth Gin 70cl £25.35 Vegan 40.0%

Made in Piedmont, the main botanical is lemon peel from the Italian coastline. Skins from the salt-sprayed citrus are used to infuse the gin, along with 
juniper and five other top secret botanicals. Then it’s distilled in a stainless steel vacuum still.

Made using Sicilian blood oranges. Brilliantly bright and juicy. A hint of vanilla and pink grapefruit in the palate help balance this gin and give complexity. 
Refreshing.

Juniper, Grapefruit skins and Rhubarb infused in Italian grain spirit for 36 hours gives orange colour. Blended with second distillate made in our vacuum 
still of Juniper, Coriander, Lemon Peel, Orange Peel, Angelica, Orris Root.

Small batch distilled in London, to The Colonel’s secret award winning recipe, then hand-steeped with fresh locally sourced raspberries at their Cambridge 
HQ.  Juniper forward and deliciously dry with a hint of red fruit and a surprisingly smooth finish.

Made with Bulgarian coriander, blueberries and blackberries as well as bittersweet Valencia orange peels.

The 47 comes from the number of botanicals and it's bottled at a healthy 47%. In 2011 Monkey 47 won the World Spirits Award Gold in the Gin category 
and Gold for best in class for the Gin Worldwide at the International Wine and Spirits Competition London.

This Elderflower gin has soft scents of juniper, coriander and cinnamon to create a sweet velvety sensation and a fresh, floral bouquet.

The essence of Rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge, to the smooth English gin base, whilst the real ginger extract warms the palate for a full bodied complex 
finish.

The aroma of fresh stone fruits gently followed by hints of juniper and citrus zest. Quince dominates the palate, giving way to the sweetness of apricots and 
peaches,with a long, fruity finish that opens out into orange blossoms and zesty grapefruit.

An initial and distinct juniper, coriander and liquorice flavour that gives way to a bright, fresh vibrant taste of Scottish raspberries. A perfectly balanced Gin 
with a delicate, fruity taste and a lasting citrus, raspberry flavour.

The juniper is still very present in this brilliantly balanced gin. Smooth on the palate and velvety rich in the mouth, handcrafted, small-batch clotted cream 
gin delivers a distinctly Cornish flavour.

A peculiarly sophisticated gin distilled in Scotland with the essence of Bulgarian rose petals and cucumber. Delightfully fragrant with juniper notes more 
delicate than most. Best served with a slice of cucumber.

This exceptional gin is hand-crafted by infusing an elegant blend of 11 exotic botanicals, including grains of paradise, rose petals and lemongrass. The 
result is a remarkably smooth and fruity gin, with subtle citrus and floral notes.

Dry juniper runs throughout, complemented by subtle cardamom and coriander spices. Flavours of marmalade linger on the tongue, which is followed up 
by cinnamon warmth. Finally, tonka bean provides a soft, sweet finish, producing an easy drinking, smooth and citrusy London Dry Gin.

A delightfully light, delicate gin with a hint of citrus. The juniper and coriander provide a complex depth and warmth. The colour is a golden amber that 
changes to beautiful pink when mixed with tonic. A classic ‘London Dry’ style Gin, with one key purpose...“ to let the rose sing!”
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101102 Warner's Elderflower Infused Gin 70cl £25.05 Vegan 40.0%

103330 Hoxton Gin - Warning Grapefruit and Coconut 50cl £26.30 Vegan 43.0%

105370 Warner's Rhubarb Gin 70cl £28.05 Vegan 40.0%

110029 Chase Rhubarb and Bramley Apple Gin 70cl £32.05 Vegan 40.0%

106520 Chase Williams Pink Grapefruit & Pomelo Gin 70cl £32.05 Vegan 40.0%

103404 Chase Seville Marmalade Gin 70cl £32.05 Vegan 40.0%

110068 St Giles Raspberry, Rhubarb & Ginger Gin 70cl £30.65 40.0%

159009 Gordon's Sloe Gin 70cl £12.85 Vegan 26.0%

142813 Aperol 70cl £11.25 Vegan 11.0%

101147 Campari 70cl £13.85 25.0%

111820 El Bandarra Red Vermouth 100cl £16.15 15.0%

111821 El Bandarra White Vermouth 100cl £16.15 15.0%

101180 Pimm's No 1 Cup 70cl £11.80 Vegan 25.0%

101171 Kahlua Coffee Liqueur 70cl £14.90 20.0%

A smooth, appetising vermouth with a perfect bitter-sweet balance.

White Grenache and Xarel-lo grapes are blended with more than 40 herbs and natural flavours, such as vanill, wormwood, and cloves. Grape must is 
added to give an extra hint of sweetness.

Its Pimm's o'clock!

Kahlúa is a coffee-flavoured liqueur from Mexico. The drink contains rum, sugar, vanilla bean, and arabica coffee.

Liqueurs

Zingy and crisp with wonderful sweet bursts of fresh orange and zesty citrus. Best enjoyed with lots of ice, a premium tonic and a slice of orange.

Made with real Norfolk raspberries, this is a very honest, bright and drinkable gin. The rhubarb offers real depth of fruit flavour, cossetted by warming 
ginger throughout.

A clear, crimpson red colour gin; flavours of raspberry jam, blackberries, cloves, piney menthol, figs, cinnamon, stewed fruits and sweet almond.

Aperol is a low-strength aperitif made since 1919 to a secret recipe including both rhubarb and orange along with a wide assortment of herbs and roots. 
Immensely popular in Italy, its home country.

Campari is made from infusing herbs, aromatic plants and fruit in alcohol and water. Essential for a negroni, but also delicious by itself with soda water and 
a slice of orange.

A lemony zing mixes wonderfully with the elderflower giving a beautiful smooth mouthfeel like icing sugar with delicate spice and a little vanilla.

Open your mind, and your mouth, real wide. Gently flavoured with enough juniper to make it gin, and wow! Serve with tonic, or try it with juice. Just try it!

Bright rhubarb stalks upfront, with a brief flash of sourness. This is followed by an array of sweet spice (vanilla, nutmeg, ginger), which adds balance.

Tangy and tart on the palate, you’ll taste hints of soul-warming Rhubarb and apple crumble with just a dash of cinnamon and of course, juniper.

A spectacular pairing of pomelo and pink grapefruits with GB gin. Floral and zesty, a wave of tartness hits your tongue first, followed by a juicy kick of 
grapefruit peel. Subtle hints of juniper round out the flavour.

Vermouth and Apero
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100909 Bepi Tosolini Saliza Amaretto 70cl £22.15 28.0%

107090 Gabriel Boudier Creme de Cacao White 50cl £10.45 15.0%

107082 Gabriel Boudier Creme de Cassis de Dijon 50cl £11.45 20.0%

107083 Gabriel Boudier Creme de Framboises 50cl £11.35 20.0%

107087 Gabriel Boudier Curacao Bleu 50cl £12.25 25.0%

107092 Gabriel Boudier Curacao Triple Sec 50cl £14.60 38.0%

105107 Rum Red Leg Spiced Rum 70cl £17.45 Vegan 37.5%

173648 Rum Diplomatico Rum Venezuelan Reserva Exclusiva 70cl £32.05 Vegan 40.0%

157999 Sake Akashi-Tai Shiraume Umeshu Plum Flavoured Sake 50cl £15.70 14.0%

107870 Sake Akashi-Tai Junmai Ginjo Sparkling Sake 30cl £11.60 7.0%

108340 Tequila El Jimador Reposado Tequila 70cl £19.90 Vegan 38.0%

111965 Tequila El Jimador Blanco Tequila 70cl £19.85 Vegan 38.0%

101141 Absolut Blue Vodka 70cl £17.45 Vegan 40.0%

103497 Chase English Vodka 70cl £29.20 Vegan 40.0%

Named after the Red Leg hermit crab found in Caribbean coral reefs, vanilla, custard, spice, caramel brandy sauce and bold ginger.

Delicately distilled in ancient copper pot stills and aged in small oak casks for up to twelve years. Complex and Characterful with notes of maple syrup, 
orange peel, brown sugar and liquorice.

Serve chilled or warm. Harmonious balance between the sweet approach & dry finish. Mouth coating yet never cloying: plum with marzipan and white 
flowers. Dried fruit develops as it's warmed. Clean, fresh, fragrant and in bottles that are much too small.

Light, refreshing and made using the same method as Moscato d'Asti. The Junmai Gingjo designation indicates no alcohol was added after fermentation. 

Young and fresh, El Jimador Blanco tequila steps up with truly authentic character. It’s made with 100% hand-harvested blue Weber agave and double 
distilled with sparkling clarity.

Rich, full-bodied and complex, yet smooth and mellow with a distinct character of grain, followed by a hint of dried fruit.

Superb vodka made by Jamie from King Edward & Lady Claire potatoes grown on site at the farm in Herefordshire. Incredibly smooth. Deliciously creamy. 
Voted best vodka by San Fransisco World Spirits Award in 2010.

Vodka

An exquisite golden tone, warm seasoned flavours and a smooth, confident agave flavour that really shines through.

Whole roasted cocoa beans are macerated and then distilled to creeate this fine rounded liqueur.

A complex nose, subtle, fresh fruit, rich in the mouth, a bitter note, a pleasant liveliness and an intense fruity finish.

Vibrant raspberry flavour, elegant and easy going. Great in Prosecco.

Distilled in 170-year-old alambic stills, brilliantly blue and beautifully bittersweet.

A staple for cocktails, with bright citrus flavours from the Laraha oranges, native to the Caribbean island of Curaçao and renowned for their characterful 
bitter peels.

Rum, Sake, & Tequila

A great amaretto liqueur from Bepi Tosolini, formally known as Amaretto Mascarada, with a strong almond flavour. Interestingly, Amaretto is made with 
apricot pits, not almonds.
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102960 Black Cow Pure Milk Vodka 70cl £21.75 Vegetarian 40.0%

109087 East London Liquor Co. British Wheat Vodka 70cl £17.30 40.0%

118716 Wyborowa Vodka 70cl £15.30 40.0%

Stock 
Code

Style Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

112461

Blended 
& Single 
Grain The Antiquary Blended Scotch Whisky 70cl £14.15 40.0%

171570

Blended 
& Single 
Grain Monkey Shoulder Triple Malt Whisky 70cl £24.10 Vegan 40.0%

174588

Blended 
& Single 
Grain Bulleit Rye (Green Label) 70cl £28.40 Vegan 45.0%

102921 Bourbon Buffalo Trace Kentucky Straight Bourbon 70cl £21.30 Vegan 40.0%

102924 Bourbon Eagle Rare 10yo Single Barrel Bourbon 70cl £30.75 Vegan 45.0%

102922 Bourbon Benchmark Bourbon Whiskey 70cl £16.25 Vegan 40.0%

102217 Bourbon Four Roses Small Batch Bourbon 70cl £25.95 Vegan 45.0%

148857 Bourbon Makers Mark Bourbon 70cl £21.25 Vegan 45.0%

108224 Bourbon 1792 Bourbon Small Batch 70cl £31.65 Vegan 46.9%

Whisky

We have been working hard on our whisky selection over the last ten years and we now boast a carefully thought-out range of about 350, 
many of them rare and unusual. Dealing directly with most of the leading distilleries gives us superb access to the most interesting malts – 
and great prices. Our whisky buyer James Sillifant has curated a selection to give you a taste of what we offer.

The famous Polish bestseller: Wyborowa is a double distilled rye vodka with the emphasis on quality - even its name means 'premium'. Full-bodied yet still 
extremely smooth.

A top-quality single barrel bourbon from Buffalo Trace, the Eagle Rare 10yo is deliciously fragrant and woody, and has to be one of the best bargains 
available in this price range.

The nose bears caramel notes with a delicate stone-fruit backdrop. A robust and sturdy palate with some fine leather notes mingling with dry tobacco, a 
touch of oak and a hint of dried cherries.

Spice, fruit, hints of sweet oak and caramel come through on the nose. A creamy palate of mellow, ripened red berries that is rich, spicy and well-balanced. 
The finish is moderately sweet.

Sweet and balanced with caramel, vanilla and fruity essences. A smooth and subtle finish.

Unmistakable spice mingles with sweet caramel and vanilla to create a bourbon that is incomparably brash and bold, yet smooth and balanced.

Containing an exceptionally high proportion of malt whiskies, The Antiquary is pleasantly sweet and perfectly balanced with a light and fresh character.

Monkey Shoulder is a mix of single malts from Balvenie, Glenfiddich and Kininvie.

Bulleit Rye is an award-winning, straight rye whiskey with a character of unparalleled spice and complexity. Released in 2011, it continues to enjoy 
recognition as one of the highest quality ryes available.

A complex aroma of vanilla, mint and molasses. Pleasantly sweet to the taste, with notes of brown sugar and spice that give way to oak, toffee, dark fruit 
and anise. The finish is long and smooth.

Black Cow is the world’s first pure milk vodka, made entirely from the milk of grass grazed cows and nothing else. Fresh whole milk makes an exceptionally 
smooth vodka with a unique creamy character.

A creamy mouthfeel and a gentle anise aftertaste can be found in this brilliantly balanced vodka. Perfect for a Vodka Martini.
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138686 Bourbon Bulleit Bourbon Whiskey 70cl £23.45 Vegan 45.0%

182986
Irish 
Whiskey Bushmills Black Bush Irish Whiskey 70cl £24.35 Vegan 40.0%

102195
Irish 
Whiskey Green Spot Single Pot Still Irish Whiskey 70cl £35.40 Vegan 40.0%

101119
Irish 
Whiskey Jamesons Irish Whiskey 70cl £20.30 Vegan 40.0%

105230
Japanese 
Whisky Nikka From The Barrel Japanese Blended Whisky 50cl £32.30 Vegan 51.4%

108717
Japanese 
Whisky Suntory Chita Single Grain Whisky 70cl £41.25 Vegan 43.0%

106905
Campbelt
own Kilkerran 12yo Campbeltown Single Malt 70cl £29.15 Vegan 46.0%

105114 Highland Glendronach Original 12yo Highland Single Malt 70cl £33.50 Vegan 43.0%

108990 Highland Tomatin Legacy Highland Single Malt 70cl £19.40 Vegan 43.0%

156108 Highland Edradour 10yo Highland Single Malt 70cl £34.25 Vegan 40.0%

101518 Highland Tomatin 12yo Highland Single Malt 70cl £28.15 Vegan 43.0%

133102 Highland Glenfarclas 15yo Highland Single Malt 70cl £45.30 Vegan 46.0%

101081 Highland Oban 14yo Highland Single Malt 70cl £42.65 Vegan 43.0%

165963 Island Arran 10yo Island Single Malt 70cl £30.45 Vegan 46.0%

101088 Island Talisker 10yo Skye Single Malt 70cl £34.55 Vegan 45.8%

Smooth and silky, having been matured in traditional Scotch whisky, ex-bourbon and ex-Spanish sherry casks. A rich, fruity aroma is the prelude to sweet 
flavours of ripe apples, pears and a subtle hint of nut before the long, pleasantly oily finish. 

An almost rancio quality to this. Raisins, more sherry, orange peel, walnuts, dates. Incredibly long and complex.

Smooth, lightly sweet and creamy with a delicate peatiness. The finish is smoky, dry and delicate.

The initial rush of rich vanilla sweetness gives way to the fruits of slow distillation – kiwi, banana, cantaloupe melon – with just a dusting of cocoa powder.

The classic stalwart of the Talisker family. The perfect companion for when the day is done, smooth, smoky with a comforting afterglow.

This single grain whisky was made with diverse unblended whisky brewing techniques and master craftsmanship developed over many years at the Chita 
Distillery in Aichi Prefecture. It features a light taste and delicately sweet fragrance.

Initially fruity with citrus notes and orange peel, after this: vanilla, butterscotch, honeycomb and digestive biscuits can all be tasted and enjoyed.

Matured in fine Pedro Ximénez and Oloroso sherry casks from Andalucía in Spain, this richly sherried Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky presents 
smooth vanilla, soft fruits and a memorably long, nutty finish.

The baby Tomatin in the family, light and approachable. Unusually for an entry level malt they use a suprising amount of virgin oak in the maturation 
process.

Nestled in a charming rural spot near Pitlochry, this is the smallest distillery in Scotland, by far. Just three men work here (pictured on the back of the 
bottle, one is named Ramsbotham) and they do almost everything by hand.

2004 Gold Medal Winner World Spirits Competition, Top Bourbon. Pale copper colour, sweet walnut fudge nose. A supple entry leads to a palate rich with 
caramel and spice. A refreshing easy-drinking style.

Black Bush Irish Whiskey combines a high amount of malt whiskey matured in former Oloroso Sherry casks, with a sweet, batch-distilled grain whiskey. 
This unique recipe means Black Bush has rich, fruity notes and a deep intense character.

Single Pot Still Irish Whiskey comprising of pot still whiskeys aged between 7 & 10 years. The whiskey has matured in a combination of new bourbon and 
refill bourbon casks as well as sherry casks.

The perfect balance of spicy, nutty and vanilla notes with hints of sweet sherry and exceptional smoothness.

Nikka from the Barrel is big-boned and bursting with character. Not averse to a drop of water, either. A real star, winning top prize in its category at the 
World Whisky Awards in 2007 and 2010.
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101366 Island Ledaig 10yo Mull Single Malt 70cl £29.65 Vegan 46.3%

111731 Island Tobermory 12yo Single Malt 70cl £38.35 Vegan 46.3%

101041 Islay Caol Ila 12yo Islay Single Malt 70cl £37.80 Vegan 43.0%

101031 Islay Ardbeg 10yo Islay Single Malt 70cl £35.75 Vegan 46.0%

115190 Islay Bunnahabhain 12yo Islay Single Malt 70cl £38.35 Vegan 46.3%

101074 Islay Lagavulin 16yo Islay Single Malt 70cl £52.00 Vegan 43.0%

101027 Speyside Benromach 10yo Speyside Single Malt 70cl £29.60 Vegan 43.0%

110149 Speyside Mortlach 12yo Speyside Single Malt 70cl £39.90 Vegan 43.4%

101092 Speyside Balvenie 12yo DoubleWood Speyside Single Malt 70cl £36.15 Vegan 40.0%

960792 Speyside Tamdhu 12yo Speyside Single Malt 70cl £35.75 43.0%

101047 Speyside Cragganmore 12yo Speyside Single Malt 70cl £31.55 Vegan 40.0%

Stock 
Code

Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Can

Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

960548 Anspach & Hobday The IPA 44cl £2.50 Vegan 6.0%

960984 Anspach & Hobday The Ordinary Bitter 44cl £1.96 Vegan 3.7%

An elegant, sophisticated Speyside with the most complex aroma of any malt.

Our core IPA. A classic West-coast style. Hoppy, bitter and balanced. Hopped with Summit, Enigma, Ekuanot and Simcoe.

The original session beer, Ordinary Bitters formed a cornerstone of English drinking culture. Perfectly balanced between malt sweetness and hop 
bitterness, our interpretation is brought up to date with the use of US Chinook hops. Delicate hop aromas of pine, spice and dark fruits are followed by a 
smooth, full bodied palate with notes of biscuit and caramel.

Beer, Cider, & Perry

From traditional best bitters to the most hipster pale ale, our beer range is ever growing reflecting the massive boom in the UK craft beer 
scene today.

The nose shows a very powerful, peaty smell, whilst the palate is full-bodied, of pungent peat with undertones of sweetness and a long finish.  A perfect 
after dinner malt.

Juicy raspberries and brambles, sherry, creamy malt and a note of light peat. World Whisky Awards Best Speyside 12yo and under. A fantastic indie 
distillery.

Known as 'the Beast of Dufftown', Mortlach is distilled 2.81 times in a complicated process referred to simply as 'The Way'. This single malt, dubbed 'The 
Wee Witchie', is matured in American and European oak ex-bourbon and sherry casks before being bottled at 43.4% ABV. Meaty and sulphurous, this 
expression showcases the raw character of the distillery.

Sherry and orange skins on the nose lead to beautifully combined mellow flavours: nutty, sweet, sherry, very orangy fruitiness, heather, cinnamon 
spiciness. Long, tingling. Very warming.

A rich fruit cocktail of honeyed fig, baked pineapple and sultana fused with chocolate fondant and muscovado sugar, lifted by mandarin cream, ground 
nutmeg and vanilla. On the finish savour nectarine, candied grape and star anise, lingering into the dessert-like sherried finish.

Tantalisingly sweet, medicinal flavours infused with enticing sparks of spicy pepper and dried fruit with rich peaty smoke and a velvety vanilla and malty 
creaminess.

Aged in American oak casks for 12 years. A palette of vibrant fruit and spice with a subtle saltiness reflective of the harbour waters at Tobermory.

Authentic, balanced and complex. A colour of pale straw. Known as the queen of Islay. Pronounced "cull-eela" not "coo-la-la".

Super pale, like fino sherry, but don’t be mistaken to thinking that it's gentle….a hefty dollop of iodine and peat smoke, with ginger and some green apple 
notes.

Light initially, with fruit notes, nutty flavours and a sweetness from slight hints of vanilla and caramel. Becomes more full-bodied in its finish, as rich dried 
fruit attempts to dominate the palate.
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960550 Anspach & Hobday The Pale Ale 44cl £2.18 Vegan 4.4%

105335 Beavertown Gamma Ray APA 33cl £1.90 Can Vegan 5.4%

105336 Beavertown Neck Oil Session IPA 33cl £1.71 Can Vegan 4.3%

161252 Budweiser Budvar 33cl £0.80 Can Vegan 5.0%

106142 Duvel 33cl £2.49 Vegan 8.5%

106143 Duvel Tripel Hop 33cl £2.82 Vegan 9.5%

103523 Harviestoun Schiehallion Craft Lager 33cl £1.15 4.8%

960230 Lost And Grounded Keller Pils (Bottle) 33cl £2.08 Vegan 4.8%

960945 Lost And Grounded Keller Pils (Can) 33cl £1.66 Can Vegan 4.8%

107616 Nene Valley Big Bang Theory 33cl £1.46 Can Gluten Free 5.3%

100618 Nethergate Old Growler Porter 50cl £1.60 5.0%

660903 Oakham Ales Bishops Farewell 50cl £2.04
Vegan, 
Organic 4.6%

102687 Oakham Ales Green Devil 50cl £2.17 6.0%

705002 Oakham Ales Inferno 50cl £2.00 Vegan 4.4%

105635 Oakham Ales JHB 50cl £2.00 4.2%

103368 Oakham Ales Scarlet Macaw 50cl £1.60 Organic 4.8%

An IPA using 100% USA-grown Citra hops. A testimate to Oakham's love of this citrusy, floral hop.

This light igniting ale flickers complex fruits across your tongue leaving a dry fruity bitter finish smothering your thirst.'

J.H.B. Jeffrey Hudson Bitter. 'A golden beer whose aroma is dominated by hops that give characteristic citrus notes. Hops and fruit on the palate are 
balanced by malt and a bitter base. Dry hoppy finish with soft fruit flavours.'

Golden brown in colour. Has a nice tropical aroma. Taste is of gooseberries, fresh lime and ever so slightly of pine. Finish is biscuity malts and on the 
medium dry side. Pretty good, but not awe inspiring.

One of this Bristol brewers flagship beers this Keller Pils is everything is should be. Crisp and dry on the palate with a big mouth feel from the yeast and the 
fact it is unfiltered. The nose is light and bready and the beer has a nice hop bitterness with a refreshing lager finish.

A huge hop aroma gives way to malty sweetness and a gentle bitter finish in this Northamptonshire-meets-American-West-Coast pale ale.

A complex, satisfying Porter, smooth and distinctive. Roast malt and fruit feature on the palate and the finish is powerfully hoppy. Tantalising taste buds 
since 1988.

A strong premium beer of structured quality dominated by elaborate fruity hop notes, with a grainy background and dry finish.'

It's a tough one, making an IPA that's high on flavour but low on alcohol. By god, this pulls it off. Aromatic, lots of grapefruit, and a decently bitter finish.

Only ever brewed in Budweis, Czech Republic. Brewed and conditioned for 102 days. About seven times longer than most other beers.

Duvel is a natural beer with a subtle bitterness, a refined flavour and a distinctive hop character. The unique brewing process, which takes about 90 days, 
guarantees a pure character, delicate effervescence and a pleasant sweet taste of alcohol.

Duvel Tripel Hop is brewed with three hop varieties and each year the third hop is changed to provide its own unique taste and aroma. This keeps the final 
flavour profile surprisingly exciting for any true beer lover

A stunning lager with elegant head and luscious lacing. It has 'aromas and flavours of fresh-cut grass, brown sugar, lychee and green mango' [Melissa 
Cole, award-winning beer writer] with a crisp palate and a lingering, fresh, grapefruity finish.

Our core pale ale. Hopped with Citra, Mosaic & Simcoe. Bright golden colour, tropical hop notes and a well balanced bitterness.

A more golden colour in the glass, bit more body, nice touch of malt.
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961324 Orbit Beers Ivo Pale 33cl £1.83 Vegan 4.5%

961327 Orbit Beers Munich Dunkel 33cl £1.96 5.0%

961328 Orbit Beers Nelson Pale 33cl £1.83 4.5%

961323 Orbit Beers Nico Kolsch 33cl £1.74 Vegan 4.8%

961325 Orbit Beers Peel Belgian Pale 33cl £1.74 4.3%

961326 Orbit Beers Tzatziki Sour 33cl £1.96 4.3%

108401 Peroni Nastro Azzurro 33cl £1.05 Vegan 5.1%

103886 Pistonhead Kustom Lager 33cl £0.90 Can Vegan 4.6%

136759 Samuel Smith Famous Taddy Porter 55cl £1.75
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

129379 Samuel Smith India Ale 55cl £1.75 Vegan 5.0%

106511 Samuel Smith Organic Chocolate Stout 35.5cl £1.25
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

175049 Samuel Smith Organic Raspberry Beer 35.5cl £1.65
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

104357 Samuel Smith Organic Wheat Beer 55cl £1.85
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

102334 Samuel Smith Pure Brewed Organic Lager (Small) 35.5cl £1.25
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

136894 Samuel Smith Pure Brewed Organic Lager (Large) 55cl £1.85
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

Handcrafted at the tiny All Saints Brewery set in a time warp in Stamford using the old manually operated brewing equipment.

An unfiltered organic wheat beer with a crisp citrus aroma and an almost Champagne-like effervescence.

Sam Smith’s Pure Brewed Organic Lager is rich and creamy with a soft sparkle. Made with lightly kilned lager malt and speciality Vienna malt - generous 
addition of German hops gives the beer significant bitterness and fragrance.

Nastro Azzurro is a 5.1% alcohol by volume pale lager. It is the Peroni Brewery's premium lager brand which was launched in 1963. The name means 
"Blue Ribbon" in Italian, in honor of the Blue Riband won by Italian ocean liner SS Rex in 1933.

100 % Organic barley, a full bodied Swedish lager

Very dark, fairly full in body and packed with flavour. Intense, dry tangy character of roasted barley.

Brewed with well water, best malted barley and a generous amount of choicest aroma hops; fermented in stone Yorkshire squares to create an 
exceptionally full-flavoured complex ale with an abundance of maltiness and fruity hop character.

Made from gently roasted organic chocolate malt and organic cocoa.

Deep, complex & rich malt flavours. Gentle, yet balanced, hop bitterness. Clean and smooth lagered taste, with a full malty body yet a dry and pleasing 
finish.

A clean, dry pale ale with a focus on New Zealand hop Nelson Sauvin. Gooseberry, white grape give a nod to Sauvignon Blanc wine, whilst fellow Kiwi hop 
Motueka gives a hint of Lime Citrus and fresh cut grass. Soft mouthfeel and moderately bitter finish.

Pours pale golden. Fragrant herbal hop aroma with lemon citrus and green apple notes. Light on the palate, a touch of bready maltiness, with more 
assertive hop character. The crisp bitterness makes it eminently drinkable. Look for the pear drop notes from the distinctive Kölsch yeast.

Deep gold in colour and intensely hoppy, with banana, clove, bubblegum and spicy black pepper from the Belgian yeast strains and citrus & lime notes 
from NZ hop Motueka. It’s low abv., sturdy bitterness, effervescent body and dry finish make Peel a great pairing beer. Try it with spicy foods & fish dishes 
or as part of a session!

A clean, vibrant, and zingy refresher. Straw yellow colour, hazy, white foamy head with aromas of cucumber, mint, yoghurt and lemon & lime citrus with 
light malt character. Creamy smooth mouthfeel but mildly tart lactic sourness. Light & dry finish with mellow bitterness and soft to medium carbonation.

Lovely golden colour with tropical guava, peach, pine and light citrus on the nose & the palate. Intensely hoppy, with oats for a smooth mouthfeel, and a 
dry bitter finish. Best enjoyed fresh.
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960107 Siren Calypso 33cl £1.60 Can Vegan 4.0%

960805 Siren Lumina 33cl £1.79 Can 4.2%

960108 Siren Santo 33cl £2.02 Can 5.0%

960104 Siren Yu Lu 33cl £1.60 Can Vegan 3.6%

959885 The Kernel Brewery Table Beer 50cl £2.42 3.1%

960991 The Kernel Brewery Pale Ale 50cl £2.49 5.1%

107940 Tiny Rebel Cali APA 33cl £1.44 Can Vegan 5.6%

108407 Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropica 33cl £1.45 Can Vegan 5.5%

107939 Tiny Rebel Cwtch Red Ale 33cl £1.33 Can Vegan 4.6%

103358 Vedett Blond (Bottle) 33cl £1.43 Vegan 5.0%

106145 Vedett Blond (Can) 33cl £1.45 Can Vegan 5.2%

106144 Vedett IPA 33cl £1.45 Can Vegan 5.5%

106147 Vedett White 33cl £1.46 Vegan 4.7%

Stock 
Code

Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

959960 Achouffe Cherry Chouffe 20L £165.15 Vegan 8.0%

959961 Achouffe Chouffe Soleil 20L £97.90 Vegan 6.0%

Dark golden, orange colour. Misty, big white head. Fruit dominates the nose. There is citrusfruit and sweet tropical fruit. Some sweet tones of caramel. The 
fine hoppy bitterness gives balance.

Refreshing witbier with citrus tones and a subtile spiciness and a coriander touch.

The aroma of Cherry Chouffe gives pride of place to cherries. It also reveals notes of strawberry, almond, spices and sweet Port. Round-bodied, soft and 
delicate, this beer has a satisfying finish, with a very slight bitterness.

Chouffe Soleil is a Belgian ale brewed by Brasserie d’Achouffe. It is a cloudy beer with a pale-yellow color and an abundant white head. It is a refreshing 
drink with peppery lime and lemon spice.

Packed full of juicy fruit notes and big hop resins from the use of three stars of the American brewing arsenal: Mosaic, Simcoe and Equinox. Juicy tropical 
fruits, sharp citrus notes and sweet florals are complemented by an earthy punch.

It's a tropical cocktail in a can--and, oh yeah, in beer form! Passionfruit, mango, pineapple and peach. The slightly drying finish keeps things refreshing.

Cwtch' (rhymes with butch) can mean either cuddle or cubbyhole. This Welsh red ale is a blend of six caramelly malts and three citrussy American hops. 
Grab a glass, relax and cwtch up with this aromatic and tangy previous winner of Champion Beer of Britai

Vedett, a blond, light, well hopped premium beer with 5% alcohol content, is the cult Duvel Moortgat beer today: following its birth in 1945, it quickly 
acquired fame and recognition within an intimate circle of insiders in the Antwerp-Brussels region.

Kegs

Our beer buyer Jean-Carlos has rapidly expanded our range of kegged beers recently. There's something for every taste here.

Hoppy aromas of mango and pineapple guide you towards explosive flavour, flashes of delicate citrus highlights and refreshing balanced bitterness. Our 
epiphany of a session beer drinks with a pillowy soft mouthfeel and pours with a beautiful light haze.

Dry Hopped Lager. Santo is a distinctly Siren lager. Our take on the style is full of American hops, working in harmony to offer subtle tropical fruit notes and 
bright citrus flavours. It pours with a delicate haze and a striking aroma. Saintly fresh, but devilishly drinkable.

Session Pale Ale .Refreshing and exciting in equal measure, Yu Lu is brewed with Earl Grey tea and lemon zest for taste that belies its strength. Distinct 
peach and apricot notes are complemented by zesty bergamot flavours and a delicate loose leaf tea bitterness.

A beer brewed for flavour and drinkability. Light, refreshing and low on alcohol, this brew utilises an ever-changing lineup of hops leading to a contrasting 
yet equally enjoyable experience with every batch. Perfect for enjoying with food and good conversation.

American style pale ale with amazing levels of hop aroma. Each batch is brewed with a different combination of hops.

Dry Hopped Sour. Calypso roars with sharp, spritzy and mouth-puckering sensation, accented by tropical and citrussy hop aroma. It's clean, refreshing 
and always keeps you going back for more.
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112400 Achouffe La Chouffe 20L £141.50 Vegan 8.0%

959958 Achouffe Mc Chouffe 20L £143.20 Vegan 8.0%

961148 Ampersand Brew Co IPA Micro - IPA (Seasonal) 30L £100.85 Vegan 2.9%

960858 Ampersand Brew Co Camphillsner - Unfiltered Lager (Seasonal) 30L £112.50 Vegan 4.9%

961150 Ampersand Brew Co Cocow - Chocolate & Milk Stout (Seasonal) 30L £120.00 4.8%

961149 Ampersand Brew Co On The Wing - Session IPA (Seasonal) 30L £122.50 Vegan 4.7%

961151 Ampersand Brew Co Pulpit Pale - Pale Ale (Seasonal) 30L £119.15 Vegan 5.0%

112310 De Koninck De Bolleke 20L £86.90 Vegan 5.2%

110486 Duvel Maredsous Blond (Summer Edition) 30L £134.15 Vegan 6.0%

960100 Duvel Maredsous Brune (Winter Edition) 30L £165.00 Vegan 8.0%

112348 Duvel on Tap 19.5L £178.60 Vegan 8.5%

106256 Liefmans Fruitesse 20L £95.85 Vegan 3.8%

959954 Liefmans Kriek Brut 20L £115.85 Vegan 6.0%

961146 Lost And Grounded Apophenia 30L £185.00 Vegan 8.8%

Liefmans Fruitesse is a unique, fresh beer blend, matured for 18 months on cherries in the Liefmans cellars. Liefmans Fruit is then blended with fresh, 
natural fruit juices of strawberry, raspberry, cherry, elderberry and bilberry. The result is a summery, refreshing fruit beer that is delightfully sweet, with the 
sparkle of champagne and the freshness of a nicely chilled glass of wine.

Liefmans Kriek-Brut is a mixed fermentation beer, with every hectolitre containing up to 13 kilos of fruit! It is a perfect blend of Oud Bruin and pale beer 
aged on cherries. The beer is matured for 18 months, bringing out the very best of its intense flavour. A deep reddish-brown colour, with a pale head and 
wood and almond notes on the nose. On the palate you can clearly taste the slightly sweet, yet at the same time gently bitter fruit flavours.

Apophenia = The human tendency to seek patterns in random information. The strongest of Lost and Grounded’s core range was inspired by sipping 
(rather strong) beers and philosophising about life. A Belgian-style Tripel of a simple composition the palest Pilsner malt, sugar to lighten the body, and 
some hops to balance it out.

This Belgian amber ale has been the iconic beer of Antwerp since 1952.

The highlight of a Maredsous Blond is its variety of malty aromas. A harmonious, fruity and light beer with a dry and slightly hoppy finish. 

Roast and burnt aromas with a slivers of coffee and dark chocolate. A delicate caramel bouquet with subtle hints of dark fruits, chocolate and caramel. 
Maredsous Bruin is delicious with cheese, but is robust enough to stand up to meaty dishes. A less obvious pairing is with dark chocolate. Just like a 
coffee, this beer’s taste and malty aromas will melt beautifully into that of a bittersweet cocoa delicacy.

Duvel is a natural beer with a subtle bitterness, a refined flavour and a distinctive hop character. The unique brewing process, which takes about 90 days, 
guarantees a pure character, delicate effervescence and a pleasant sweet taste of alcohol.

Full of character, Mc Chouffe delights lovers of dark beer all over the world. Its distinctive flavour, its dark ruby colour and its fine creamy head make it a 
unique beer. Mc Chouffe is also characterised by its spicy aniseed and liquorice flavours, superbly complemented by full-bodied caramel notes.

A tiny IPA packed with big IPA levels of late and dry hops to punch above its weight. Careful use of malts help to aid mouthfeel helping this pale ale to taste 
fuller than the abv suggests and provide a great base for the punchy hops

A pils style lager brewed with English malt, traditional Czech yeast, and German hops. We have kept this unfiltered to retain maximum flavour from the 
ingredients.

A rich decadent stout with big flavours of bitter chocolate tempered by milk sugars. Subtle undertones of dark caramel and coffee give a great depth of 
flavour and keep the sweetness balanced, whilst the large quantity of raw cocoa nibs provide that unmistakable dark chocolate finish.

A hop forward pale session ale brewed with oats and heaps of late Amarillo, Citra, Ekuanot & El Dorado hops. A high percentage of oats in the grain bill 
combined with heaps of dry hopping gives this beer a lovely natural haze.

A classic pale ale that doesn't over power with hops. A light malt bill allows the late hop additions of Cascade and Eureka to shine through with a bit of 
extra fruitiness from the classic English yeast.

With 8% alcohol content and a lightly hoppy taste, this golden beer has won over beer lovers from all over the world down the years.
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961145 Lost And Grounded Hop-Hand Fallacy 30L £122.50 Vegan 4.4%

961142 Lost And Grounded Keller Pils 30L £120.85 Vegan 4.8%

961144 Lost And Grounded No Rest for Dancers 30L £143.35 Vegan 6.2%

961143 Lost And Grounded Running with Sceptres 30L £129.15 Vegan 5.2%

961147 Lost And Grounded Saison D'Avon 30L £142.50 Vegan 6.5%

961206 Moor Beer Company Galaxy Of Secrets 30L £127.50 Vegan 4.5%

961205 Moor Beer Company RAW Bitter 30L £116.65 Vegan 4.3%

959883 The Kernel Brewery IPA 30L £141.65 7.1%

961105 Tiny Rebel Cali APA 30L £120.85 Vegan 5.6%

961106 Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropica 30L £120.00 Vegan 5.5%

961107 Tiny Rebel Cwtch Red Ale 30L £111.65 Vegan 4.6%

961108 Tiny Rebel Dutty 30L £112.50 Vegan 4.2%

961109 Tiny Rebel Easy Livin' Session Pale Ale 30L £104.15 4.3%

961110 Tiny Rebel Key Lime Lager 30L £104.15 4.8%

961112 Tiny Rebel Lazy Boy Lager 30L £104.15 4.8%

This is a hoppy red ale from Bristol that has been crafted to have just the right amount of spicy, caramel malt profile to mark it apart from the usual. With a 
floral aroma and a fruity hop finish this beer has it all. 

An India Pale Lager combining Pilsner, Vienna, and Caramalts with a huge whack of hops.

Pilsner malt, flaked wheat and oats form the base of this beer. Hopped with Brewers Gold, Savinjski Goldings and Chinook compliment the Grains of 
Paradise added late in the boil, giving the nose a distinctive fruity and floral tone. A cool fermentation let’s all of the ingredients shine - the result: a soft, 
fluffy and delicious rendition of a Saison!

Hoppy pale ale with Galaxy and Vic Secret hops. Second instalment of the 'Galaxy of' series.

Brewed originally as a demonstration that cask bitter can be unfined and thus a little cloudy whilst also being packed full of flavour. RAW has gone on to be 
one of the most popular beers brewed by Moor. A very modern British beer.

For this Farmhouse Ale style Lost and Grounded take Pilsner malt and combine with oats to provide a biscuity base, and then overlay with Brewers Gold 
and Crystal hops, orange peel and coriander to create a citrusy and seemingly hoppy beer.

One of this Bristol brewers flagship beers this Keller Pils is everything is should be. Crisp and dry on the palate with a big mouth feel from the yeast and the 
fact it is unfiltered. The nose is light and bready and the beer has a nice hop bitterness with a refreshing lager finish.

Wind down with the smell of citrus, a tropical taste and the perfectly smooth finish

Key Lime Lager - Summer Vibes all year round.

There are times when nothing is better than a clean, crisp and refreshing lager.

It's different every time!

A beer suitable for sitting on the beach in the Californian sun.
This juicy pale ale plays on classic tropical and pine flavours, with a relaxed mango twist..

It's a tropical cocktail in a can--and, oh yeah, in beer form! Passionfruit, mango, pineapple and peach. The slightly drying finish keeps things refreshing.

Cwtch' (rhymes with butch) can mean either cuddle or cubbyhole. This Welsh red ale is a blend of six caramelly malts and three citrussy American hops. 
Grab a glass, relax and cwtch up with this aromatic and tangy previous winner of Champion Beer of Britain.

A mild bitterness and a big juicy blast, refresh with Dutty!
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961115 Tiny Rebel Pineapple Express IPA 30L £135.85 6.2%

961113 Tiny Rebel Pump Up the Jam 30L £121.65 5.0%

961114 Tiny Rebel Stay Puft 30L £112.50 5.2%

106149 Vedett Blond 30L £110.20 Vegan 5.0%

106175 Vedett IPA 20L £98.55 Vegan 5.5%

106150 Vedett White 30L £121.35 Vegan 4.7%

Stock 
Code

Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Can

Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

108482 Sheppy's Original Cloudy Cider 50cl £1.79 Vegan 4.5%

105012 Sheppy's Cider With Raspberry 50cl £2.02 Vegan 4.0%

105135 Sheppy's Somerset Draught Cider 33cl £1.25 Vegan 5.5%

100911 Sheppy's Dabinett Apple Cider 50cl £1.79 Vegan 6.5%

137057 Samuel Smith Organic Cider 55cl £1.80
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

107450 Samuel Smith Organic Perry 55cl £1.80
Vegan, 
Organic 5.0%

A delicious combination of a traditional light Somerset cider and pure raspberry juice, which creates a characterful drink with a pleasant, refreshing 
fruitiness. Medium-sweet taste.

Made from a blend of traditional cider and dessert apples grown on the Sheppy family farm. Beautifully light, crisp and refreshing.

Made from a single varietal apple discovered in the early 1990s. Rich and smooth, this medium, slightly sparkling cider has won Sheppy's many awards.

A medium dry cider with brilliant straw colour, light body, clean apple flavour and a gentle apple blossom finish.Suitable for vegans. Soil association 
certificated.

A dry, sparkling pear cider with glowing pale straw colour, smooth body, crisp but rich flavour and the gentle aroma of a summer pear orchard. 

A light blend of traditional Somerset cider with a touch of pure cloudy apple juice, producing a lightly sparkling, medium-sweet cider with a crisp and fruity 
flavour.

A collaboration with Polly's Brew Co, this beer takes the juiciest hops and blends them with fresh pineapple to create a juice bomb IPA.

Imagine pumpin' doughnuts full of jam and then cramming those into a pale ale. 

Cider & Perry

This is a traditional London Porter taken to the next level, with millions of marshmallows stirred into every brew of Stay Puft.

Vedett, a blond, light, well hopped premium beer with 5% alcohol content, is the cult Duvel Moortgat beer today: following its birth in 1945, it quickly 
acquired fame and recognition within an intimate circle of insiders in the Antwerp-Brussels region.

Dark golden, orange colour. Misty, big white head. Fruit dominates the nose. There is citrusfruit and sweet tropical fruit. Some sweet tones of caramel. The 
fine hoppy bitterness gives balance.

Refreshing witbier with citrus tones and a subtile spiciness and a coriander touch.
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Stock 
Code

Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Vegan, 
Organic

ABV

961406 Beer Big Drop Uptown Craft Lager 33cl £1.35 0.5%

961405 Beer Big Drop Pine Trail Pale Ale 33cl £1.35 0.5%

960051 Beer Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropica Non-Alcoholic 33cl £1.18 Can 0.5%

112319 Sparkling Belle and Co Alcohol-Free Sparkling 75cl £3.15 Vegan 0.0%

105657 White Torres Natureo Muscat Alcohol Free, Spain 75cl £5.30
Screw

cap Vegan 0.0%

105524 Red Torres Natureo Syrah Alcohol Free, Spain 75cl £5.30
Screw

cap Vegan 0.0%

959975 Atopia Spiced Citrus 70cl £19.54 0.5%

Stock 
Code

Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Can

Vegan, 
Organic

182893 Belvoir Elderflower Cordial 50cl £2.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

109638 CanO Water Sparkling 33cl £0.40 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

109637 CanO Water Still 33cl £0.40 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

This Syrah-based red has had the alcohol removed. Lovely cherry red, aromas of pomegranate and currant with hints of oak-imparted vanilla and toast. 
Round, balanced and clean on the palate, with soft tannins and delicate acidity.

Spirit alternative. A natural distillate of orange, juniper, coriander, angelica root and lemon, forms the foundation of the spirit. Natural flavours and extracts 
of spice, orange blossom and wormwood enable a subtle aromatic depth on the nose and in taste. When you’re looking for something special and 
refreshing, make yourself an Atopia & Tonic using Spiced Citrus. Best enjoyed mixed with tonic water, served with plenty of ice and a slice of orange.

Made to Mary Manners family recipe from an infusion of masses of freshly picked elderflowers with lots of fresh lemon juice, this has a delicate scented 
taste and makes a wonderfully refreshing drink when mixed with still or sparkling mineral water.

With approximately 8 million tonnes of plastic ending up in the ocean each year, CanO Water is an infinitely recyclable alternative to plastic bottles. 
Recycle your can and it will be back on the shelf in as little as 6 weeks.

Soft Drinks

In addition to the low- and no- alcohol alternatives listed above, we stock a full range of non-alcoholic options from slassic mixers to hand-
crafted sodas to suit your list from backbar to table. Save on time, cost, and transport by ordering your soft drinks from Cambridge Wine 
Merchants.

Alcohol-free craft lager. Easy drinking, full-flavoured but elegant. Light herbal and floral hop aromas, a hint of caramel with peppered spiciness on the 
palate and a touch of orange at the end.

Alcohol-free Pale Ale. A delight for the senses, this beer delivers on all levels. Rosy floral aromas are immediate as you pour, with a light and limey citrus 
bite on the palate and a balanced but obvious bitterness to finish.

Our favourite tropical drop in a non-alcoholic form.

A sophisticated zero alcohol sparkling, made using a unique non-alcoholic fermentation method with green tea. Vegan friendly and gluten free.

This Muscat wine has had the alcohol removed. Pale yellow, very clean, with grapey aromas. Fresh and bright on the palate.

Low- and No- Alcohol Alternatives

We are ever conscious of the growing need for high quality alcohol free alternatives that allow the drivers and non-drinkers to feel part of it 
all. We consider these de-alcoholised products superb options that we'd actually all happily drink even if we weren't driving.
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130796 Coke 33cl £0.68 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

101398 Coke Icon Glass Bottle 33cl £0.79
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

105486 Coke Mixer Glass Bottle 20cl £0.45
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

137631 Diet Coke 33cl £0.58 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

101592 Diet Coke Icon Glass Bottle 33cl £0.68
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

106630 Diet Coke Mixer Glass Bottle 20cl £0.40
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

105624 Fevertree Indian Tonic Water 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

105625 Fevertree Naturally Light Tonic Water 20cl £0.50
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108861 Fevertree Aromatic Tonic Water 20cl £0.50
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

105923 Fevertree Elderflower Tonic Water 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108137 Fevertree Lemon Tonic 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

105628 Fevertree Mediterranean Tonic Water 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

104559 Fevertree Ginger Ale 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

105627 Fevertree Ginger Beer 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

111947 Fevertree Premium Lemonade 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

105626 Fevertree Sicilian Lemonade 20cl £0.55
Vegan, 

Gluten Free
The vibrant lemon freshness is tempered with a perfect balance between sweetness and acidity. This balance ensures that the original flavours and mouth-
feel of the great spirits remains unaltered.

The soft, subtle and supportive lemon notes are balanced by the bitterness of natural quinine to give a refreshingly crisp flavour. The finish is clean with 
none of the usual cloying mouth feel of other bitter lemons.

This is a completely new taste for the sophisticated vodka drinker. With a soft bitterness of pure natural quinine and a round elegant taste of herbs and 
citrus.

A distinctive ginger flavour created from a blend of the world’s finest gingers. Added complexity comes from supportive citrus notes. Overwhelmingly 
cleaner than any other ginger ale creating a perfect mixer for dark spirits.

A distinct, fresh ginger taste predominates. It is refreshing and clean tasting without being overly sweet. As the liquid passes through the palate the ginger 
will fill the whole mouth, leaving a warmth at the back of the throat.

A clear lemonade, from Fevertree.

The lighter version, just as loved as its full-fat counterpart.

Luscious botanical oils with spring water and quinine of the highest quality from the 'fever trees' from the eastern hill ranges of the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, this is a delicious, award-winning tonic water

Slightly less sweet than Fever-Tree Indian Tonic Water, the finish is clean with none of the usual cloying aftertastes experienced when drinking artificially 
sweetened slimline tonics.

An aromatic blend of quinine and angostura bark, gentle spices and fresh citrus. A uniquely refreshing tonic with none of the cloying aftertastes you get 
from artificial sweeteners

The sweetness of the elderflower is perfectly balanced with the soft bitterness of natural quinine. A uniquely clean and fresh finish with none of the cloying 
aftertastes you get from artificial sweeteners.

Surely this needs no introduction. Comes in a variety of shapes and sizes.
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108374 Franklin's Natural Indian Tonic Water 15cl £0.55 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108375 Franklin's Natural Light Tonic Water 15cl £0.50 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108700 Franklin's 1886 Soda Water 15cl £0.58 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108701 Franklin's Classic Lemonade 15cl £0.63 Can
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108376 Franklin's Original Ginger Ale Bottle 20cl £0.71
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

109670 Franklin's Lemon & Elderflower Bottle 27.5cl £0.96
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

109667 Franklin's Apple & Rhubarb Bottle 27.5cl £1.00
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

109669 Franklin's Ginger Beer Bottle 27.5cl £1.08 Vegan

103298 Hildon Sparkling Mineral Water (Large) 75cl £0.65
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

129687 Hildon Sparkling Mineral Water (Small) 33cl £0.40
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

101960 Hildon Still Mineral Water (Large) 75cl £0.65
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

153149 Hildon Still Mineral Water (Small) 33cl £0.40
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

960200 Jarr Kombucha Original 24cl £1.36

Vegan, 
Organic, 

Gluten Free

960201 Jarr Kombucha Ginger 24cl £1.36

Vegan, 
Organic, 

Gluten Free

960202 Jarr Kombucha Passion Fruit 24cl £1.36

Vegan, 
Organic, 

Gluten Free
This delicious Passion Fruit kombucha is made by blending Jarr's classic kombucha with just the right amount of 100% pure Ecuadorian passion fruit 
purée for a burst of tropical flavour.

Purveyors of fine Natural Mineral Water for over 25 years, delivering a refreshing, pH neutral, and entirely natural experience.

Classic, pure kombucha, made the JARR way, with organic, single-estate green and oolong teas. With a perfect balance of both sour and sweet, the 
Original kombucha is reminiscent of green apples and citrus fruits, a refreshing kick at any time of the day.

Imagine your favourite ginger beer, but healthier, with more zing, and even more delicious. Freshly juiced ginger root is added to the Jarr original recipe for 
a zesty and fiery delight.

Award-winning ginger ale using sparkling Staffordshire spring water, steeped ginger and natural British sugar.

Lemons from Sicily are gently pressed to give a burst of rich citrus, which is balanced by a hint of juniper and the refreshing floral tones of handpicked 
hedgerow elderflower. Low in sugar but full of flavour.

Franklin's soft drinks are deliciously different to others in the market, created with only a subtle carbonation to each variant to ensure they match well with 
food.

A Great British classic. Ginger is botanically brewed for a week with malted barley, extracting the rich flavours of ginger. Immediate spicy warmth gently 
builds, before a squeeze of zesty lemon balances, creating the ultimate refreshment.

For more than 100 years, London-based Franklin & Sons has delighted the palate with its soft drinks and its Natural Indian Tonic Water is a true gem in its 
crown. A delicate blend of sparkling Staffordshire spring water, natural cinchona bark extract from Ecuador and the finest British sugar. Gluten Free. 
Contains no artificial colours, flavours or sweeteners and no preservatives.

A low calorie variant of the award-winning Natural Indian Tonic Water, made using the same sparkling Staffordshire spring water, botanicals with half the 
sugar.

Franklin & Sons is an award-winning range of tonics, mixers and soft drinks, which were first introduced in 1886. The products continue to follow the same 
ethos today, using only natural flavours, extracts and colours and never include preservatives or sweeteners. By sourcing the best possible provenance of 
ingredients, the results are a well-balanced range of drinks which are perfect for pairing with a broad range of premium spirits found in the best bars.

An original, clear lemonade made with sparkling Staffordshire spring water and South American lemon juice, which creates a vibrant citrus mixer.
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960203 Jarr Kombucha Raspberry 24cl £1.36

Vegan, 
Organic, 

Gluten Free

106626 Schweppes Tonic Water 12.5cl £0.33
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

106627 Schweppes Slimline Tonic Water 12.5cl £0.32
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108381 Schweppes Lemonade 12.5cl £0.30
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

129048 Schweppes Lemonade (Large) 150cl £1.06
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

106629 Schweppes Bitter Lemon 12.5cl £0.35
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

106628 Schweppes Canada Dry Ginger Ale 12.5cl £0.35
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108359 Schweppes Pineapple Juice 12.5cl £0.35
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

108358 Schweppes Tomato Juice 12.5cl £0.35
Vegan, 

Gluten Free

Stock 
Code

Description Size
Price ex. 

VAT
Screw

cap
Vegan, 
Organic

191478 Esporao Virgin Olive Oil, Portugal (Large) 300cl £15.98
Screw

cap Vegan

178988 Esporao Extra Virgin Olive Oil , Portugal 50cl £4.20
Screw

cap Vegan

159424 Esporao Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Portugal (Large) 300cl £18.28
Screw

cap Vegan

138019 Esporao Biologica Organic Olive Oil , Portugal 50cl £6.02
Screw

cap Vegan

142756 Quinta dos Murcas Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Douro, Portugal 50cl £6.81
Screw

cap Vegan

Olive oil produced from olive varieties Arbequina and Cobranc in organic production. There is a careful selection of the fruits from the field to the mill, 
obtaining a full olive flavour.

Terrific quality extra virgin from Esporao's own groves and pressed at their own mill.

Great value Estate olive oil from Portugal's premier winemaker

Pure quality olive oil, organic, first press, from groves on the banks of the gorgeous Douro river. Every taste transports you there!

Established in 1783, the original Lemonade has been masterfully made with lemon juice, made from real lemons.

A zingy and very refreshing lemon carbonated drink, with quinine, infused with an abundance of fizzy, tickling bubbles with powerful citrus bites.

Its worldwide popularity as a mixer began during American Prohibition. With both sharpness and spice, Canada Dry Ginger Ale is the perfect combination 
of refreshingly crisp effervescence and light, dry ginger.

All pineapple.

Bloody Mary, please.

Olive Oil

Estate grown olive oils, imported exclusively from Portugal, offering great quality and value.

Fresh, fruity kombucha, made the JARR way, with sweet, juicy raspberries.

The iconic soft drink, based on Jacob Schweppe’s 1783 original formula. Made with quinine and other ingredients with 100% natural flavours.

The no-sugar, low calorie version of the classic Indian Tonic Water.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF OFFER AND SALE OF TRADING
These Terms and Conditions supersede any agreed or implied terms whether Actual or inferred, written or verbal by ourselves or any of our representatives at any time.

DEFINITIONS

“Buyer, Client, You”

Shall mean the individual or company with whom a contract of Sale is entered into.

“Conditions”

Shall mean the Seller’s general Terms and Conditions of offer and sale set out below, which will upon acceptance of any order from the Seller prevail.

“Contract”
Shall mean the agreement between the Buyer and the Seller for the purchase of the Materials, including therein the Conditions and all other documents to which reference may 
properly be made in order to ascertain the rights and obligations of the parties under the said agreement.

“Contract Price”
Shall mean the sum in the Seller’s quotation increased or reduced by such sums (if any) as under the Conditions are to be taken into account in ascertaining the Contract price 
and are subject to alteration without notice.“Material, Materials”

Shall mean the goods to be supplied under the Contract.

“Minimum Order”

Shall mean three unsplit 9 litre cases or six unsplit 4.5 litre cases of wine.

“Seller, Seller’s”

Shall mean Cambridge Wine Merchants Limited, any Holding Company, subsidiary or associated company in accordance with law.

OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE

1.1 The Seller’s quotation shall constitute an offer to supply to the Buyer Materials subject to the Conditions of the sale.
1.2 An order placed by the Buyer in response to a quotation shall only be binding on the Seller if it is accepted by the Seller in writing. Notwithstanding that the order form or 
other document whereby the Buyer places his order with Seller may contain or refer to printed terms and conditions inconsistent with or differing from these Conditions, such 
order form or other document shall, unless the same be accompanied by a separate letter expressly requesting that the Conditions be varied or supplemented in such specific 
respect or respects as may be particularised in such letter, be deemed to constitute an unqualified acceptance of the Conditions, which shall apply to the exclusion of any other 
such printed terms or conditions as aforesaid.1.3 No variation, waiver or supplement to the Conditions shall be binding on the Seller unless expressly accepted by the Seller in writing.
1.4 No agent or representative of the Seller has the power to accept any variation, waiver or supplement to these Conditions.
1.5 An order must meet the minimum order quantity as specified above, alternatively the order may be accepted by the Seller but with a minimum order surcharge at discretion 
of the Seller.

DELIVERY
2.1 Delivery shall mean delivery of Materials to the Buyer from the Seller’s works or delivery of Materials to a Carrier nominated by the Buyer, in the absence of specific 
instructions from the Buyer the Seller may nominate a Carrier. The Buyer shall at the discretion of the Seller bear all transport, storage, insurance and forwarding costs should 
the goods destination be varied from the Buyer’s trading address.
2.2 The Buyer is required to acknowledge receipt of all Materials by signing the appropriate Delivery Note. The Delivery Note, duly signed should then be forwarded to the 
Seller (as indicated on the invoice) at the risk of the Buyer. If deliveries or shipments are delayed upon the Buyer’s request or as a result of delayed payment by the Buyer, or 
delayed shipping instructions, then the Buyer shall be charged storage costs for every month, or part thereof, after notice that the Materials are ready for delivery or shipment. 
The Seller, after expiration of a reasonable time limit (which shall be set by the Seller) may (without prejudice to any other rights of the Seller)

(a) Deliver the Materials to the Buyer in accordance with Clause 2.1 above or
(b) Dispose of the Materials ordered either, if the goods are easily resalable at the best price obtainable or if the Materials are not easily resalable in any way so desired by the 
Seller.
2.3 The Delivery Date stated in the Contract is given as accurately as can be predicted, but it is deemed not to be of the essence of the Contract and the Buyer shall not be 
entitled to refuse delivery on account of delay, howsoever caused.
2.4 The Buyer agrees to accept partial delivery. Any Materials delivered in part shall be paid for in accordance with the provisions of Conditions five (5) and seven (7) and be 
treated as a
separate Contract between the Seller & Buyer thus divisible in rights and obligations.
2.5 The Seller agrees to transport the goods to the designated location within a thirty (30) mile location of the Sellers trading address, but reserves the rights to charge a 
surcharge for any deliveries requested to alternative or addresses not within this specified area.

PRICE VARIATIONS
3.1 Unless otherwise stated in the quotation, the Contract Price is deemed to exclude Value Added Tax. To the extent that the Tax is properly chargeable on the supply to the 
Buyer of any Materials or services provided by the Seller under the Contract, the Buyer shall pay such taxes as an addition to payments otherwise due to the Seller under the 
Contract.
3.2 The Contract Price is based on the cost of Materials, transport, other rates and prices ruling at the date of the Seller’s quotation. If by reason of any risks or fall in the rates 
of transport or other operating costs (including allowances payable in the cost of materials or transport or of conforming to such laws, orders, regulations and bye-laws 
(including the imposition of any new such matter) increase the cost to the Seller of performing its obligations under the Contract, the amount of such increase (including such 
proportionate additional profit as the profit assigned to the Goods or services in question in the original Contract Price) shall be added to or deducted from the Contract Price 
as the case may be.
3.3 For the purposes of contact of Sale the cost of Materials shall be construed as including any duty or tax by whomsoever payable which is payable under or by virtue of any 
Act of Parliament on the import, purchase, sale appropriation, processing or use of such material.
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BUYERS DEFAULT
5.1 If under the Contract deliveries are made over an extended period at the Seller’s discretion, each consignment shall be invoiced separately and payable in accordance with 
conditions seven (7).
5.2 If the Buyer fails to make a payment of a sum when the same becomes due whether under the Contract or any other contract which the Seller may have with the Buyer, the 
Seller shall be entitled to charge the Buyer interest on the sum due under the Contract and unpaid calculated at a rate of Four per cent per annum over the Barclays Bank 
Base Rate (minimum 5 per cent) from time to time ruling. If such payment, or any part thereof, shall remain in arrears for seven (7) days after written demand shall have been 
made therefore, the Seller shall have the further right to cancel the Contract and/or any such other contract and, in either case, without prejudice to any other right or remedy 
which the Seller may have.
5.3 If the Buyer makes any composition or arrangement with or assignment for the benefit of his creditors or has any process of execution levied upon his goods or being a 
corporation goes into liquidation or has a Receiver appointed or being a person becomes bankrupt or commits any act of bankruptcy the Seller may without prejudice to any 
other remedy determine the contract and resell the Materials and any loss on such resale shall be paid by the Buyer.
5.4 Where the Seller tenders the Materials but delivery is not accepted the Seller may store the Materials in its own or any other warehouse for the account of the Buyer and 
the Buyer shall be liable for the cost of storage, additional handling, transport and any associated costs.
5.5 Any concession, latitude or waiver the Seller may allow or has allowed the Buyer at any time shall not prevent the Seller subsequently exercising its full rights under the 
Contract.

RISK
6. Risk passes to the Buyer on delivery of the Materials to him or his authorised forwarding agent in accordance with Condition 2. This shall also apply if partial shipments are 
made or if the Seller has agreed to assume installation or transportation costs.

CREDIT TERM PAYMENT BY U.K. BUYERS
7.1 If no other terms of payment have been agreed upon in writing, payment has to be effected on the last day of the following month after despatch. If any payment becomes 
overdue, the Seller
will without further request for payment charge default interest as defined in Condition five (5).
7.2 The Seller shall be entitled to offset payments on older debts of Buyer, despite deviating instructions from Buyer, and shall inform Buyer of the nature of the offsetting done. 
If costs and
interest have been incurred the Seller retain the rights to offset the payment against the cost to start with, then against the interest and finally against the main claim.
7.3 If the Seller obtains knowledge of circumstances which question the creditworthiness of the Buyer, in particular but not limited to if a bank fails to honour a cheque or a 
customer stops its payments, we shall be entitled to make the entire residual debt due for payment immediately, even if it has accepted cheques in such a case, the Seller 
shall also be entitled to demand advance payments or provision of collateral.

RIGHT OF SET OFF
8. No right of set off, whether implied or documented shall exist in respect of any claims by the Buyer to the Seller unless and until such time as such claims are accepted by 
the Seller in writing and the Buyer shall not withhold all or any part of the sum which has become due for payment under the Contract.

SUSPENSION AND CANCELLATION
9.1 In the event of suspension or cancellation of the Contract by the Buyer for any reason whatsoever (otherwise than in consequence of some default on the part of the Seller) 
the Seller reserves the right to make a charge for losses incurred either directly, indirectly or otherwise as a result of such suspension or cancellation, which shall be paid within 
thirty days of the notification of the charge by the Seller to the Buyer.
9.2 In the event of suspension or cancellation of the Contract by the Buyer for any reason the Seller reserves the rights to dispose of the materials in accordance with condition 
two (2) with any loss on the point of sale to be paid by the Buyer within thirty (30) days.

TITLE
10.1 The property in the Materials shall remain with the Seller until it has received in cash the whole of the Contract Price or any Claim of the Seller.
10.2 As long as the property remains with the Seller in any equitable or legal title, the Buyer may not sell the Materials other than in the ordinary course of business. If the 
Buyer should resell the Materials to a third party, or if he joins such materials to other goods in such a way that both form integral parts of a new unit, the Buyer hereby assigns 
to the Seller, until complete settlement of all the Seller’s claims, all receivables resulting from the sale of the Materials or from the connection of the Materials with other goods.
10.3 As long as the property shall remain with the Seller, the Buyer may not encumber the Materials delivered or transfer title to the Materials for security purposes. The Buyer 
shall immediately notify the Seller by registered letter if a third party seizes the Materials sold. The Buyer shall bear the costs of any action resulting from such seizure.
10.4 As long as the property remains with the Seller, the Buyer agrees:
(a) to insure the delivered Materials against the risks of fire, damage, theft and water.
(b) to submit the policy to the Seller, and
(c) the rights on the insurance shall accrue to the Seller for the aforementioned period. Should the Buyer fail to submit evidence of existing insurance coverage while the 
property remains with the Seller in accordance with Condition 10, the Seller may take out such insurance at the Buyer’s expense.

SUBSTITUTION OF MATERIALS
11. The Seller reserves the right to offer to substitute without prior notice or consultation other materials for those which may be specified in the Contract provided that the 
quality of the Materials
exceed the required standard order by the Buyer. Should this not be acceptable to the Buyer, the Seller reserves the rights to cancel the Contract in full.

FORCE-MAJEURE
12. Whilst the Seller undertakes to make every endeavour to execute orders as near to the date specified for delivery as possible all orders are accepted subject to delays 
caused by transportation, weather, industrial disputes, acts of Parliament or through any other cause whatsoever beyond the control of the Seller and the Seller shall not incur 
any liability or be responsible for any inconvenience, costs, losses or damages suffered by the Buyer arising from such delays (unless otherwise specifically agreed by the 
Seller in writing no penalty shall apply).

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY OF THE SELLER
4.1 The Seller will endeavour to ensure that the Materials are free from defect but:
(a) the Seller shall not be liable for any expenditure, damages, loss (including consequential loss) or injury either actual or inferred arising from the Materials delivered pursuant 
to any Contract, howsoever such expenditure, damages, loss or injury shall arise and whether from any defect in the Materials or otherwise.
(b) the Buyer shall assume sole responsibility for the fitness and performance of the Materials being sufficient and suitable for the purposes for which he requires the Materials.
(c) any implied condition or warranty as to description, quality and/or suitability of the Materials, whether statutory or otherwise is excluded.
4.2 The Seller’s liability shall be strictly limited to replacement of incorrect materials, notice of which must be received by the Seller within fourteen days of receipt of the goods 
by the Buyer. If such notice is not received within the stated time limit the Materials shall be deemed to be free from any defect. The Seller may at its option refund the Contract 
Price at its discretion.
4.4 If the Seller is held to be legally liable for any breach of this Contract or shall become legally liable to the Buyer in any way howsoever the liability of the Seller in respect of 
any or all as uses of action shall in no circumstances exceed 100% of the Contract Price.
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MATERIALS LOST OR DAMAGED IN TRANSIT
13.1 If goods have not been received within fourteen (14) days of despatch the Buyer shall advise the Seller in writing immediately.
13.2 Upon the receipt of such notice within the period specified, the Seller will use reasonable endeavours to assist the Buyer obtain proof of delivery or admission of damage 
or short delivery
from the carrier.

THIRD PARTY CONTRACTS
14. The Buyer shall in no way pledge the credit of the Seller, nor make any representation, nor give any warranty with regard to the Seller’s products, other than that contained 
in these terms and conditions, nor shall the Buyer sell the Seller’s goods in the name of the Seller, nor describe nor infer that the Buyer is the agent of the Seller. The Seller will 
be held not liable in any way whatsoever for any loss incurred by the Buyer under any Contract between the Buyer and any third party due to any default or breach whatsoever.

CONTACT US
  

 Wholesale Enquiries
1 Mill Yard, Childerley, Cambridge, CB23 8BA 01954 214 528 sales@cambridgewine.com

 Buying and Sales Team Contacts  
Alice Archer - College and Private Client Accounts - alice.archer@cambridgewine.com

James Sillifant  - Spirits and Wholesale Accounts - cwmspirits@gmail.com
Stewart Travers - Senior Buyer and Wholesale Accounts - stewart@cambridgewine.com

Hal Wilson - Managing Director - hal@cambridgewine.com

 Logistics
The Concert Barn, Childerley, Cambridge, CB23 8BA 01954 214 573 logistics@cambridgewine.com

  
 Branches at:

 
2 King's Parade, Cambridge, CB2 1SJ 01223 309 309 kings@cambridgewine.com

Flagship shop on beautiful Georgian row in the heart of town

31 Bridge Street, Cambridge, CB2 1UJ 01223 568 989 bridge@cambridgewine.com
Shop, wine bar and tastings with views over quayside and colleges

163 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge, CB1 7BX 01223 214 548 cherry@cambridgewine.com
Shop, wine bar, tastings, exhibition space and private hire by the station

12 Church Street, Ampthill, Beds MK45 2EH 01525 405 929 ampthill@cambridgewine.com

 Accounts Enquiries
1 Mill Yard, Childerley, Cambridge, CB23 8BA 01954 214 528 creditcontrol@cambridgewine.com

 Order Day:                                                    

Ordering Time: by 12:00 noon on Ordering Day or before
To Order: e-mail ordering@cambridgewine.com or call 01954 214 528

If phoning in your order, please provide our receptionist with the name of your business and the reason for your call so that you can be 
transferred to the Wholesale Team.

Typical Delivery Day:

  Account Manager:  
 Account Manager E-mail:            
 Account Manager Telephone:                                                   
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